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TE WEEKLY WITNEss.-A religions. literary and
commercial newspaper of 8 pages, with occasional
supplements, $1 per annum. This paper, considering
the quantity and quality of the matter, is probably
the cheapest on this continent except the DAILY
WITNESS.

A remittance for the varions editions of the WIT-
NES of $8 at one time, will entitle the party remittin
to the WEEKLY WITNESS for one year, if be claims Il.

The postage on the varions editions of the WITNESS
ls payable at the office of delivery quarterly ln ad-
vance.

TE NEW DOMINION MONTHLY-An elegant maga-
zine of 64 pages, filled with choice literature, original
and selected, and one or more pictorial illustrations,
besides a piece of music. Terms, $1.50 per annum, or
a club of five, (addressed separately), for $5, postpaid
by publishers. The only literary monthly in the
Dominion and more interesting as well as much
cheaper than most of imported magazines.

CANADIAN MESSENG ER.-Semi-monthly, contairdng
eigbt 4-column pages, devoted to temperance, science,
agriculture, education, and choice stories for the
young. (The prize tale, " Both Sides of the Street,"
appears serial y). Terms, 38c. per annum; clubs, to
one address, 3 copies $1 7 $2 50, $13; 100, $2&-aIl post-
paid by publishers. . tlis last club each member will
get ln the year 24 MESSENGERS, containin 192 pages,
or 768 columns of choice reading matter, Tor 25 cents.
We commend this to the attention of Sabbath schools
as very much better value than mont of school books
or papers.

vi.

MONTREAL TEMPERANcE TRACT SERIES.-Semi-
monthly, 4 pa es double columns, post-paid bypub-
lishers, 20 cents per annum; 20 to one address, $1.10 per
annum; parcels of 300 assorted, $100. These are suit
ble for distribution by Temperance Societies, Sabbath
schools and individuals. This is just the season for
distributing Tracts.

LIST, 0F PUBLICATIONS
ISSUED FROM THE

"'WITNESS" OFFICE.

I.

THE DAILY WITNESS.-Containing all the matter
that afterwards appears in the semi-weekly, and a
great deal more, together wlth dally telegrams, market
reports and advertisements, $3 per annum. This paper
bas usually 13 to 14 columns of fresh, choice, interest-
in and instructive reading matter, or about 4,000
co umns per annum for $3, not to mention as many
more columns of advertisements, most of then fresh,
and many of then very important.

Il.

TEE MONTREAL WITNEBS.-Semi-weekly, contain-
ing ail the matter of the WEEKLY and as much more,
and bringing news and markets twice a week Instead
of once, $2 per annum. This edition, which contains
all that appears in the Daily, except local city matter,
le the bent adapted for literary men in the country,
and therefore it la selected as the one which will be
supplled at half-price to the public instructors of the
community-namely, ministers and school teachers.
It will also be sent to Young Men's Christian Associa-
tions, and Colleges on the saine terms, and to Hos-
pitals and Asylums gratis. In a]) cases the applia-
ion-for the paper on these ternis should be specifie.

M.

i
COMBINATIONS.

THE DOMINION MONTULY with WEEKLY WITNESS
to one address, $2, witb SEMI-W EEKLY, $3, with DAILY,
$4. The matter ln DOMINION MONTELY ls entirely
different from that ln WITNESS.

WEEKLY WITNESS, DOMINION .MONTHLY, and
CANADIAN MES8ENGER, each composed of entirely
different matter from the others, for $2.2 per annum.
This combination will furnish a large su ply of
varied Interesting and instructive family reing.

It will be seen that the only premiums we offer are
in the shka e of cheap publications, and we cannot help
thinking t is a better way than cha ing fifty per
cent, more, and offering premiums and commissions
out of the extra charge.

Bespeakiug the favor of the public for our publfia-
tions, which are as good and cheap as we can make
them, wa ask all friends of our enterprise to aid us in
extending our subscription lists at this season.

W Besides the above periodicais, the following' works
have been published at the WITNESS Office:-

THE FAMILY DOCTOR; OR, MRS. BARRY AND
HER BOURBON.-A Cheap Reprint of this thrill-
ing Temperance Tale, in handsome Pamphlet
Form. Now Ready. Price 25c. Free by mail.

THE FRUIT CULTURIST: A Serles of Letters to a
beginner in fruit culture. By JAMES DOUGALL,
of Windsor Nurseries. Price 25 cents. Free by
mail.

THE FENIAN RAID OF 1870--a handsome book of
73 es containing the Story of the Raid of
18, by iporters present at the Scenes. A third
edition of tis interesting work le now.ready.
Sent free by mail for thirty cents.

ADVERTISING.

As each edition of the WrrNESS has a large circula.
tion, extending over Ontario and Quebec, l offers an
excellent advertising medium, and advertisements,
not inconsistent with its character. will be inserted ln
any edition for one cent per word for tirst Insertion
and a half cent each subsequent Insertion; or in ail
three, 4. e., DAILY, SEMI- WEEKLY and WEEKLY,
oaving an agregate circulation of over 20,000 coples)
or double these rates. No advertisement wil be

reckoned as less than 50 words, and where any " dis-
" 'e required, the space will be cbarged for as

. The rate in the NEW DOMINION MONTRLY,
which le also an excellent advertising medium, will bu
the same as ln the WITNEss, all payable ln advance.
The above does not refer to speclal classes of adver-
tisements or large contracte i the city.

January, 1871. JOHN DOUGATLL & SON.
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DOMINION CHORALIST.

The Second Volume of the Dominion Choralist, con-
taining a number of the

NEWEST AND MOST POPULAR SONGS OF THE
DAY.

With Pianoforte accompaniments.

Now Ready-Price, Twenty-five Cents.

CONTENTS:

Come oh Come, my Brother.
Lady Moon.
More like Jesns.
Motber, Watch the Little Feet.
No Crown without the Cross.
Now I Lay me down to Sleep.
Out ln the Cold.
Song of the Winter Winds.
Su plicatIon.
T Bridge.
The German Fatherland.
The New Best Name
The Passing Bell.
The Patter of the Rain.
The Wandering Refugee.
The Whip-Poor-Will' Song.
Welcome Sweet Spring.
Who can 17ellî
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A FEW NOTES ON EMERSON AND THE PANTHEISTS.

BY HENRY HEMMING.

Sympathy for one's kind is a precious
jewel, and we have in Emerson one who
affords us utterances of sympathy which,
seen from an intellectu'al point of view,
are certainly higher than the work of most
modern writers of fiction, and yet, if we
shall attempt to resolve them into a sys-
tem, entirely unsatisfactory. Exaltation
of Nature in all her changeful aspects-
this is good, indeed, so far as it goes,
because Emerson would eschew, if he knew
how, all forms of perverted feeling in the
world's social life, and does not seek to
preserve and perpetuate them under the
general head of Nature, as some others
seem to have loved to do. This man
endeavors to illustrate the life of the nations
and of the ages. He ranges with a glad
freedom over his own domain of excellence
in ideal, being yet all the while too tolerant
of that restless and imperious mentality
which he sees around him, consuming un-
ceasingly the brain and substance of the
American people. We have to be grateful
to any thinker, be he journalist or recluse,
who, devoting his life to observation,
makes the knowledge he thus attains avail-
able for the guidance of his fellow men. A
benevolent impulse alone could promote
such a course; least of all could it be im-
provised for the sake of gain. If such men
ever seem to be triflers, they are, in their
specialty, learned triflers. ''imidity in
action commonly makes ignorance its
excuse, and it is something to lessen the

domain of ignorance, even where our
teachings are not in themselves practical.
The thinker's solitude has its fruits, though
that solitude may be audibly lamented by
himself for the violence that it does to his
social instincts.

The British meiropolis has a philosophy
of its own, which, to do it justice, it has
the wisdom to be constantly modifying.
Its mental activity resounds with other
chords, and we have been invited to look
upon it of late by its literary expounders
as a sort of mirror of human existence,
and the poor over-burdened soul of it has
certainly been vividly brought before us in
the sensational tales of the day; for, as
Carlyle says, " Novelists must be teachers,
in some sort." It should be our business
to see that they teach rightly; and, indeed,
when we come to think of it, it is a some-
what excellent trait, thisliteraryinterestthat
a great people are taking in the too divided
classes of which their social fabric is made
up-individualizing them, as love will
always do; and an influx of good feeling,
such as this, may be but the stepping-stone
to higher social attainments in the future,
directed also from a higher source. Let us
feel for the poor London of to-day, striving
so hard to be practical in its dealings with

the Augean Stable of misery that has come
down to it as an inheritance from a miser-
able century. Something has been done
in clothing; something in feeding and

i finding work, and in bringing the laborer
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to the places where work may be found;
something in making people temperate,
and in extending the word of life to perish-
ing souls; and it must be admitted, not-
withstanding much valuable discussion,
and some grand institutions of benevolence,
very little, indeed, in view of the terrible
magnitude of the requirement, in hou sing
and cleansing the poor in their lodgings
and districts. A noble army of social
martyrs, supported by the generous im-
pulses of the public, are there battling with
a host of evils; but they can scarcely be
said to have more than begun to see their
way to laying a true foundation in the sur-
rounding influences by which the people
are begirt, in substitution for disease and
wretchedness born of courts, alleys, lodg-
ing-houses-so called-dust heaps, and
worse; while the applications of heating
and ventilation are not further advanced
than scavenging and capillary drainage;
over large sections of the town. Here then
is a sad picture of wrong ideas persisted in
in the past, by a kindly people,- to the
point of visible and actual destruction;
and yet the well-being of the masses is, and
must remain, according to the venerable
maxim, the highest human law. New
and better homes are all that Canada
has to offer to these unfortunates; the
work of gradually evolving order out of
such a chaos rests entirely on other
shoulders.

But to return to Emerson and his con-
nexion with this apparenit digression. Our
Platonist will hardly recognize such deve-
lopments as these as Nature. These
manifestations of life in old-world inten-
sity, in his view, will be mainlydepartures
from the original simplicity, leading up to
no Oolden age of Peace, bringing no rest
or comfort to the man of thought, even for
the moment that is passing. With New
York intensity, if he would look at it, we
think he could be but little better pleased.
Emersonian nature, always bénevolent, is
primarily an ideal conception of a great
future for the world; secondarily, as much
of actual life as seens in any degree to em-
body that conception. Emersonians do
not seek to dilate upon the corruptions of
the world in the gratification of reforming i
tnstincts. They would rather describe the e

I transcendent beauties of cis-Atlantic forests
in autumn-beauties that reposed in the
heart of the late president-painter of Eng-
land, although he never beheld them.
They seek to lift us to higher ideals. They
love the dilettantism of the drawing-room,
the arcana of government and of science.
Avoiding persecution for conscience sake,
their watchwords will be Progress and In-
telligence - the watchwords, we fear, of
Communistic Paris also, provingto demon-
stration that something more is required.
In texture they are as refined as they are
republican. They avoid the heavy work
of the world. Railways and inland steamers
do not trouble them any more than the
vagaries of steam-boilers on shore. Down
the enbankment, rolling like a ball, into
fire and blood and shrieks of perishing
women; or the burst boiler on the Missis-
sippi; or the burning decks of the floating
palace, scattering the poor wretches into
the stream-on planks if they can get
them; if not, into watery graves. What
a burden upon the soul of a people! Such
things must not be named to them. They
do not inform us why the " Cambria"
should have sunk at once when the waves
had dashed the ship upon the rocks, nor
the causes of the collision itself. One
gifted with professional knowledge told us
lately in Canada that her sides were like a
piece of crockery, to the opprobrium of an
armor-plated age! These men have not
even so far assisted this young Dominion
in protecting our Cable telegrams from
untruthful colori'hgs-a most serious mat-
ter politically, and in view of the peace
and good neighborhood of nations. Nor
have they helped to keep the sensational
literature of New York out of the hands of
our young people, root as it is of offence
and ruin. Sympathetically but not actively
beneficent, our Emerson can, neverthe-
less, rejoice in all development and in every
new form of social success,-has a heart for
the advancement of brotherhood, that can
see the folly of war, and that enshrines its
own hall of time-honored worthies-whose
affections can expand over the wide extent
of humanity, even more readily than in a
iumbler selection of persons-whose theory
s hardly permitted to recognize even the
xistence of evil S i t. d

o rose-t , e a pl-
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sophy we might feel to be more suited to
our requirements, probably, if man were
living in the exalted repose of mere con-
templation, and for this world and a refined
pleasure only; but must we not ask if it
would not be better to be faithful in the
unrighteous mammon, that the true riches
may also be committed to our trust? and
ask further if it be not necessary that the
citizen should be taught to raise his eyes,
and to lift his thoughts, to a controlling
heaven-a God of Power and Love and
Truth-to a mediatorial economy suited to
his condition and his hopes; and, if he
have no active duties resulting from the
solemn relation? Our mentor will here
reply, "Oh, yes; we have a God, and he
dwells in the archives of non-Christian
communities-worm-eaten and untruthful
-contradicting one another, and, by the
concurrent judgment of civilized men,
deluding the human soul." The Deity of
Emerson-a strange God-thus puts all
religious inventions boasting the seal of
age, on one equality, and will call upon us
out of the shadowy waste it has created, to
stand awe-stricken before the solemnity of
their pretensions, and to bend the knee in
the worship of their contradictions. Was
refinement ever before so capped with the
stolidity of folly? What consistency, we
urge, in asking men to raise themselves
into angels in order that they may be de-
graded to the condition of apes? Korans,
and Shasters, and Vedas, and every untruth
that from time immemorial has clouded the
human heart and mind, in the face of their
proclaimed insufficiency even for the uses
of this present world, if only sanctified by
the frost of time, are here put on a simple
plane with that Divine Revelation which
has stood the onslaught of all criticisn,
which has established its authenticity
through the rolling ages, and which lives
by the actual experience of men of its fit-
ness for humanity, furnishing as it has,
and does, a moral system which sophistry
cannot shake, and the true social bearings
of which become clearer every day, as faith
enlarges her domain. Jesus our Saviour
is to be lowered to the level of the 'philo-
sophers and of the magi, because the con-
ception that the plan of the Christian reli-
gion could have originated simultaneously

in a number of merely human minds, and
that its most solemn sanctions are things
of ipdifference to our future welfare, has
been found easy to the fancy of an Emer-
son. We are to bow ourselves before a
whole army of mediators in succession;
but we must before all things reject the un-
compromising claims of Him who was
manifested as the Divine impersonation of
our actual requirements-the sacred em-
bodiment of our living desires. This
writer is wise, having so much error to
maintain, to avoid all argument so strictly
as he does upon the groundwork and static
of essential truth.

Our space will not allow us even. to
attempt to point out the many beauties of
Emerson's careful, and at the same time
poetical analysis of the visible and social
as a New England philosopher will behold
them. There is a calmness and elegance
of diçtion in his essays that is very pleas-
ing. His measured cadences aré peculiar
to himself. Those essays have brought
him a deserved fame in c.ommon things,
and in a kind of abstract weighing and
measuring of human qualifications, with
the lively and unique word-pictures of an
habitual student. Ie seeks in them to
land us without Christianity, upon a strand
clear of the hopes and fears of a transitory
state; but he falls into mere mysticism
when he seeks to transcend the level of the
mundane. The absurdity of his errors
greatly diminishes any danger to be appre-
hended from them. Those errors have
originated in a determination to naake all
things under heaven bend to a precon-
ceived and pantheistic theory, all the time
exercising, as he thinks, a most righte-
ous and unbiassed judgment upon the
constitution of the world. Where the
Christian would allow his mind to repose
by Divine assistance in its moments
of relaxation upon the thought of a recon-
ciled Creator, and find unspeakable sup-
port and comfort in such a retreat from
the falseness of the world, the pantheist
can only strive to fill his soul with the idea
he has conceived of the animate and inani-
mate universe, in the persuasion that that
collectively is God. With him to labor is
to pray, for his God cannot be spoken
to. No wonder that he is sad.
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This mournful pantheism forms the very
root and foundation of Emerson's philo-
sophy. The Germans had imbibed it
from the ancient Greeks, and have so trans-
mitted it. It is well sometimes to trace the
geography of an idea, but the analysis that
might be exercised by the brain and heart
of the little-instructed if only honest
enquirer, addressed to such a web of life-
less speculation, ought surely to be sufficient
to supply the faithful but only possible
verdict: " Inanity of the pitifullest, and, if
it could be entertained, the most intellect-
ually and morally degrading." We are
nevertheless at liberty, as social students,
to distinguish all such aberrations from the
more analytical and practical studies ot a
kindly and gifted American gentleman,
lacking indeed one thing, and that the
principal.

The truth is always nearer to us than we
think. It cannot be seriously damaged by
the leaven of the scribes. It will be well
for Emerson and all of us, to recognize
this,-to be still, and fear God. Manifestly
useless is it to fight against Him. A *step
further, and the thoughtful man may
become Christian. Would that this gifted
writer would be Christian,-that he would
cease to deny facts that present themselves
to the grasp of - his senses in the very
actualities of the time and place he is
living and writing in. Christianity has
created those United States of his, just as it
has dignified Britain, and consolidated the
Dominion of Canada; and thesame mighty
growth has, amongst other things, endowed
this vivacious writer, as an individual, with
the liberty to sit calmly in his chair at
Concord, concocting foolish and futile
injuries to cast at the great event of the
world's history. The results of that event
have prevailed and are still prevailing.
A primeval and grandly developed system,
appreciable by the intelligence of the low-
liest, whilst transcending the profoundest
conceptions of the greatest and most culti-
vated minds, elevating the hopes and fitted
for the life of humanity, glorifying to the
Creator, with a glory we are still in our mor-
tality too poorly endowed to do more than
fractional justice to, cannot be frittered
away by men who will never condescend
to the arena of fair argument-by the

1 Richters, the Carlyles and the Emersons,
nor by any who have merely learned to
love the engagements of this present life so
well that the desire to shut out all revealed
thoughts of the life to come, has become
the pervading spirit of their moral, their
intellectual and their material being.

Let us glance for a moment at Carlyle.
The great writer whose abode is at Chelsea,
we would sometimes fain look upon as
taking a somewhat higher range in the
scale of faith than he whom we have been
considering. He has certainly succeeded,
by his fearless statements of fact and
consequence, in aiding the conceptions of
many a thinker. There are grand half-
thoughts in the man,-and we would speak
of such with all the respect due to them.
What, however, as the best test question,
does he say about the Bible?-" A noble
book! All men's book ! It is our first,
oldest statement of the never-ending prob-
lem-Man's destiny and God's ways with
him here on earth; and all in such free
flowing outlines-grand in its sincerity, in
*ts simplicity, and in its epic melody and
repose of reconcilement."

Now these are beautiful words, though
imbued with a very careful degree of
vagueness, and if we examine them a little,
with all their feeling, they will evidence
but the logic of a tyro. Carlyle would
seem to have forgotten that this glowing
description of his covers the writings of
men the scene of whose narrations is car-
ried over the extent of more than four
thousand years-the actual lives of the
writers extending over the greater portion
of that period-all holding the one faith
as a living principle, though in gradual
development, and demanding the recogni-
tion of that faith, rather than of themselves.
He may admit that the Bible is a great
book; but we say it is far more-it is a
great consistency, and that it is something
more too than the statement of a problem.
We might illustrate this from Carlyle's
own literary biography. At the time he
was engaged in his noble advocacy, not
soon to be forgotten, of the cause of his
working brothers, and in which he proved
himself to be a truly human-hearted man, he
did not content himself with the statement
of problems, but always essayed to prove
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their construction by the moral or material 1 It is simply that of buil' -,g up the strength
arguments which had carried conviction to of the soul by the fightirg-man's defiance
his own mind; therefore, as a logical of all eventualities, carried into the field
reasoner, he should see that the claims of of eternity, and supported by an intense
Christianity cannot be advocated in any individualism. "An integral portion of
other way. His admirable thoroughness the universal order of things, what have I
in the one cause is as conspicuous as his to do with seeking a particular salvation?"

cloud-enveloped dreaminess when pro- is the shocking sentiment he puts, in other
fessedly advocating the other. The Bible words, into the lips of his model man. It
bids us reverence God. Carlyle says, would sometimes seem to amount to a
" Reverence that which is good, and the plenary defiance of ail the powers, con-
force that compels to be good," in apparent summated by and innluding the Godhead
disregard of the gentle solicitations of the that created them. And ail this Ajax-like
Heavenly Spirit, who ever invites but does assertion is imported upon the strength of
not compel. Of course we cannot do each of us being an indestructible portion
without the Work-the practical, benefi- or limb of his great worshipped entity, the

cent, every-day work of the world; but the Universe,-including ail its good and bad,
Faith and the Work have profound and its moral and material forces. "Myseif a

mutual harmonies, if we will but see them. part'ofDeity, how can Deity oppose me?"

One day we shall come to say that they are Ris baptism is of fire -a sad formula.

inseparable, -and why clear-sighted Chris- IFire-eýed defiance," the armor ofhis true

tians have, to so great an extent, left the knight, miid-eyed persistence and the
statement of the latter to men who can whole armor of God being apparentiy lost
only operate through a vision disturbed by sight of, and that there is no more valuabe

the preconceptions of pagan Greece, is, soldier than the believing one. So also if

perhaps, the most difficuit literary and cvil grows out of the inevitable constitu-
social probsm of the age. But as there tion of things, side by side with good a

would gcncrally be hope cf the world but personal evil spirit becomes an impro-
for its preconceptions, we suppose we may bability. pst evils are termed Icxtinct

apply the principie even to the advanced satans," whiist how good and cvii can be

usefuiness of the Church ; oniy of the made to spring out of the one fountain, he
Church there is always hope. dos not attempt to expain. We believe

Adopting such a generaU statement of the it may do good, and not harm, thus to

case, Carlyle would admit thai 1"t the men paraphrase this philosophy of Carlyle, for

of a country who should be prophets to those in possession of their right senses,

and seers to it," by which he Heans its no feeling but repulsion could wcfl accom-

writers anF e sp-akers-forgefing apparent- pany the statement, and whi e the right-
ly, how many influences there are in the heartd student cannot fail to admire the

world to injure their usefulnwss-cannot rugged grandeur of the man, he will often

become such prophets and seers without be ready to weep over his speculative per-

being brought into a fuiler or iess fui! har- versions. Andyetwmustalwaysremem-
mony with the principes contained i s, that ber to acknowledge that in his occasiona

closed record, the Bible; and that this cn- earnst appeals to the existence o a heaven

suamation they may certainly best hope to and a hel, and to the need of some shadowy

attain to by a diligent study of the record quaity that he cals faith, he has contra-

itseif. But s0 far fromn any willingness on dicted and s0 far vindicated himself. The

his part to bring in such a valuable mtone Englishmans he, he says, is the tear o

for the erection of the spiritual temple, not gtting on in the world. We fear this

what do we flnd? The foundation stone f is the he of more people than English-

his reigious structure is a deadful one, men. In the meantime we have merelylo

and it is surprising how few of his readers observe that no power of logic will serve to

woud seem truiy to have gauged the di- expain such contradictions.
mensions of it,-or if thcy have donc 80 But if, in contrast to ail the sea-mist he

they avoid the discussion of its reai nature. has raised, eternI truth is centred in the
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Bible, in its facts that have to be accepted in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit.or denied, and in the voluminous but con- for without Me ye can do nothing. Thesesistent teachings founded upon those facts, things I command you, that (inorder that)it can hardly be at the same time diffused ye love one another." If we are sighingover the stocks and stones, the arro- and seeking for a general unity, will notgance and the deceits that are found in this that follows suffice for us?-"Neitherthe present world, nor be declared to be an pray I for these alone, but for them alsoemanation from any of those meritorious which shall believe on Me through theirqualities which the said stocks and stones, word, that they all may be one; as Thou&c., may be supposed in their essence to Father art in Me and I in Thee, that theypossess. That which might serve for the also may be one in Us, that the world maybuilding of an outhouse, may be poor, believe that Thou hast sent Me. I in themindeed, in requisites for furnishing a and Thou in Me, that they may be mademansion, and when his world of heroes perfect in one." The precept and the prayercould provide such an implemrent as '' The of the Lord thus manifested as the trueNew Commandment," for example, we foundation of the building.
might allow it to begin to found the struc- To conclude,-worldly principles, as wellture of the future. Let, then, expansive as heavenly ones, were undoubtedly inand diffusive philosophers consider these astonishing force at the time of the Englishessential differences, and so learn, betimes, Reformation; but a faithfîil comparison ofto distinguish the mere wood, hay, and the philosophies of the Victorian and ofstubble of the mortal life, from the gold, the Elizabethan eras might well make thesilver, and precious stones that have been heart sad in the retrospect, if we did notgraciously conferred upon it by the know that God hath left us a seed, longAlmighty Architect. A system such as the germinatingand protected from the win-Christian one, found to be perfectly adapted ter's storms, and which shall certainly into the present existence, could not be the His good time fructify to the salvation offruit of a delusion as to the future life, multitudes of mankind. For, truly,according to our view of the general har- Lumen et Fans VitS Christus.
mony. But what, let us reverently ask,
saith the Master? "I am the vine, Ye are -
the branches. He that abideth in Me and I * "Christ is the light and fountain of life.»

TWO SONNETS.

BY JOHN READE.

RESIGNATION.

I prayed, " O God, remove this heavy load
That bows me to the earth-Thou only canst."
I prayed and waited till I fell entranced,
And saw a traveller on a dusty road,
Whose end was a fair city called of God.
Careworn he seemed and weary of his way
And burden; and he murmured, " Must I plod,
Oler-freighted, onward, without rest or stay?)"
And then he dropt his burden as to rest;
But, burdenless, his feet disdained the ground,
And, like a, feather, he was carried round
A poiseless prey to every idle blast.
I shuddered, and, awaking, changed my prayer:
" O God, my burden givelme strength to bear."

I" As a bird that wandereth from her nest, so is a
man that wandereth from his place."- Proverbs
xxvii., 8.

The soul's nest is in God, and, missing Him,
It misseth food and peace and everything,
And lonely, restless, cannot even sing-
The very light of heaven seems strange and dim;
And yet, like young birds in ambitious whim,
The soul is prone to wander from its nest-
To flee the shelter of the warming breast,
Where lean in glorious trust the seraphim.
But, as a bird with loving notes recalls
Her foolish, truant darlings, so doth God
With love that on the weary spirit fplls,
" Poor wandering soul return; thy true abode
Is where thy Father dwelleth. Listen, come !
Abide with Me. I only am thy Home."
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THE CHALLONERS:

THE LAST LEAVES OF A FAMILY IIISTORY.

BY MRS. R. ROTIIWELL, AMHERST ISLAND.

(Continued.)

CHAPTER VI. alone, for Mr. Falconer was gone to inquire
for letters, of which they had had none for

Mrs. Falconer made several discoveriesa c ý" I-4l (1,14f MA

in the first month of her married life. The
first of these was rather unusual. Her own
coldness and reserve of manner had doubt-
less had.an influence on her lover; she had
not considered him a demonstrative man,
and had regarded his affection as the sane
kind of feeling as her own-a calm liking
in which thé chief ingredient was esteem.
Once married, however, she found her
mistake, whether to her satisfaction or not
she was not sure; but she discovered that,
unlike most women, she had waited until
after the wedding day to find that her
husband was very much in love.

The first result of this was that they did
not return to England at the appointed
time. In spite of his five and thirty years
Mr. Falconer possessed sufdicient romance
to prefer lengthening his sojourn among
the Swiss mountains with only the society
of his wife, to returning home among their
many friends, and entering on the course
of gaiety that would be expected of then.
Charlotte did not like it; she had no great
predilection for solitude, was no enthusias-
tic admir:er of the beauties of nature, and
moreover was not so much in love with her
husband as to be willing to dispense with
all company but his. She had, as we know,
a particular reason for wishing to be in
England at this time, but people who have
secrets must take the consequences; she
could not avow her reason for wishing to
return home, and the only time she ven-
tured on a remonstrance against their long
stay she was met by her husband with play-
ful chiding that she was not as contented
as himself.

A warm afternoon at the end of July,
found her seated at the open window of a
small room in a small Swiss inn; she was

Her eyes were fixed upon the distant sum-
mits of the cloud-capped mountains, but
she did not see them; her thoughts were in
England, at Stormington and Donning-
dean. She was wishing she could hear
from Anne, wishing that she knew what
Allan was doing, and especially wishing
for some news of Elsie Ford.

Her husband's entrance -with a handful
of letters seemed to promise her the gratifi-
cation of her desires. He came behind
her, and said with a kiss, 'e What will you
give me for a budget of news? Will you
pay this back?'- She did not return the
kiss, but she held out her hand eagerly for
the letters.

There were several; two or three from
friends, one from her father and two from
Anne. They were covered with post-miarks,
the Falconers frequent change of place
having made it difficult for them to reach
their destination; some of them bore date
three weeks before, and, impatient at the
delay, Charlotte opened the first from her
sister. It was like most of Mrs. Lawrence's
letters, containing little but trivial news,
and with three crossed pages devoted to
the children. Mrs. Falconer glanced
impatiently over it for some word on the
subject that engrossed her thoughts, and
at last, in the last paragraph, she tound
these words: " I forgot to tell you when I
last wrote tbat Alice Ford has left Stor-
mington. Her health has been failing,
and her mother has taken her to some place
in Dorsetshire, I forget the name, where
she has an aunt. They went a fortnight
ago, and Mrs. Ford has returned alone; I
am sure of the time, because Martha, my
nurse, asked leàve to stay at her aunt's and
attend to the sickly boy while his mother
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was away. Allan is at home, and has no 1 the morning after her arrival, Mrs. Fal-intention of leaving, so you may be quite coner announced her intention of going toat rest." see her father and sister, her husband
Mrs. Falconer was not at rest. Five suggested fatigue, and recommended one

weeks! who could tell what might have day at least of rest; but Charlotte laughed
occurred in five weeks? She could not at the idea of being tired after all her
believe that Allan would marry the girl in experience of travelling, and directly after
the face of his sister's threat; still there breakfast set off. It might have been
had'been instances where men had made thought that she would go first to Don-
sacrifices for love instead of demanding ningdean, as it lay direct in her way; butthem; and she trembled at the idea. She she had her own reasons for desiring an
longed to be at home, and yet could not interview with her sister before any onehave told what she could have done if there. else, and purposely avoiding her old home,

Anne's second letter did not comfort her she drove at once to the mill.
much. Alice had not come back to Stor- They had not been expected for anothermington; there were bad accounts of her day or two, and Mrs. Lawrence was sur-health and her mother had been again to prised as well as pleased by her sister'ssee her. Allan had accepted an invitation sudden appeara-ice. " How well vou look,from a friend in Scotland to go down for Charlotte !" was her salutation. " Ofsome grouse shooting. " He starts on the course you will stay the day with me. Iist," wrote Mrs. Lawrence, " as he wants must hear all about your travels. It seemsto be some time awav, and yet be back an age since you went away."
before September. I suppose we shall see After the first greetings, and after theyou at Charlcote by that time." children had been sent for, approved andCharlotte raised her eyes from her letter dismissed, Charlotte inquired after herand encountered those of her husband father. "I How are they at Donningdean?fixed upon her. " Any news in your How is papa? and is Allan come home?"letters?" he enquired. " None in mine." This question had exactly the eflect Mrs."None of any moment. Anne asks Falconer desired, in leading her sister towhen we are going home." speak on a subject which Charlotte did notI suppose I ought to be at Charicote wish to be the first to mention. "No,"by the first of September," said Mr. Fal- said Mrs. Lawrence. " Since I last wroteconer; "and you are anxious, too, to be at to you I have heard from him, and he told
home. Well, we will stay in this glorious me he was going abroad for a time. I didplace a week or ten days longer, and then not think he cared enough about her to feel
travel sowly home." it so much, he has appeared so indifferentIt was a more distant date than Charlotte since I have known of it."would have decided on, but she was glad "To feel what?" asked Charlotte, fot
to liave it finally arranged at aIl. comprehending in the least.The last days of August witnessed her "Have you not had the letter in vhich I
arrival at Charlcote Hall, her future home; told you of Alice Ford's death ?"
the place where her lot was cast for the "Dead !" Mrs. Falconer coud say no
remainder of her days. It was with a feel. more; the suddenness of the news over-
ing of triumph that she surveyed the broad came h.er.
lands, the noble park with its stately trçes "Yes, poor girl, she is dead," said Anne
and herds of sleeping and feeding deer, with compassion in her voice and eyes.and the oid mansion, massivle and gloomy "You need be afraid of her no more."
even in the sunshine of the summer after- "Dead!" repeated Charlotte in a low
noon. It was a worthy home; and when tone. " When, and how?"her husband asked her if she were pleased "She died about a fortnight ago. Theyto be at home, she could answer " Yes" sent for her mother, but she did ot arrive
with ail her heart. in time to see her alive. I do not knowCharîcote lay eight miles beyond Don- what has been the matter with her since
ningdean, twelve from Stormington. When, she went down to Lipscombe; but the
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immediate cause of her death was pleu-
risy."

"Lipscombe! was that where she was?"
Yes, her mother has a sister there; I

have heard about them from Martha; as
you desired it I have asked her a question
now and then, and they seemed pleased
that I took an interest in the poor girl. It
seems she has always been delicate; she
was at Lipscombe last year for a time, and
came home apparently restored. That was
when she worked for you, and as long as
she continued at needle-work she was well
enough; but they were very poor then,
Ford out of work and the boy ill, and for
the sake of the higher wages her father
made her work in the mill, and this is the
result."

Mrs. Falconer was silent; she had never
contemplated this ending to her difficulty
and was awed, in spite of her liard nature,
by the fate of the beautiful girl she had
seen so lately in apparent health and
strength. "I wonder if they had proper
medical advice?" she said at last.

" Yes; all that could be done was done.
I offered to defray the expense,for I thought
they must be little able to afford it, but
Mrs. Ford answered rather haughtily,
' that those her daughter belonged to were
quite able to pay for all she wanted.' They
cannot be so very poor, or the mother
could not have travelled backwards and
forwards as she has done."

"I suppose there is no doubt that the girl
is dead?"

"Doubtl why what do you suspect,
Charlotte? No, there is no more doubt
that poor Alice is dead than that you are
alive."

Mrs. Falconer said no more. She went
the next day to see Mrs. Ford, under the
pretext of offering assistance for the sick
boy. Even her heart was softened by the
mother's grief for her lost child; in the
presence of her sorrow all suspicion died
away. Charlotte felt real sympathy, and
Mrs. Ford saw that it was real, and gave
the details of her daughter's illness and
death in a very different manner.from what
she had intended. In any case she would
have told them and dwelt on them,
especially to Mrs. Falconer, but when she
met with feeling and sympathy instesd of

I the hard curiosity she had expected, her
own proud spirit gave way, and she was
not ashamed to let all her grief be seen. No,
there was no doubt. Elsie Ford was dead.

With the bereaved mother and brother
Charlotte had been sorry for them, and
shared in some degree their grief; but when
she came to reflect on the matter she could
not conceal from herself that she thought
it more one for congratulation than sorrow
as far as she was concerned. She need
have no more fear now;-the dangei was
over. She would not have herself injured
Elsie for the world; but as she was dead-
there was an end of the matter.

An end of the matter! Did she think so
when, just before Christmas, Allan came
home? When the wasted figure and hag-
gard tace, the languid manner and de-
spondent voice, gave token how much
suffering he must in those lonely months
have endured? When all efforts to rouse
or animate him, or draw him from his
melancholy reserve failed utterly,-when
every one wondered whether Mr. Challoner
had had some severe illness abroad, and
why he, who had always been so fond of
society, withdrew from it altogether now-
when she had to listen and reply to her
father's conjectures as to the cause of the
change in.his only and much-loved son-
and when week after week, and month after
month went by, and found no alteration in
his gloomy manner, and in his lonely and
secluded life-did she think there was an
end of the matter altogether then ?

PART SECOND.

GROWTH AND PROGRESS.

CHAPTER I.

Five years had elapsed since Mrs. Fal-
coner's marriage; five years in which the
stream of Time had flowed quietly on,
rippled here and there as all streams are,
by an occasional breeze, but undisturbed
by storms or angry waves.

Perhaps few people have ever had more
cause for happiness than Charlotte Fal-
coner. The wife of a husband devoted to
her-the mother of a child who must
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have been the pride of any mother's heart,
-admired and courted by all her neigh-
bors and friends-mistress of a splendid
establishment and deferential household-
what cause had she for a shade upon her
brow? And yet a shade there was-a
shade which month by month grew deeper ;
not visible to all: she had too long con-
trolled all feeling and emotion to break her
gettled habit now; but when alone-when
she could cast aside the mask of calmness
that concealed her heart's reality from the
world-the shade upon her face was very
plain.

One cause of this was the fixed and settled
disunion between Allan and herself. Had
Elsie lived: had Charlotte been the cause
of the separation of her brother from the
girl who loved hin and whom he loved:
she would not then have been surprised.
She would have felt it deeply, for family
affection was strong in her, though family
pride was stronger; but she would not
have been surprised. But when Elsie died:
when, through no agency of hers, a separa-
tion final and forever was effected, and
when time might have healed the wound,
she hoped that Allan, whom she had
always considered of a kind and gentle
nature, would have forgiven the past. She
found it otherwise. Of course there could
be no open rupture; the two kept their own
secret-theirs, for the whole affair had
passed long since frorn the mind of Mrs.
Lawrence - and perfect politeness and
civility was preserved between them.
Charlotte visited at Donningdean, where,
as the years went on, and Mr. Challoner
became older and more infirm, Allan was
more and more considered master. Allan
dined at Charîcote as frequently as any
other guest; no angry word, no allusion
even to the past had ever been uttered
since that April night by either of them;
but every time they were together Char-
lotte felt more deeply the wide breach there
was between them. There are hours
which harden and change the gentlest
nature; but Charlotte being bard to begin
with did not take this into account. She
did not pause to consider how likely she
would herself have been to forgive, if their
positions had been reversed and Allan
had acted towards ber as she had done to-

1 wards him. She rernembered that though
she had certainly threatened him with
injury, she had actually inflicted none-or
thought she had inflicted none, and she
resented his anger as unjust. But though
she resented it she grieved over it too.

The two sisters sat together in the
pleasant south room at Mrs. Lawrence's
where we have seen them before. The
window was open, and two pretty boys, one
belonging to. each, were playing on the
lawn, racing up and down its verdant
slope, and throwing pebbles from the path
into the glassy pond. A June sunshine lay
hot upon the flowers, causing them to
droop their glowing faces, and the leaves
of the shrubs scarcely rustled in the still
air.

" Come away from the pond; Percie,"
said Mrs. Falconer, as she saw ber boy
approach alarmingly near the edge.
" Come away lest you should fall in and be
drowned;" but the child's answer was to
climb on the stone balustrade that sur-
rounded the pool, and lean forward over
the dark water that slept still and treacher-
ous below.

"l He is very wilful," said his mother,
with a slight shudder, and yet with a kind
of triumph in ber tone. " I think he has
my spirit and his father's too."

" Why do you allow him to disobey you,
Charlotte? you will be sorry some day."

" He will outgrow his wilfulness. He is
but a little fellow to scold."

" You are unwise, Charlotte. He has a
temper which requires control. I am far
less firm than you in most things, but I
exact obedience from my children. Challie,
my boy, come away from the water." The
little fellow was emulating his cousin's
example and beginning to climb, but at his
mother's voice be obeyed with alacrity and
came to ber side.

"Your children are so easy to manage,
Anne. And besides I have only one."

"Challie is a good boy," said Mrs. Law-
rence, looking at him fondly as he went
back to his play; " but John was as diffi-
cult to manage as Percie can possibly be,
tractable as lie is now. If you allow Percie
his own way so nuch, I am afraid you will
spoil him."

It was a great deal for Mrs. Lawrence to
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say, and she wondered at her own bold- 1 " hope you wiIl find when he returns,
ness; but indeed a person of far less that you have no cause for fear," said Anne
observation might have perceived that in a sympathizing tone.
little Percival was nearly spoiled already. Charlotte did fot answer. She knew
Though only four years old, he had his own better than her sister what cause there was
way in everything. He was a lovely child, for fear.
of a very high spirit, a generous temper, "Are you going to dine at Donningdean
and a determined will; the elements of a to-rorrow?" asked Mrs. Lawrenceanxious
noble character which only needed train- to change so painful a subject.
ing; but such trainin g they seemed destin- I do not know. It depends on how
ed not to receive. His father was the only Percival is. If he cores home well and in
one who possessed a proper influence over good spirits, we shail, for we promised to
the boy; mother and nurses ruled by over- go."
indulgence and severity by turns; the II wish Allan would rarry," said Anne.
child was alternately coaxed into obedi- "The place wants a ristress."
ence, or threatened into rebellion; and "I wish he would indeed; but there
finding that his own will was stronger than seers no prospect of it. Why don't you
that of any one except his father, of him suggest it to him, Anne? It is very desir-
only did he stand in awe. Mrs. Falconer able that he should marry."
saw his faults and hoped he would outgrow I did, the other day. I asked hir if he
them. Mrs. Lawrence saw them too, and had no intention of ever bringing a mis-
feared that they would deepen day by tress to Donningdean; and he said he did
day. not mean ever to marry."

" Did Mr. Falconer come into town with Mrs. Falcorer sighed. "It will be a sad
you?" asked Anne, when the little episode thing if he is the last of the marne."
of the pond was over, and Percie had been "There is time enough," said Anne.
nduced by promises of unheard of rewards "He is only two-and-thirty now. I sore-

to leave his dangerous elevation. times worder whether that foolish tancy of
"No. He went to London yesterday; his for Alice Ford could have-"

he had at last yielded to my persuasions to "Nonsense!" interrupted Charlotte im-
consult Dr. G-- I am becoming very patiently. "Who ever heard of a man's
anxious about him." heart breaking; and for a love like that?"

" What is it that you fear?" II ar sometimes afraid," said Mrs.
"I do not know.. That pain in his side Lawrence, "that he will bring home a

s no better, I am sure, though he never foreign wife. He seems fonder ofthe con-
complains. He is so often tired, too, with- tinent every year."
)ut any cause, and I see that every day he II wish it were otherwise," sighed
ides less, and uses the carriage more." Charlotte. "He will not bear a word from

" I thought he was so strong, Charlotte." me, but he ought not to leave Papa 50
ciSo he was when we were married, and mnuch."

o he ought to be still, a mari in the prime "And yet it is difficult to blarne him,"
f life as he is. It is that whicl frightens said Anne. " Life at Donningdean must
ne. I see s0 great a change in him, and be very duli."

tow of no sufficient cause. Mrs. Lawrence was right. Life at Don-
Anne was silent. She too had observed ningdeari was very duli, and it was scarcely

he change. to be wondered at that Allan Challoner
"I asked him if he thought change of air declared, as he did, that haf the year was

ould be of use to hir, and proposed as much as he could spend there without
oing abrad; but he did flot seem to wish beimg o sbored to death." Five years had

t. He was averse to having advice for a Worked, a great change in the young man.
ng tirne. I arn thankful to have prevail- lHe ad been yielding, amiable, gentie, and

d in that at last." 1 sociable to a fault. He as reserved,
The shadow on Mrs. Falconer's face was determined, cold, often harsh in maner,

ery plain indeed. and retired. What had caused so sudden
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and complete an alteration ? Only one
person now living knew, and that one kept
the secret.

Every year, from October tili February,
Allan passed abroad. Not the gay tourist
season, when friends and gaiety and amuse-
ment, and bright skies, might be supposed
to make travelling agreeable; but the
dreary winter time, when watering-places
are deserted, hotels empty, the charm of
scenery vanished, and weather pitiless and
cold. Yet these melancholy months did
Allan select as those of his continental so-
journ. "If he liked it," he said, " why
should any one object? It would be worse
at Donningdean"-which was certainly
true. Sometimes he wandered restlessly
from place to place, sometimes he fixed his
abode for the whole winter in one spot.
Two he had passed in Brussels, one in
Paris; but he was not, in general, very
communicative as to the scene of his
rambles, or how he spent his time.

They were not a very happy family, cer-
tainly-each with their own cares and
troubles, their own anxieties and annoy-
ances. And so it must always be-even
when those cares are best concealed from
the world-even when we see the most
smiling faces and hear the gayest laughter
-we may rest assured that did we only look
deep enough-could we only draw aside
the veil-often how thin a one !-we should
find unshed tears below.

So in this case. Mrs. Falconer, with
apparently everything that earth could give
to make her happy, was a prey to secret
care. Her brother's alienation and her
husband's failing health were two causes
for grief-all the more deeply felt because
they must be so carefully hidden from the
world. Anxiety on her child's account too
was added, as, month by month, his dispo-
sition grew more and more untamable ;
and the dread would sometimes force itself
upon her mind, " If deprived of his
tather's care, what would become of him ?"

And was it only the loss of his early love,
she wondered, that had wrought so great a
change in Allan? Could it be that a girl,
however beautiful and amiable, so far
beneath him in station and intellectual
acquirements, and for whom he had enter-
tained but a few months' passion, had pos-

sessed so firm a grasp of his affections that
her death, sad and sudden as it was, could
have banished all the gaiety and light of
his life, and transformed the light-hearted
youth into the stern, grave man ? Often
did Mrs. Falconer wonder whether she had
known tXe whole of the story of Elsie
Ford ; and sometimes she questioned
whether she had acted well. Would it not
have been better that Allan should have
had any wife rather than none ?-would it
not have been' better that there should be
an heir to DonningdeaL even though born
of a plebeian mother, rather than*that its
present possessor should be the last of the
old race ? But she put aside such thoughts.
Allan was young still-would most likely
marry. If not, it was too late now to regret
the past. Elsie Ford was dead.

CHAPTER Il.

Mr. Falconer did not return that day;
the next afternoon he appeared at Charl-
cote in time to settle a fierce dispute
between Percie and his nurse-merely a
piece of childish resistance to some nursery
regulation; but the boy's passion was
terrible to see in one so young. His
mother's persuasions and threats were
alike powerless to soothe or control him;
it was strange that, firm and decided as
Charlotte usually was, she had less com-
mand and influence than any one else over
her own child. Percie yielded at once to
his father, obeyed orders, and submitted
with apparent resignation to the punish-
ment imposed for his bad behavior.
Charlotte was thankful that the scene was
over. " He is so submissive to you," she
said to her husband. "I cannot think how
it is he has so little respect for me. I
could never control him alone." Mr. Fal-
coner sighed. " It would be better if you
had the control rather than 1," he said.
She asked, why? but he made no answer.

She thought him very grave but made no
remark, until as evening approached it
became· necessary for her to ascertain
whether he intended to dine at Donning-
dean. " You know," she said, " we
accepted the invitation but if you would
rather not go-"
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" Why should you think I would rather I
not go?"

" You do not seem in good spirits; that
is all."

" Come here, Charlotte; sit beside me.
I have something to tell you. God knows
I wish it were otherwise; but it must be
told."

She looked at him inquiringly, but did
not speak.

" Can you bear ill news bravely, my
wife?"

" I will try. Oh, do not keep me in sus-
pense !"

Still he hesitated. " You do not love me
much, do you, Charlotte?"

"O Percival! what can you mean ?"
"Not so much, I mean, as you might

have loved? It will not be an everlasting
grief to you to part with me ?"

" Percival! O my God !" she exclaimed,
as she read his meaning in his voice and
eyes. " You told me they said you would
soon be well!"

" I shall, in one sense, dearest. I shall
suffer but little more in this world."

She forced back the agonized cry that
rose to her lips; but she could not com-
mand the blood which rushed with a suffo-
cating swiftness to her heart, leaving her
of an ashen pallor.

" It is no new idea to me," said her hus-
band, drawing her towards him.- " I have
suspected something of the kind for a long
time, though I did not know how far the
mischief had gone. You must bear up, my
wife; you make me a coward again."

She could not answer. She leaned
against his shoulder, *hile thick, heavy
sobs shook her frame. For once her com-
posure had utterly given way.

" The certainty was hard to bear at first,'
he said, soothing her (her, the haughty
cold Charlotte!) as he might have done a
wayward child, with kisses and caresses.
" I could not come home without some
preparation for this hour; without having
gathered some strength and calmness, or

you would have known this yesterday.
Forgive me, dear wife, for thus grieving
you-for that and all my other sir.s."

" Oh, it is too hard, too cruel! O Per-
cival! I cannot give you up !"

" Hush! you may grieve, dear; I would

not have it otherwise; but you must not
rebel. Whatever is sent us it is our duty
to bear, and to bear without repining. Let
us be thankful we have some time still
together."

" She looked up. "And how-how
long-" she began, but the white and
trembling lips refused to utter more.

" We have a year before us, dearest,
more or less. Let us be all we can to one
another for that time."

She clung to him with a passionate
vehemence he had never seen in her before.

" Ah! Charlotte !" said he fondly, " why
have you waited so long to tell me how
you love me? Waited till I know not
whether the knowledge gives me grief or
joy?"

But it was not only her love for him,
though now, with the sentence of death
upon him, she felt how far dearer he was
to her than she had ever thought before;
with her affection, and the grief for the
doom upon him in the full strength of his
manhood there mingled a passion of
remorse for the past wasted years. Gone
beyond recall! the five years of her
wedded life, through which she might have
been a loving, tender, affectionate wife to
him, who had had no thought but for her,
and whom she had repaid with duty cer-
tainly, but with coldness and unwifely
reserve. Oh, to recall those years! to
live them over again, and how differently!
or to blot out the recollection of what they
had been! Alas ! how many have sent up
the same bitter wail; and like her who now
uttered it, in vain. No wonder Charlotte
Falconer, in eroportion to whose haughti-
ness was now her self abasement, shrank
and trembled at this her first real grief.
No wonder that, forgetful of pride in her
passion, she sobbed and wailed aloud in her
agony of despair.

" Charlotte, do not grieve me thus. Do
you not know that I should avoid all agita-
tion. I would stay with you, dear one, as
long as I may."

The words calmed her as if by magic.
She checked her sobs, and began at once
that dedication of herself to his comfort
and happiness that was to last for the
remainder of his life. By no act or word
of hers should he suffer for a moment;
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negligent as she had hitherto been, shê
would in future be all he could desire
happy, if by this late atonement she coulc
render him so; and lessen by so much the
unavailing remorse she felt would be hei
lot when he was gone.

It was a strange life, that on which they
entered. To resume the everyday occupa-
tions, see the same familiar faces, go oui
among the old friends and acquaintances,
join in the conversation and even to some
extent in the amusements of the world, and
yet know yourself under sentence of death
as surely as the prisoner in the dock con-
demned by the judge. It is the common
lot, it is true. In one sense this bright and
beautiful world is a condemned cell to all
of us, and we, its occupants, know not at
what moment we may be led from it to
execution; but in that we do not know the
moment lies the secret of our forgetfulness,
of our thoughtless peace of mind. Could
we be certain of the time when they would
cease, who among us could take pleasure
even in our dearest joys ? But there is a
merciful veil between us and the future,
and let us be thankful for the infinite wis-
dom and goodness which has hidden from
us the " evil to come."

Charlotte kept her vow. The most
exacting lover could have asked no more
unwearying devotion than hers to ber
husband; careful of his every want, tender
to every fancy or whim, compliant to his
lightest wish; even, at his request, consent-
ing to go sometimes into that world she
had formerly loved so well, and now loath-
ed so bitterly, but from which, while his
strength lasted, it was not his wish entirely
to withdraw. Perhaps this was the hardest
struggle of all; none knew what it cost ber
to veil ber feelings, and appear abroad
with a manner which bore no evidence of
the pain below; yet even this she did for
his sake. 'But she took ber revenge in
secret. At those rare intervals when she
could be alone and unobserved, she gave
way to bursts of anguish, all the more
terrible because hitherto unknown. ler
husband had told ber she must not rebel.
Vain teaching! Her whole soul rose up in
proud and bitter rebellion against her fate.
Why should she be singled out for such
affliction ? she who had already much to

1 bear? Her grief taught ber no softness, no
patience, no resignation; she bore it out-
wardly with stern fortitude, but within ber
heart was a seething caldron of rebellious
passion. The very tenderness lavished on
ber husband found its counterweight in the
increased pride and coldness towards all
others; in ber rejection of all sympathy;
in ber denial, to the last, that there was
any need for grief.

But the time came, all too soon, when
denial was vain. The summer passed, and
none but a very observant eye would have
seen much change in Mr. Falconer; but
autumn brought the expected summons.
He went out less and less, and it became
known that he was ill. Christmas came;
there were no guests at Charlcote, and its
master never drove beyond the park and
village; Febuary-the garden was his
utmost limit; April-and be could not leave
his room.

It was on a soft evening towards the end
of that month that he dared to tell Char-
lotte how near be believed the end to be,
and tospeakof thearrangements necessary
to be made. They sat together by the
window of the dressing-room, which over-
looked the garden, now bright with early
flowers; the casement open, to admit the
soft air and the fresh scent of the rain-
washed earth. It was very still and peace-
ful, and quiet as the scene was the face of
the invalid; calm also to all appearance
was Charlotte, as she listened in silence to
all be said, ber hand in his, and ber head
leaning against his breast.

" There is one thing, dear, that I must
ask your consent to," he said. " Would
you object to my making Allan guardian
to our boy?"

"Not if you think it best," she replied.
"I think that, next to me, Allan has most

influence over him for good. He will need
careful training. On his account I could
have wished to live a little longer, but all
is for the best, I know."

Charlotte stifled the jealous pang at ber
heart. Even her child was to go into the
care of another, and that ,ther one who
had so little love for ber. It was very hard,
but she was true to ber vow.

"I can have no wish but thatyou should
do what you think righ t."
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"I knew you woald agree with me, my I grown accustomed to her sorrow, and felt

own dear wife. And you need not mind it. as though earth could give her no more to
It is but transferring to Allan some of my bear. Her one thought was to shield his
rights. Do not fear that it will touch any last days from care or annoyance; she did
of yours." not think she cared what might happen in

Charlotte did not even sigh; she had after years.

(To be continued.)

A SKETCH OF THE EARLY IIJSTORY OF NEWFOUNDLAND.

BY REV. A. HARVEY, ST. JOHNS.

When the Prince of Wales paid us a the spot where England tried her first
visit, in 186o, we received him with all due experiment in colonization. Sebastian
honors, and on his departure, presented Cabot, carrying letters patent from Henry
him with a noble specimen of the dog for VIL, sighted the ehores of the Island in
which the Island is so noted, having first june14 9 7 , andpushingonward, he discover-
named the animal "Cabot." Doubtless edthecoastofLabrador;then turningsouth
this was done out of respect to the memory he made the coast of Nova Scotia, and
of Sebastian Cabot, the great seaman sailed along the Atlantic shore of the con-
who discovered Newfoundland, though it tinent as far south as Florida. He thue
must be admitted the compliment was!anticipated Columbus and Amerigo Ves-
rather gluivocal. Not a single cape, bay, pucci in the discovery of Continental
creek, headland or mountain here is named America; for it was not tilI eighteen
after Cabot-a man whose fame is second monthe Inter that the great Columbus land-
only to that of Columbus, and who in 1497 ed at Veragua, without, however, being
first lifted the veil that shrouded this land aware that he then touched the shores of a
from the gaze of the civilized world, just new continent for the lirst time. And yet,
five years after the great Genoese niaviga- in the whole of the New World, there ie
tor had landed at San Salvador. We have fot a single spot that bears the name of
only followed the example of England in Cabot, or reminds us, by its designation,
our ingratitude towards Sebastian Cabot. of the glory of hie achievement. He got
No monurent to his memory adorns little in life but hard knocks and rude
England's Pantheon-Westminster Abbey buffetinge, like most of earth's great ones
-and no one knows where rests the dust of who labor while others enter into their
the bold navigator who first braved the labors. It is on record that the avaricioue
stormy billows of the North Atlantic in Ilenry VII. rewarded him for hie great die-
search of new lands, and first secured for covery with the magnanimous preeent of
Britain, by right of discovery, that hold £io. To be sure Milton got only haîf that
upon the New World from which such amount for writing "Paradise Lost," and
mighty results have flowed. Newfoundland "Don Qaixote" wae written in a prison. And
was the first American land on which the what a mockery of earthiy fame ie implied
Anglo-Saxon planted hie foot, and was also in the fact that when, nearly four centuries
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later, a scion of the Royal House of Eng- 1 LORDS BACON AND BALTIMORE.
land, who, in all probability, will yet About twenty years afterwards, the great
occupy the throne on which Henry sat, Bacon headed a company of adventurers,
visits these shores, the people present him who renewed the attempt to colonize New-
with a ,ewfoundand doghavingthename foundland, under a patent held by Mr. Guy,of "Cabot" engraved on his collar! The an enterprising Bristol merchant. No very
names of Pompey and Cæesar, before whichanetrisgBitomrcn.Novy
ones "oh ornd grepal," re wc satisfactory results followed this attempt.
bne"tewrdgrwpl, r o In 16i5, Captain Richard Whitbourne, ofborne by the poor, grinning, thoughtless . in Rchhr e, of
" nigger;" and should the dust of Alexan- Exmouth in Devonshire, was sent to New-"stop and holokee the wind ofAlxay" foundland by the Admiralty, to establishder order and correct abuses which had sprung
according to Shakespeare's supposition, it ore and cre ases wi had run

is carel a or leellngfac tan heup among the fishermen. On his returnis scarcely a more ievelling fact than the home, in 1622, he wrote a " Discourse anddog "Cabot" trotting at the heels of the Discovery of Newfoundland," which quaintheir-apparent to the throne ofEngland. production of the brave old sea-captain
has been lately reprinted by Sampson, Low

ENGLAND'S MOST ANCIENT COLONY. & Co., of London, and is a valuable frag-

England hardly condescended to notice ment of Newfoundland history. In 1623,
Newfoundland for nearly a century after its Sir Georgc Calvert, a Roman Catholic
discovery. At length, however, finding that gentleman of high character and superior
the Portuguese, French and others were abilities, from Yorkshire, better known
drrwing wealth from its splendid fisheries, aftervards as Lord Baltimore, founder of

she ietougt he~ei ofclaiingthethe City of Baltimore, in Maryland, plantedshle bethought herself of claiming the
sovereignty of the Island, in virtue of a colony at Ferryiand, forty miles north of
Cabot's discovery, with the view of colon- Cape Race. Here he built a suitable resi-
izing the country and sharing in its sea- dne ihicI he reside f ears
treasures. Accordingly, in 1583, Sir Hum- The whole sohern peninscaote is
phrey Gilbert, half brother to Sir Walter
Raleigh, and the most learned and pious emmthe rip he amed Avaloafte
of Elizabeth's great admirals, was sent out the ancien nae of Aasonury, i
with four small vessels, and a motley foi- Sherset whee Christinity in
lowing of sailors, masons, carpenters, Samdthve beer prheanitain.
yeomen, &c. In August of that year he The coniai irs of the rn rove
landed at St John's and took possession of hm awa rom e f to rylad,
the country in the Queen's name. The herheai a granto Carlesd,
expedition was ill planned, and a series of where he rincpa it halhanded
disasters followed. The " Plantation" did
not take root; and in returning home the down his name to posterity.
galiant Devonshire knight, the piofneer ARRIvAL OF cELTS.
of Anglo-Saxon colonization in the New Soon after the departure of Lord Bati-
Wortd, perished in a storm off the Azores. more, Falkland, Lord Lieutenant of
As he stood on the deckof his littCe craftthe Ireland, sent out a number of emigrants
Squirrel,"oftentonsdburteencalmlyn ooh from that country, to increase the scanty

ing death in the face, those on board the population of Newfoundiland; and in 1654,
consort ship heard him say, "lCheer up, Sir David Kirk, with the sanction of Parlia-boys; we are as near heaven by sea as by mwent, introduced another body orsettlers.
land." So died, piousiy and heroically, one This may be regarded as the first, introduc-
of the best of England's stout sea-captains. tion of the Ceitic element into the popula-Near Torbay, in Devonshire, the ruins of tion of the island, which in more recent
his castie are still seen, and the eittle ftshing times was swelled to considerable dimen-
village of Torbay, north of St. John's, was sions by emigrants from Ireland, br as at
so named after his ,beautiful Englis idength amost to equa the Saxon portion
home. of the inhabitarints
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ENGLAND A HARSH STEPMOTHER.

At this time about 350 families had
settled in Newfoundland, and were distri-
buted in fifteen small settlements. There is
no apparent reason why the colonization of
the country, thus promisingly begun,
should not have advanced as rapidly and
prosperously as that of the neighboring
Provinces. In her inexhaustible fisheries
Newfoundland possessed a resource which
more than counterbalanced the comparative
barrenness of her soil. But about this time
was initiated a vicious and stupid policy,
on the part of Britain's rulers, which
effectually checked the progress of the
colony, and which was persevered in for a
century and a half. The fisheries were
carried on by merchants and ship-owners
of the west of England, who, wishing to,
retain a monopoly of these sea-harvests,
steadily opposed the settlement of the
country, and conducted their ouerations by
sending out their servants and agents at
the opening of each fishing season, with
strict orders to re-embark, at the close, with
ail that had been employed, and return with
the proceeds of their voyage to England.
These merchants had sufficient influence
with the British Government to induce
them to enact laws in favor of this narrow,
selfish policy, more especially as it accord-
ed with their own views in making these
fisheries a nursery of seamen for the Royal
Navy. Accordingly it became the fixed
policy of Britain to prevent further settle-
ment in Newfoundland. For this purpose
it was ordered that the owners of vessels
should not carry in their ships any other
persons than those actually employed in the
fishery; and the masters of such vessels
were required to give each a bond of one
hundred pounds to bring back such persons
as they took out, when the fishing season
was over. Settlement within six miles of
the shorwas prohibited. The erection of
a house, or the enclosure of ground, except
for fishery purposes, was made a penal
offence. The existence of a resident popu-
lation was entirely ignored; no governor
was appointed; no laws for the pi-otection
of li(e and property were enacted. The
country was to be reserved as a place for
drying fish in summer, and was to be

abandoned in winter, as a dreary wilderness.
If any erections other than temporary huts
for fishermen were discovered, they were
ordered to be burned or torn down. But,
strange to say, in the teeth of all these
tyrannical and unjust laws, the resident
population continued to increase, partly by
natural increase, and partly by settlers
from other countries making the island
their home, in spite of ail legal prohibitions.
To no other colony of England was such
hard measure dealt out. To unhappy New-
foundland, Britain proved a harsh step-
mother. The people were too few and too
poor to exercise " the sacred right of rebel-
lion," and so their wrongs remained unre-
dressed. It is only a little over sixty years
since this stupid, suicidai policy ended
finally, and the restriction on the erection
of houses and the enclosure of land was
fully removed. Only forty-five years have
elapsed since the first roads were laid down
around the capital. Talk about the wrongs
of Ireland, or the tyranny that drove the
New England States into rebellion !-what
were these compared with the wrongs
inflicted on Newfoundland? This wretched
Policy, on the part of the mother-country,
sufficiently accounts for the fact, that with
ail its great natural resources, the country
1s still little more than a fishing station, the
interior being unexplored, the fertile plains
of the west without a settler, its minerai
treasures almost untouched, and the people,
as a whole, very poor, and almost com-
pletely dependent on the precarious fisher-
ies. The evilconsequences of these unjust
and oppressive laws are felt in many ways
at the present day.

TROUBLES FROM THE FRENCH.

The presence and continuai encroach-
ments of the French constituted another
retarding element for many years. Gra-
dually the French extended their rule over
Nova Scotia (Acadia), Cape Breton and
Canada; and as Newfoundland was the key
to their Transatlantic possessions, and
commanded the narrow entrance to the
most considerable of them, it became a
paramount consideration with France to
establish herself in Newfoundland, and to
control its valuable fisheries. In 1635, the
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French obtained permission from the Eng- Indeed since the repeal of the obnoxiouslish to dry fish in Newfoundland, on pay- laws, the advance of the people in materialment of a duty of five per cent. on the pro- prosperity has been most satisfactory. Oneduce; and in 166o, they founded a colony abuse after another was removed. A Gov-in Placentia, and erected there strong ernor, courts of justice, magistrates and afortifications. When warbroke out between legislature were conceded by the Imperialthe rival nations, on the accssion of authorities, after many struggles; the peo-William III. to the throne, the island becaine ple learned to know and claim their rights;the scene of several skirmishes, naval and, after a long-drawn battle, the oldbattles and sieges. St. John's fell before a obstructions were got rid of.
French attack in 1696, and the whole of the
settlements, with the exception of Carbo- "The mills of God grind slowly,
near, shared the same fate. The Treaty of But they grind exceeding small."
Ryswick restored all these conquests to The handful of selfish monopolists who so
England, leaving France in possession of long held in their grasp an island larger
lier settlements on the south-west coast. than Ireland, -and used it as a rock on
During the wars which followed, in the which fishermen might spread their nets
reign of Q'een Anne, St. John's again fel and dry their fish, while its minerals, tim-into the hands of the French, and for s ber and fertile lands were untouched, haveyears they had entire possession of e been utterly suppressed. The riht of self-island. The Treaty of Utrecht, in ¡17ft government has been conceded to the peo-
ended hostilities, and gave the sovereignty pi, and Tho tha ra ts ll flowof the entire country to Great Britian, but ultiat the inhataspe atunt
unfortunately secured to France the right
of catching and drying fish on the extent rebources are ail around them, which, if
of coast from Cape Bonavista to Cape duly turned to account, will secure pros-Riche, on the western side. The conse- perty and progress. With the extension
quences have been disastrous to Nevfound of steam-communication with the oldland-practicalîy excludinu the inhabitants world and the new, the opening of a rail-from the halfof the island most favorable road across the island which will become
for agricultural pursuits, and tlîus driVin"r one of the great highiways between Eastand West, the progress of mining and thethe olhesorce ie of their sub isce planting of agricultural settsements in the

fine western valleos, the more scientific
DAWN F BETTER DAS. prosecution of her splendid fisheries, and

the improved education of her people, aThat under ail these diasadvantages the noble era of progress and prosperity wi l
progress, dawn upon this long down-trodden andargues well for the energies of the people. despised colony.
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MISS MACPHERSON,

BY CLARA M. S. LOWE.

It is impossible for any who have not stairs But the wisdom given ta her was
witnessed the struggles for an honest liveli- from above, and the seed sown week after
hood in the East ofLondon, to imagine the rom amid an tes, bore suek fterfeeing wth hih oe ellacuaite week amid many trials, bore such fruitfeelings with which one welfacquainted that other laborers felt it a privilege to joinwith that " stunning tide of human care l in the work, and she was enabled to leaveand crime," attempts ta trace the varius that and a Bible class established by hersteps by which the Lord has led His in the same building for adults (both menbeloved servant, Miss Macpherstn, in the and women), in the hands of others, whilespecial work laid on her heart. nGod she devoted herself to those still more un-setteth the solitary in families." Many cared for. The last-named Bible class wassolitary, almost infant wanderers have one of remarkable interest. Perhaps suchbeen brought hither and set in families- a one has seldom been seen. Many tableshomes of comfort, such as need not des- were filled, in one hall with men, incribe, in this favored land. It is true, in- another with women, many very aged, alldeed, that the numbers rescued already are with large print Bibles before them, andfew compared ta the thousands stili in each table headed by some earnest teacher,need; but faith looks forward ta the in- all at the close being gathered together forcrease of the work. He will regard the Miss Macpherson's final address.prayer of the destitute. "lHe will not Thepoorlittle match-box makers, vhosedespise their prayer. Their Redeemer is very namoe is synonymous witb povertystrong, the Lord of Hosts is His name. and distre ss, were er next care. In thisHe will thoroughly plead their cause." land it seems wardy possible to realizeBefore the year 1866, Miss Macpherson that children of three years ild should

labored in many ways for the spiritual wel- begin ta contribute t the support of thefarq of the agricultural population and the family; but it is most sorrowfully truethat
coprolite diggers in Cambridgeshire, and from the earliest age their ill-paid iabor is
had been greatly honored in her work ro incessant that, except on a Sunday, no
among them. The Lord now laid it-on her attempt at attending school can be made.
heart to leave scenes endeared by many Miss Macperson immediately opened
associations of past blessings, and to en- evening schools and Clotbing clubs in van-
counter the trials and seek the blessings af ous localities; not only reading but the art
Christian work in the East of London. Of Mendinie their tattered garments was aHer first efforts were for young men gatherd new thingta thei, and while making every
on Sunday and week-evening classes exertion to raise them from their hithertoat the Bedford Institute, a noble building alost topeless state, ber heait yenrned
erected b the Society of Friends for the over the brothers of many. Some were
help and instruction of the poorest in the employed as shoeblacks, others wot even
destitute, sorrowful neighborhoo of able to earn as much, and exposed to everySpitalfields. On the week-eveteingsinstruca teptation. A Tea-Meeting was given tation in reading and writing was the induce- many of these and other lads also, inment held out ta attend, and when Miss George Yard Ragged School, a spotMacpherson first began the work, the very where a most devoted servant of theopening of ber Bible or hymnbook would Lord, George Holland, has labored forbe the signal for bats ta be seized and the years. Many homeless ones were foundwhole assembîy ta rush clattening down tbe among the guests, and Miss Macpherson
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felt it was impossible, permanently, to raise i land suggested how suitable it would be
their condition without receiving them for a refuge, and a little company entered
into a home, where they could be taught and the silent and deserted·building and joined
trained to regular work. The Lord gave in supplication that where death had been
the desire, and quickly were the means of seen in all its terrors, there souls might be
fulfilling it provided. A house was found born to God, and that the voice of praise
at Hackney, where thirty boys could be at and prayer might be heard within those
once received. in a few weeks, on looking walls, which had once resounded with the
at these bright, intelligent young faces, it groans of the dying. Then the doors were
was difficult to believe in the dark sur- locked, and for twelve months more
roundings of their earliest years. So great remained the same. But prayer went up
was the encouragement in caring for them continually, and before the close of 1868,
-spiritually as well as physically-Miss the hearts of many were moved to give,
Macpherson could not rest without enlarg- some of their abundance-some of their
ing the work, and a dilapidated dwelling poverty. The high rent of £3oowas secured,
at the back of Shoreditch Church was and the Lord further answered the prayers
fitted up to receive thirty more boys. A of lUs servants in strengthening His belov-
refuge for girls had been opened the pre- ed handmaid, Miss Macpherson, with Mr.
vious year, and one for very little ones was and Mrs. Merry, to give themselves to the
now opened in the upper part of a mission enormous work connected with the under-
house, where another branch of Miss Mac- taking. It appeared great from the begin-
pherson's work was carried on-Mothers' ning; but littie could any one imagine bow
Meetings, and Widows' Sewing-Class, it would go on spreading and increasing.
chiefly watched over by her sister, Mrs. It is difficuit, or it may be impossible, to
Merry, one like-minded with herself. In name anv form of distress, or any class,
all these separate refuges the space was vhich has not been relieved and biessed
very limited, and a large hall was needed there. Not an hour oftheday, noreverifar
for the match-box makers' evening and oninto the night, wben the voice ofpraise
Sunday-School, as well as for the poor and prayer is not heard in some part of
widows and other branches of the continu- the building. Even in the vaults beneath
ally-increasingwork. The building needed the pavement bas a littie sanctuary been
was provided. The Lord had gone before. made. Under the very stones before trod-
Along the great thoroughfare leading from den by them as homeless wanderers, have
the docks to Shoreditch, lofty warehouses some joined in asking the Lord's blessinghad been erected, to the great sorrow of on those who have rescued them. It issome who ronged to see the vacant space computed that 12B,ooof our pooryest popu-
occupied by model dweiiing-houses for the iationare crowded into the square mile, inpoor. IIow littie could any then imagine the midst of Wich the refuge, now caiedthe varied use to which one of these ware- "Home of Industry," is situated. But thebouses was to be apppied, and the spiritual doors are not shut against wanderers from
biessing whicb was to flow from it. I more distant parts, and the mission work1866 the fearful visitation of choiera in the without is not limited, but a heping band
east of London rendered a temporary hos- given to any according to the need and thepitai necessary, and one of these lofty means supplied. On entering the refuge,
buildings was fitted up for that purpose the first sigbt is generaiiy that of some wanunder tbe direction of Sisters of Mercy. faces and thin forns in threadbare gar-
Water and gas were laid on to eacb of the ments, widowed or deserted mothers bring-five spacious floors, and every arrangement ing their fatheriess boys, and patientiy
made for cooking and cleaniiness. In waiting while each case is being inquired
Novemnber tbat year, the desolating scourge into. Sometimes a father, out of work,
was whoiuy withdrawn, and the building may be seen begging that is motheriless
was cwosed, many predicting that none litte one may be sheltered, and a cbid
woud ever dare to enter it aagain; but bringing another, hittee younger but morewhen a tweive-montb bad passed, Mr. Hol- belpless than itself. No forn f election
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or seeking for subscribers' votes is needed I tinually engaged making the outfits forhere. Faith looks upward to the God of Canada; others are gathered in twice in thethe widow and the fatherless, and experi- week, and among thém many may be found,ences, " Thou Lord hast not forsaken them though sorrowful, rejoicing th at povertythat seek Thee." brought them under this roof to earn the
Descending from th e entrance hall to twopence an hour, and thatwhile doing so

the basement floor, we find a busy, they received that blessing which cannot be
cheerful scene. There some of the lads bought, without money and without price.are chopping wood, others are with leather Often a Christian friend will come in and
aprons learning to make the boots they provide a cup of tea before they separate,
hope to wear some day in Canada. One and then one gathering after another will
who in much suffering earnestly plod- take place-two evenings in the week the
ded on in Christian love, teaching his trade match-box makers' evening school; on
to the young shoemakers, was taken to his others, the boys are earnest over their
rest in Jesus just as the first party of young books and slates; and in winter, when, to
emigrants sailed, leaving his three boys to the shame and disgrace of the richest city
Miss Macpherson's loving care. Before in the world, the papers record weekly in-
the end of the year the dying father's stances of death from starvation in our
prayer was answered; ahl are now adopted streets, efforts are made to feed the famish-
in happy Canadian homes. In another ing, unemploved men crouching in the dens
part are to be seen a party of young tailors of the East of London. Tickets are given
doing their best, under direction, to make out by that faithful helper of distress in
garments fit for the voyage and the new every form-George Holland, and soup or
country to which they are ail hopefully bread and cheese provided, while ail sit
looking forward. On the floor above, the in orderly rows, and Miss Macpherson, or
little match-box makers may be seen at some faithful fellow-laborer, speaks to them
work, and may be heard often enlivening of the bread which endureth unto everlast-
their toil with some sweet song of praise. ing life. The atmosphere of love and peace
To see them here is a bright contrast to the into which they are brought quite subdues
work in their own homes, where the one them, and many tokens of blessing might
little close room in which the whole family be recorded if time and space permitted.
are crowded day and night is covered with On one occasion an infidel was melted
the materials for the boxes. On this- floor when recognizing among the well-cared-for
may be seen once a week a gathering of inmates of the home orphan boys whom he
poor mothers from among God's ancient had known reduced to want, and he ex-
pepple. Ail who can be induced to come claimed, " This was Christianity, and the
are provided with work, and the Bible is read first time he had seen it !" These poor men
and the name ofJesus lifted up before them. strive to show their gratitude in many
On another day a large gathering takes touching ways. On one occasion many
place. Numbers of these unhappy women niles were traversed by one anxious to
who have already within the walls of a pri- bring a root of fern as a little token of
son-house tasted the bitterness of sin, are thankfulness, and the offering was brought
here told of the Fountain open for ail sin fifteen miles in a heavy box of earth on his
and ail uncleanness, and efforts are made to head.
prevent their returning to their former On the third Wednday of every month
associates. On the spacious floor above, a Workers' Meeting is held, when many
undivided by any partition, hundreds are other honored servants of the Lord core
gathered at once, busy with their needles from afar, and fèel it a privilegeand refresh-
and listening to the Word of Life. Some- ment to meet those who are in the thickest
times strangers on entering are overcome of the fight with sin and misery. Thev
by their feelings when they are told that meet irrespective of aIl sect or denomina-
ail present are widows, and that some walk tion, but only as Christian workers strength-
miles for the privilege of earning twopence eîing each other's hands bY searching foran hour over needlework. Some are con- fresh treasure ns the Word of God, ame
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seeking to build each other up in the right 1 Evening School, and last of all workersprinciples for Christian work. Thus and helpers gather round the Throne ofuniting in prayer for the light, wisdom and Grace to offer praise to Him whohas givenguidance that each one alike needs, love them strength for the day and to intreatand unity will be strengthened among blessi ng on the seed sown.Christian workers. Above this floor is the At the opening of the building it wasone occupied by the girls. Among the mentioned that the relief of distress bymatch-box makers, orphans and others emigration would be kept in view, andsuited for service, are sought out and during the first summer the work of select-trained for domestic service. Here also is ing the most suitable and deservingtheir dormitory, and on the floor above families among the many who longed tothey are taught washing and cooking; for go forth, and- the labor of preparing forhere is the kitchen, where food is prepared each, was a terrible strain on the strengthfor all within and for many hundreds out- of al] concerned. Not one entered theside. On one occasion the matron being building or passed through it on their wayasked how many meals have been given to this new and favored land; without deepthis week at the refuge, answered 3,790. and earnest pleading for their souls, andThis number includes the rescued lads, aH that could be done for spiritual-over-the girls, widows, starving men, five sight as well' as temporal comfort by thepaid officials, voluntary helpers and the way. In the spring of 1869, 500 personssick and dying all around. were exported to Canada at a cost of £2,-On Saturday evening Miss Macpherson 687. During the followingwinterthe needgathers her fellow-laborers,and someofthe ofmany of the widows gathered into theprecious trophies of Divine Grace whom Sewing Class was heavily laid on Missthe Lord has given them, to spend the last Macpherso's heart. and the difficulty ofhours of the week in telling some of the finding work for the sons of many amongLord's gracious dealings, and to seek them-willing young lads of promise,strength and blessing for the labors of the who, in our over-crowded citv, had no
Lord's Day. This meeting was begun in hope of employment-led her to think1866, and in her own words she testifies, what openings might be in store for thenIt matters not what we have agreed upon on the other side of the Atlantic. Allrelative to the Lord's work in the East of through the early part of 1870 preparationsLondon; answers have come which have went on for this great undertaking; Missalmost overwhelmed us." On the Lord's Macpherson, from the first, promising inDay morning, when the inmates have de- the strength of the Lord to go forth withparted to a place of worship, the devoted those whom she had so watched and caredmissionary connected with the Refuge for. The orphan. boys fron the other'brings in from the surrounding streets refuges had by this time been brought tomany of the poor lads who might other- the Home of Industry, and the selectionwise be all day without food, and who in was made, and consent of nearest relationstheir uncared-for state would not be likely (if relations were forthcoming) was asked,to enter any building where the Word of and in most instances thankfully given,God could reach their ears. Here they are however great the struggle of parting. A
welcomed with bread and coffee, and are band of one hundred were gathered out,thus prepared to listen to Miss Macpher- and in May she left England accompaniedson's earnest and loving invitations to seek by Miss Bilbrough and Mr. Thom. Thethe Saviour; sometimes teacher and lads kind welcome given to the boys in Canadaalike parting in tears. In the afternoon an need not be here described. Encourage-adult class is gathered from among- the ment was given in every town visited, andWidows' and Mothers' Meetings, and the most of all at Belleville, where March-large print Bibles thankfully pored over by mont, a most convenient dwelling, witheyes prematurely dim with want and toil. garden, pasture ground, and view ofIn the evening the little match-box makers the lovely bay of Quinte, was generouslyassemble for their much-loved Sunday q>laced at her disposai, the council of the
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County of Hastings paying the yearly 1
rent.

It need hardly be said with what deep
thankfulness these goocf tidings were
received in England by the large circle of
praying friends who were continually bear-
ing Miss Macpherson and h er heavy bur-
dens on their hearts before the Lord. No
time was lost by her in returning again to
Engand to cross the Atlantic a second
time with the young girls and young
widows whom she had been invited to
bring out. On her way homeward she
crossed her brother-in-law-a devoted
helper in the work-Mr. Merry, under
whose care seventy more lads were safely
brought to Marchmont, and all provided
with situations ere Miss Macpherson had
returned with her anxious charge.

Her beloved friend, Miss Bilbrough, who
had previously shared. her labors of love
in England, having given herself to
the work at Marchmont, and Mr. Thom
having remained to visit the boys in their
new situations, Miss Macyherson was
enabled to return to England in October
to resume ber work among the suffering
masses; but how bright is the beam now
cast upon it! How often is the burden of
caring and watching over many an other-
wise hopeless case now relieved by the
bright hope of seeing such removed to the
broad lands of that beautiful country which
God has so bountifully provided for our
race, And the Lord has been pleased to
give further help to the work! a home at
Hampton-twelve miles from London-
being now secured, where an attempt can
be made to give the intended young emi-
grants some knowledge of farm work and
to test their capabilities; and now again
this spring, Miss Macpherson can, with
thankfulness, raise her Ebenezer-140 lads
and little girls being already provided for
since her return to Canada, and another
party quickly nearing the shores-soon, if
the Lord prosper the journev, to be wel-
comed in their lovely Western home.

Often is the question asked. How are the
means provide'd for this work? Those who
are acquainted with the history of, George
Muller and the thousands of orphans to
whom he has been a father, already knoW
the secret-" Have faith in God." " With

God all things are possible." " Whatso-
ever ye ask in prayer believing ye shall
receive." Is it not also written, " Delight
thyself in the Lord and he shall give thee
the desires of thine heart?" And if thv
desire%; are for his glory in the rescuing of
souls and bodies from temporal and eternal
misery and loss, fie will not withhold the
means. " The silver is mine and the gold
is mine," said the Lord of hosts. One or
two instances may be given, and might be
multiplied by thousands of daily incidents
occurring to help Miss Macpherson and her
fellow-workers to realize the care of Him
who never slumbereth nor sleepeth. The
tea-meeting at George Yard has been spok-
en of. One lad even more than others
especially needed an immediate helping
hand; " Sonething mustbe done for him,"
were Mr. Holland's own words. His mother
had died when he was quite young; his
father, a drunkard, had turned him adrift.
The Refuge was not yet opened, and the
way did not seem clear. But a letter was
even then on its way from Majorca telling
how one young servant of the Lord just
starting in life desired to set aside a por-
tion of his own salary monthly for some
poor London boy. This first rescued lad
has been educated and trained for service,
has long been in the household of a
Christian friend, and has again and again
brought his earnings and collected sums
among his fellow-servants to aid in rescuing
other wanderers.

The following incident is told in Miss
Macpherson's own words :-" From time to
time our Father sees it well to try our faith
as regards the £20 weekly required for this
Widows' Mission. On one occasion the
money was so low as to lead us to think
the work must be reduced, as it is our
principle to give up work rather than go
into debt. The dear widowed ones were
gathered, and knowing how this earned
one shilling a week-that is the two-pence
an hour for work in the sewing-class-kept
the wolf from the door and enabled them
to keep a share of the roof of some little
room over their head, and prevented their
going to the workhouses. the words
choked in my throat, and, instead of sav-
ing my say, I asked them to repeat to me
some passages of God's Word on Faith,
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aonl way na been thIn in tthe morning a soft cushion, with.lonely one for thirty-one years, rose and h e i e centre, to rest the poor achinfeebly repeated, 'xHave faith in God;' spine of the dying woman. It was thanother, Psalm xxxvii., 3, 4, and burst practical touch of the Gospel of Jesusinto a song of praise, saying that often when wanted her to - feel, and my Heavenljthe cupboard had been empty, and her Father, who condescendeth to care for th(fatherless ones crying for bread, she had fowls of the air, and considers the ues oknelt and told Him ail about it, when some the field, had gone before several weeks inneighbor would step in and share her loaf thus laying. the need of this poor dyingwith her, or some kind visitor would be sufferer on the heart of one of His ownsent to aid them in their time of need. ' Ah, children. She lived a brief season, givitLord!' I cried Inwardly, 'Thou art suffici- us a strong hope that the blood of Jesusent, and holdest every heart in Thy great Christ had cleansed her from all sin."hand.' I, too, told the widows my need It is fot only in the Saturday. evening,
for the continuance of the class, and pleaded but nanv times in one day that some
our want, resting our faith on His ownf among the Christian band of workers willgracious promises for spiritual blessings, join in bringing before the Lord the manyas well as those secondary wants for the wants connected with the Mission. Sumspoor bodies. 

secured vary from one solitary stamp, value"That hour was 3 p.m. We heldback the two cents, to many hundreds of pounds.decision of breaking up this sewing meet- Soinetimes a Sunday-School will unite ining, believing the Lord would, ere many gathering among themselves the £1ohours, indicate a clearer path for us.. necessary for rescuing a little homeless onePraise His holy name, for He confirms His and bringing him to the land of plenty.own Scripture, 'Before they call I will The children of noblemen have deniedanswer, and while they are yet speaking I themselves butter and sugar and begged towill hear.' At early morning of that day have money given them instead to send tothe answer to our cry must have been sent Miss Macpherson.
off from Brighton, for the last post of the The early toil of the match-box makers
day brought a tiny note enclosing a cheque has touched tiany hearts, and help of every
of £io0 for the greatest need in the Lord's kind is being sent from distant unknown
work in our hands. low it cheered the friends who can neyer hope to meet here
heart of every widow and weary laborer in below the beloved servant of the Lord inour Mission, and taught them that they were whose work they have taken so deep annot ony to trust him for time but for interest. A Christian friend will ofteneternity." 

undertake the expense of a special case forThe following is also in Miss Mac- emigration, providing the outfit perhapspherson's own words:-" On one occa- with her own hands. But it is not only thesion, after visiting five or six hours, I-was large sums, but the willing offerings, how-called to the dying bed of a poor woman. ever small, which are precious in His sight;The spine had burst the skin, and to relieve whether it be Cashmere shawls, velvet,this was all that lay in my power for the lace, or costly jewels, many of which haveshattered frame. It was ii p.m. ere been sent for sale at-the Refuge by thosereaching home, too exhausted to open who have now learned other adorning; orletters, or a parcel which had arrived in whether it be the produce of an apple treemy absence. Still the parcel seemed invit- a basket of eggs, ot a parcel of left-offing, the string was undone, and there lay clothing, or a bag of seeds for the Hamptontwo nice soft cushions with a note, saying Home. AI are valued for His sake whosethese had been the work of a dear blind love is the spring of all, and whose eyesister, and had occupied her long in ravel- sees whether the gift is sent in hope ofling the stuff to make them. Those around earthly praise or from the remembranceco uld little understand my tears, not know- that He has said, " He that receiveth oneing that I had promised to send the first little one in my name receiveth.me."
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THE LEGENDS OF THE MICMACS.

BY REV. S. T. RAND, HANTSPORT, N. S.

KITPUSSY-AGUNOW.

About the year 1846, the writer's acquaint-
ance with the Indians began. In one
sense I had been acquainted with them
from my childhood. I had seen them,
been in their wigwams, had listened to
their unmeaning jabber, and knew some-
thing of their general habits; but it was
precious little I knew of the people until I
began to learn their language. Then I
found out, to my astonishment, that they
were not a mere species of superior ani-
mals, but real human beings, and human
beings, too, of rather a superior type. The
more I learned of their language, and of
their habits and customs, the greater was
my astonishment, and the more my interest
in the people thenselves was increased.

The language I was obliged to learn
from themselves, with almost no aid from
books. I had to make my own dictionary
and grammar as I went along. A still
greater disadvantage was the want of an
instructor who could really speak English.
Such an individual among themselves I
could not find, though the most of them
had enough of our tongue to enable them
to bargain and beg to a small extent. But
Providence threw in my way, just as I was
despairing of success, an individual who
could do all for me that I could have
hoped for. This was a very intelligent
Frenchman, who had resided among the
Indians for many years, who lived as they
ived, whose wife was an Indian woman,
who was master of their language, and
who also spoke English and French fluently.
He could also read, though he could not
write. He was also a Protestant in his
religious views, havipg been converted
from Romanism by reading the Scrip-
tures. But for the aid this man afford-
ed me, I could not have mastered the
difficulties of' the Micmac tongue. He

was not one of the original Acadians.
His father came from France as a prisoner
of war. He took up his residence in
Annapolis County, N.S., where the son
was reared, who, after sundry romantic
adventures as an apprentice to a black-
smith, as a runaway boy, as a sailor, and
as an Indian, became finally an efficient
assistant in preparing portions of the Holy
Scriptures for the use of the long-neglected
Micmacs. His latter days were marked by
evidences of real.piety, and he died a few
years ago, an old man and full of days, and
calmly trusting in our Lord Jesus Christ
for life and immortality. His French
name was Ruisseaux, which, however, he
had translated into English, and called
himself Joseph Brooks.

Among the subjects of deep interest that
I learned from friend Brooks respecting
the Indians, was the fact of their having
among them what they call Ahtookwokun,
and what we call legends. Hie could not
relate them, and he informed me that there
were but few who could; but he said there
was a woman somewhere, a relative of his
former wife, who could rehearse them by
the dozen; and he understood that she was
coming before long to Charlottetown,
where I then resided, and I got a promise
from him that I should be notified of it
whenever she should arrive. Sometime in
the summer of 1847 I had the satisfaction
of an introduction to Susan in the market
square. Next day I repaired to friend Jo's
wigwam on the borders of the North
River, in Mr. Goodman's field, and listened
for the first time in my life to an Indian
Aktookwokun. It was the history of Kit-
Pussy-agunow.

The affair was conducted a la mode. We
had to do as the Indians do. We all
formed a circle round the wigwam inside,
and waited for Susan to commence. Her
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first utterances were, " Wecgjik keseeook" 1 guage as to make it available as a medium
- " T h c o l dm e e re e ca m p edar n e o f c o n v e y i n g t h e s a v i n g t r u t h o f t h e G o s -usual commencement of a yarn of this pel to the Micmacs-a thing that could notkind. and which is about in signification be done in English. Besides knowing byequivaent to IA Tale of Ancient Times." experience that I could write down a con-To this opening the hearers responded tintions storv, I was now in possession of aKaiskwuh," which word is to be every piece of genuine Indian composition. Inow and then repeated bw the hearers as had left every alternate line for the inter-the story proceeds, and which means in lineal translation, which mv teacher after-this connection, lAve, go on with your wards assisted me to insert. Over this Itale," and so complete y is the term pored many an hour and many a day. Irestricted to the legends that it forms an collected the words and arranged theingenious method of hinting tothe teller alphabetica woy, and digested the d into theirof tough stories that you dscredit his etymological and dieted modet anistatements to interpose a kaiskwuh. It has methods. I soon afterwards obtained athe same effect as a whistle in civilized few more of these singular productions,manners. and, wholl e aside from any interest in theSusan told the story and Jo translated it tales theoselves, they have been of greatfor mv benefit. she pausing when he gaVe service in the prosecution of the work ofthe word, and he taking up the thread and our Mission.

rehearsing it in English. In this way we This somewhat prolix introduction willproceeded to the end. i not b, I would fain hope, without interestThat was an eventful day in the historv to the readers of the NEw DoMINIONof our Micmac Mission. Up to that tine I MONTILY, and will beat once my apologyhad only been experimenting with the for writing the following story at ail, andMicmac language. I was nearly forty also for any undue importance that I mayyears of age. I had never dreamed that I seem to have attached to it, should it seemcould learn to converse in Micmac. All flatter to the reader than it does to me. Ithat I had hoped to succeed in doing was cannot but think, however, that when itsto be able to Write it down and read it after authorship is considered-' the poor In-it was written. I was not yet sure that dian" with is Iluntutored rnind"-it willeven this could be done. It occurred to be deemed a very tolerable "Jack the Giantme that perhaps I could write down that Killer" story. I shah relate the legend assingular tale from the mouth of the narra- nearly as possible as my Indian instruct-tor, and, if so, 1 should succeed in my ress told it to me.atte m p ts to tra n sla te so m e p o rtio n s, at A '1 L F A C E T T M ,;
least, of the sacred Scriptures into Micmac. ^ TALE OF ANCIENT TIMES.
I made a proposal to her to give me the There was once a giant* who lived alonestory by the inch, and allow me to Write it. ith odthere being no neighborqShe agreed, and next day, armed with in thewoods,near himn; but he had a wife and one son.writng materials, hoping, fearing, tremb- ne som but a a wifeiad n s
ling. and praying for help, I repaired to the Thesonj ot at al f a i his
Frenchman's-tent. To my great joy Isoon appearance or manners. He ias a veryfoun tht te sorywasso ommtte tofine-looking fellow. His business wvas to
found that the stor wa so committed to hunt for the family. But the game he
memory that when I had succeeded in hunted was not wild beasts but people-
writing down a sentence or a word-no the men, w'omen and children of othermatter how long it took me-I had only to tribes. These he neyer kilied When he dis-read what I had written, and she could give tre These he reterked hen hed
me the next word. covered them, but returned home and told

It took me two days - long sum- he --icac word is-kookwe, which -av bemer davs-to obtain the prize; but I suc- compared with g•Was, the Greek word l'or giantceeded and carried it off, rejoicing as one These fellows are described in the Iegends as large,who findeth great spoil. From that day i ierce, covered with hair, and feeders on human flesh.felt sure that I could so far master the. lan- e re also great magicions-very like the giants
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his father where they were. On hearing
the news the old giant would take his sleds
with the broad runnprs-tobakkunaskook-
and his weapons, and repair to the place,
kill and dress the game and bring home
the flesh. When this supply was exhaust-
ed the son would go out again and on dis-
covering the haunts of the people the
same process would be repeated. He
would bring word to the old giant, and the
old giant would go and kill and bring in
the game.

After a time the young man in his
rambles through the forest came to a wig-
wam where dwelt an old grey-headed
couple who had one only daughter whose
appear.ance attracted his at ention and led
him tc. spare the whole family. They
treated him kindly and he determined if
possible to obtain the girl for a' wife, but
he honeýstly tells her parents who and wnat
his parents Are. But he asks them to give
him thei.r daughter and promises that
under the;se conditions he will not tell his
father where they are, but will assist them
in eluding his search.

Her father raises but one objection to
this proposal; and that is, that they are de-
pendent upon the girl for their living. He
replies that he will undertake to keep them
supplied with game, in case they consent
to the match, and with this understanding
the arrangement is made and the bargain
concluded.

There is, however, a second difficulty to
be overcome. The girl belongs to a differ-
ent tribe from himself. Law and custom
are against intermarrying with different
tribes; so he must obtain the consent of
his own parents and have a promise that
the girl shall not be devoured or molested.
That evening he arrived home sad and
dispirited. He took his seat in the wigwam
and sdid nothing. " My son," said the
father, " mogwaickjPenchedoonP" " did you
discover no tracks?" He replies, "I did
not." ßut the next morning he proceeded
again on his hunting expedition and soon
returns with the news that he has found
work for the old man, who, musters his
implements and goes after the game.

Meanwhile the son is sad and taciturn.
He is thinking of a certain old grey-headed
couple whom he met the day before, and

thinking more about that beautiful daugh-
ter of theirs, their sole dependence and
stay. His mother kindly enquires what
ails hirn, and he lets her into the secret of
his troubles. He wishes to bring home a
wife, and wants her to promise that she
will not injure her, and that she will also
aid him in protecting her from his father's
cannibal propensities. She promises to
assist him to the utmost of her power.

Next day the young man goes out a-hunt-
ing and the old people are left alone by
themselves, when the mother quietly opens
the case to the old man and intercedes for
her son. " He has found a pretty girl,"
says she, " that he wishes to marry, and I
want you to allow him to do so, and to
promise that you will do her no harm."
The old man at first stoutly refuses to
assent to the proposal, but finally yields so
far as to promise that he will not molest
the poor girl provided they do not bring
her there. They must keep her in some
distant place. This the mother, makes
known to the young man.

Next day both the men leave the wigwam
together. The son conducts the old giant
to the neighborhood of his prey, and then
turns off to visit his girl and her parents.
He leads away the bride, but does not bring
her to his father's lodge. There is a cavern
in the rocks some distance away where he
conceais her for the time being, until better
accommodations can be prepared. In the
evening both father and son'meet in the
old homestead,but no words are exchanged
between them respecting the business of
the day, the matter uppermost in the
young man's mind.

Next day the young man goes away and
selects a suitable spot where he erects a
stone wigwam. He is two days in finishing
it, and the next day he conveys his bride
thither, where she is installed in her new
home. He now leaves the old place and
resides with his wife.

A double task is henceforth imposed
upon him. He must not forget his own
parents, and he must provide for those of
his wife. He carries moose-meat to the
one party and finds human beings for the
other. Then he returns to look after his
own household, where he provides for his
wife food according to her choosing, but
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keeps his own in a sack made of a bear's I places the end of his iron staff in the firepaunch, which he keeps suspended on the and heats it red hot. While her face isbough of a tree near their stone lodge. turned away he makes an attempt to thrustThe ensuing spring brings an additional her through with the heated iron, but thecharge in the birth of a little son. The little boy watches his movements and gives
littie fellow in due time is running about, the alarm. But he whips the iron backand learning his first lessons in the arts of into the fire and looks the other way. Shehunting and warfare, by practising with concludes that the boy is mistaken andthe small bow and arrows which his father again proceeds in her domestic labors.has provided for bir. But be watches his opportunity and killsWhen the mother is on the eve of giving her at a thrust with his red-hot staff.birth to a second child a sad calamity be- The horrid business of dressing, quarter-
faus her. SIe has been charged by her ing, &c., follows, when the remains arehusband to pay particular attention to that carefully thrown into a deep hole in themysterious sack of his provisions. She neighborhood that is partially filled withmust watch the little boy that he does not water, nikznobade, a well. He then goespierce it with his arrow. But she is busy home leaving the child unharmed, but sadbith other matters and he is shooting and crying bitterly at the loss of his mother.about in all directions, and presently hits The father returns at evening and thethe sack and pierces it. The hole is small little boy enters a sad complaint.
but the fat begins to ooze out, which she "Father," says he, a kookwes has killed ny
takes the precaution to save by placing a mother." " Never mind, my son," hedish under. replies, "it was your grandfather, and IMeanwhile the husband and father is in gave her to him to kill and eat. Don'tthe woods, and knows what has happened mind it." So father and son remain thereat bome. There is a mysterious and together, the little boy being, of course,magical connection between that food of alone while his father is out a-hunting.
bis wbxcb bangs on the tree near his lodge One day the little fellow went and peepedand his own body. As that wastes his down into that " well " where the rerainsstrength fails. He becomes weary and of his mother had been thrown. What
finds bis way home as fast as he can. When sees he there but a beautiful little boy, whohe arrives he lies down and will neither eat appears alive and active. It is his littlenor talk. He has taken down the sack and brother miraculousîy preserved and nurtur-examined it, but be does not touch the ed after the cruel death ofthe parent. Thefood. After a while he falls asleep. Next little fellow down there says nothing, butmorn!ng he goes over and tells his father laughs. But when the brother abovethat be will deliver up his wife to him to be returns the laugh, he will not laugh.devoured. 

After a while the little fellow cornes up outThe old man immediately takes his iron of the well and plavs with his brother, butpoker and his sled and goes over to the on the approach of the father he scampersstone wigwam. The little boy is playing back to the well and jumps in.
outside. He sees the old kookwes coming; That evening the elder boy says to bisis terrified and runs in and tells his mother. father, " Noo," " father," snootapeechk
She looks out, and then calms his fears by taboo-seedich leedooe," "make me two little
assuring him that it is " only his grand- bows and arrows." The old man does so.
father." The old fellow enters and is Next morning after the father bas goneinvited to corne up to the back part of the away a-hunting, the little boy goes to the
wigwam.* He appears quite friendly, but well again to visit his brother. [At this

stage in the story, the boy of mysteriousThe place in the Indian lodge just opposite the preservation receives his name, Kitpussy-door is the moat honorable place. ilowards this ag unow, wbicb denotes the manner of hisplace is considered " Up." The wife's place is nearest
the door, so that her husband sits ' above ' her in the Syria. Our Lord's parable in Luke xiv., 7, i lamore honorable seat. This arrangement corresponds founded upon this arrangement of v highe7n andwith the customs of the East, and with the houses in " lower " seats.
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birth; and as in a former legend, in referring and beauty attracts his attention. He
to this extraordinary personage, his name grows calm, takes the tait, and soon allows
was abridged into Kitpuss, we may adopt his father to hold and fondie him. The
the same here " for shortness," and proceed father immediately feels a great affection
with the story.]* Kitpuss proposes to the for the chuld and gives him att sorts of
other that they should go home to the wig- things to play with. So things move on,
wam and play together there. This they but only for a short time.
do; butthe moment the father approaches, One day while the father is absent Kit-
before he comes in sight, Kitpuss snatches puss proposes to his brother that they shah
up the bows and arrows, snaps them into go and gather a large quantity of birch
pieces, and rushes back to his old place in bark. This they bring into the wigwam
the well. and tear it up, letting it lie in piles around

The father is surprised at the litter that and near the lire.
has been made in the lodge and enquires The oid man arrives at nightfalt and
in astonishment: " lHas any one been sees what is going on. He gives them a
playing with you in the wigwam ?" There- caution, "Takecare,"sayshe, "oryou
upon the child tells what he has discovered. wiit burn up the wigwam." Nothing hap-
" Noo," he says, " father, I have a little pens, however, untit morning. Butin the
brother, and he lives in yonder well." He morning white the old man is véry busity
then proposes to the old man to make an engaged in a kind of domestic hunting
attempt to win the confidence of the little enterprise such as is sometimes needful
fellow, and to overcome his fear and shy- even at this late age, and which must have
ness. " Go," says he " and gather all the been conducted on a larger scale in these
prettiest birds' tails YOu can find, and get us primitive times, he begins to doze over the
see if we can't coax him with such pretty monotonous work and finaly drops asleep.
playthings." This is done. The otd man Il"Now then," says Kitpuss, let us go
gathers a great many birds' tails of every Out." First they bring a log of wood with
variety of form and cotor. Next he pre- which to fasten the door. Then Kitpuss
tends to go away into the woods, but con- slips in and sets the bark on fire. They
ceals himself close by! The arrangement Jnow place themseves against the door and
is this. After Kitpuss coroes into the wig- hopd it fast.

wam hisbrother istog seize him, and as soo n Immediately the old man awakes and
his father hears his yelbs, he is to rush in attempts to rus h out. But thedoor is fast
and assist in subduing him. Soon the t e cannot push it open. lie cats to the
concerted signal is heard. In rushes the boys and tells them he is burning to death.
father and finds the otder boy holding on But Kitpuss taunts him with his cruelty
to the other, who is kicking and screaminwg andtreachery in deivering up his mother
at a great rate in his struggles to get free. to death, and the poor fetiow's cries are
The father does flot tay his hand on him, 5fc silenced. They leave the place and
but holds out the pretty toils-wilneel; *remain away for a tie and then return.
these the boy seizes and dashes into the They find the fire att out; ail that was
fire. Finalty one Of uncommon brittiafcy combustible about the stone structure is

__________________________ , consumed. They gather up the charred
The origin of the name is this: After a COW.iOOOSe bones of their father, pound them into dust

or carribou has been brought down, her cacf is sOmC and blow thed into the air telling thein to
ties taken out alive and reared by hand by the iu- prmitiv ties hb is t"det ovaer ahe
dians. And as night well be supposed, the caf under Io n nus tork" This als pse ae
suchcircugstancesis veryeasilytamed. The lwman "w thegn f ositt s, th
thus ushered into the light is called arpgessymeunot, horse-flies, the mosquitoes and th e itte
and from this a verb is formed which denotes so act. black-iies.
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LEAVES FROM MY DIARY.

BY E. H. A. F.

ON MY WAY FROM GIBRALTAR TO BADEN- the sea. The houses seem high and well-
BADEN IN 1856. built-the surrounding hills being also

dotted ail ovér with pretty villa residencesAMay 28th..-We have been now nearlyfour standing in their own gardens and amidstdays at sea. The captain promises us we the coolesthlookwng Acacia trees I. evershall be at anchor in the harbor of Genoa by beheld. e e watched with some impa-ten o'clock to-night. As it is now getting tience, for the heat on deck was intense,cold and damp on deck, I retire to the ladies' for Ps boat, but in vain, until seven o'clockcabin. Poor E- was very sea-sick again s bot but n vain, until seve occas the "ground swell" made the old tub o a.m., when a commissionaire made hisasteaer the "und Itali" rollae th toappearance, bearing in his hard hand one
a steamer, the IlItalian," roi! worse than of P 's cards, with directions for us to goever. I was, more fortunate, however, and as or with direin for usgagglaydow onmy ert wihou unresin ashore with him. After seeing our luggag-elay down on my berth without undressing safely deposited in the shore boat, we tookin order to be ready to go up on deck leave of the captain and his men, who, on
again as soon as we cast anchor in the bay. the whoie have behaved very weil to us,On awaking after a refreshing nap, I found especiale, the Scotch steward, Allan.we were really at anchor, and great was It is now haf-past tweve, and I feel muchour delight, indeed, to feel ourselves at last It ishnow half-pst evad I fe mucstationary and in quiet, without the horrid refreshed, having spent a good hour at mygrinding noise of the screw and engines. toilette to get rid of the soot and mud fromT em o w shing boise of the rghtly enugh that steamer, which was the filthiest ship

The moon was shining brightliy enough to ever had the bad luck to be in. We haveenable us to trace the outline of the hi s aiso enjoyed a good substantial breakfastGenova; but theat was ail. since our arrival at this hotel, which is
Teharbor, howver, appearslto called the " Hotel de la Croix de Malta."The harbor, however, appears too small It is a very large one, and the principalfor the crowd of vessels it contains, and rooms are lofty, and handsomely fitted up;there is aiso a very disagreeabe, unwhole- but, unfortunately for us, ail the best roomssome smela here; in fact it gives me the are occupied, and we are obliged to content

idea of a large basin filled with stagnant ourselves with two eniresols for the pre-water. We walked the deck, watching the se lves t t enr fr th -lights in the town and bustle on board our sent, but hope to get better apartments thisship u iln eo th i t and ste mornn g whend o evening, as some people are leaving theship until one o'ciock this morning, when hotel to-day. We had a world of troubleevery one having quieted down, we again in passing our luggage through the cus-sought our cabins, and turned in" with tom-house, owing to the stupidity of thethe determination of rising as early next commissionaire whom we employed for themorning as possible, 
business. In the first place, although allMay 29th.-Rose at 4 o'clock, and hav the abeiled keys had been handed over toi s a m ty as circumstances him, he was so dense that he could fotpermitted, I went on deck to look about me find those belonging to the different boxes,and to watch for the advent of P-, ail of which were to be searched. P. Waswhom we expected to be awaiting us at this obliged, therefore, to go and do it himself,port, as he had saiied from Gibraltar many after ail. These'Genoese give me the ideadays before we did, and, consequently, must of being great cheats; for when our 1 ughave been here some little tie gTrahcet;foehn u utown ofenoa oe snot looke time. The gage was being brought up to " La Croicetown of Genoa does flot look amiss from i di Malta"--this hotel-which is only five
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minutes' walk from the wharf, the commis-
sionaire actually employed fifteen porters
to carry it, and demanded twenty francs in
payment for their services; but P. would
not pay this sum, feeling convinced there
was roguery at the bottom of it, and on
enquiry we found fifteen francs to be the
right tariff for these men-one franc each.
Thus we saved a five-franc piece, which
our friend, the commissionaire, would him-
self have pocketed, of course. Most of
these fellows got their money very easily,
for I, imyself, saw several of them each
carrfing a single hat-box or bundle Of
parasols as his share of the luggage. On
askingwhy such an absurd number of men
had been employed to carry so little bag-
gage, we were told it was because no carts
or barrows were allowed to convey luggage
from the wharf, lest this class of porters
should be prevented from earning their
bread in this particular manner. We con-
tented ourselves, therefore, by refiecting
that we had that morning benefited no
fewer than fifteen of our fellow creatures.

At 4 o'clock this evening we propose to
make acquaintance with some of the "lions"
of Genova; but at present the sun is sO
fierce no one can venture abroad. We can
only afford two days for this work, although
four would hardly give us time to see every-
thing worthy of notice in this interesting
" City of the Palaces;" but we are anxious
to arrive in Turin on Saturday next, so
there is no help for it. The women of the
lower class in this country appear to be
of a very coarse make. They resemble
giantesses,with immensely large red hands,
and, feet to match. They walk most un-
gracefully, and have no out-of-door cos-
tume. The ladies, however, wear a thick,
white veil over their heads; but I do not
think it so graceful or elegant as either the
Spanish mantilla or el velo. The hackney
coaches and omnibusses seem to be quite as
good as those in London; the latter-the
busses-here are provided with a bugler, as
in France, clothed in a blue and red uni-
form, as are also the drivers of the cabs.

May 3 oth.-To-day we have been to see
some of the principal churches of Genova
-namely, St. Cyr, St. Ambrosio, and St.
Laurent. To my taste the first named is
the finest of these three churches; the

paintings in this one being splendid-so
very soft, and the effect of them beautiful.
Up in the very top of the dome is a paint-
ing representing the Ascension of our
Lord. The Deity appears in this picture
to be seated on His throne, while with out-
stretched arms He welcomes back His only
Son to His heavenly home. Just a little
below this group are the angels removing
the Cross from which our Saviour has just
been released. The cross is cut out of
Wood, and so placed that it stands out in
relief from the canvas on which the rest
Of the picture is painted. In another part
of the church is to be seen a painting repre-
senting the Conversion of St. Paul, and
another of the Last Supper, both executed
in the same exquisite style. There are also
in this church twelve altars or chapels. In
one of these chapels is a magnificent group
of bronze figures, executed by the celebrated
Puget. All the altars are richly furnished
in marbles, and that dedicated to St. Gae-
tan is supported by pillars of splendid
black marble of a most valuable sort. The
pavement is inlaid in mosaic of different
colored marbles and malachite. It is strange
to contrast the richness of the Roman
Catholic churches with the dinginess and
poverty of most of those belonging to our
Protestant brethren. The exteriors as well
asthe interiors of these churches are equally
beautiful, being, as they are,nearly entirely
built of the richest marbles. The interior of
the Church of St. Cyr presents to the*vie w
sixteen pillars, which support a hand-
somely-carved roof-each one of these
pillars being one solid mass of marble
without join or flaw. The Church of St.
Laurent, however, is considered, Par
excellence, to be the Church, or rather, we
should say, the Cathedral of Genoa, and

,was built in the year 2 s9, in the reign of
the Emperor Valerian. It was originally
an hospital, which had been inhabited by
the martyr St. Laurent-hence its present
ngme. Its beauty consists in its architec-
ture, for it is built entirely of huge blocks
of black and white marble; and the whole
building inside and out, from top to bot-
tom, presents a view of alternate chequers
in black and white like a huge chess-board.
To me the appearance was more quaint
than beautiful; nevertheless, it is con-
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sidered quite unique by those more learned I grated cheese and a dish containing a sortthan myself. This church is ninety metres of Yorkshire pudding. Course numberlong and 30 metres wide. The Church of four consisted of a small chicken sufficientSt. Ambrosio, to my mind, was entirely for about three people without appetites,disfigured by the interior being hung and " potatoes a la maître d'Hotel." Thenthroughout with red damask hangings, cane a small " Apple Charlotte," whichedged with gold, giving the whole build- would fit easily into a small pie-plate, anding a gaudy, secular appearance-savor- le dessert (the dessert) consisting of aing too much, I think, of the ornamenta- few small cherries. Thus out of ahl thesetion suitable for theatres and such like dishes, we could not find enough to satisfyplaces. the hunger we ail felt after our hard morn-So much,then,for the churches we visited. ing's work, sight-seeing, &c. But such isNow followed much shopping and visiting Italian style, and I was heartily gladof factories in search of real Genoa velvet when the tiresome parade of dishes wasand si!ks, for which fabrics the town is over. We again went out after dinner tocelebrated, as every one knows. Much complete our shopping. It began to rainfatigued, we at length returned to the res- furiously, and to make matters worse, ontaurant attached to our hotel. Our dinner our return to the hotel we lost our way.cost two and half francs a head, which is having taken a wrong turning, and gettingconsidered cheap, and I must say I think it into one of those remarkably dirty, narrowwas also nasty. It began with a plate of lanes so famous in Genoa, had to make aositively raw turnips, carrots, parsnips, detour of a mile or more, I should say,and other legumes, as they came out of before we reached the hotel, and were wetthe ground, having been merely washed to the skin. On arriving at our rooms Iand trimmed. P. became quite angry, and was so tired and my feet were so painfullyasked the garçon whether he really thought swollen I could scarcely move.we were veritable asses, and fond of vege- May 3st.-I am to-day feeling sadly thetables in their native worth? assuring him fatigues of yesterday-so much so indeed,such was not the case, although we might, that I found it quite impossible to go downperhaps, look donkeys enough for anyone. to breakfast in " the Salle à Manger." ThisIn the centre of the table stood a plate con- morning, I ordered it to be sent up to mytaining a huge Bologna sausage gar- bedroom, and of course had to pay prettynished with heads of garlic-odoriferous in highly for the same (as is usual at hotels)the extreme; then followed a dish of cook- which we considered rather a shame,ed vegetables of every imaginable sort, ail as I had nothing but tea and dry toast.hashed up together, with a kind of pickle- After this we ail set to work repacking forsauce poured over the - whole mass. A ourjourney to Turin, for which place webotte of "lVin ordinaire" was placed at started at half past three a. m. Beforeeach corner of the table in the original leaving Genoa, however, P. and K. -wentblack bottles, without corks. This was the to see the palace of Durazzo, E. and myselffirst course, which, as the reader may feeling too tired to accompany them onimagine, was speedily removed in ail its this expedition. On their return, at twopristine beauty-untouched in fact. It was o'clock, we dined. P. having remonstrat-relieved by a soup, apparently intended to ed with the landlord about our former badconvey the idea of a "Purèe de Pommes de dinners we got a better one to-day. WeTerre," with slices of bread in it; but in now called for our bill; which although wereality it was as unlike " Potato Soup " as have only been here three days, was any-I was. Bad as it was, however, this was thing but a small one. The fact is, thatthe best dish we had. Parmesan cheese, Genoa is a much more expensive placegrated, was handed round to eat with this than people imagine. We were pluch
soup. After this course came a tiny piece struck with the beauty of the promenadesof boiled beef-barely sufficient for one around Genoa. The Acacia trees are veryhungry mortal, (and we were a party of abundant here, and the pleasure grounds are
four); accompanying this dish came more planted with them, making very sweet and
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shady avenues. We started from the hoiat last, in a great hurry, having satl long
overour dinner (on the strength ofitsbei
such a good one I suppose) than i
thought we had. On reaching the railw
office, we found we were only within a fe
minutes of the time for starting. We coi
tented ourselves, however, with the con
fortable reflection that " a miss is as goc
as a mile." The confusion at the statio
beggars description. Two trains fullpeople had just come in. The passengei
for Turin had taken their places, and oh
there goes the first bell. Thewhole of th
time we had been seeing our baggag
weighed, and labelled previous to its bein
put into the vans. A conductor is scream
ing out in Italian, " To your places, mes
sieurs, we are just off," and we find whave to go to an office higher up the stree
for our tickets, so badly are things managed here. On arriving there, oh horror
P. finds he has paid away all his smal
change, and emptied his purse in the baggage-office yonder. There goes the seconc
bell! What's to be done? P. must bysome means or other get at his waist-belt,
which, placed next his shirt, contains al]his bank-notes. To undress here in thestreet is impossible. Frantically he
rushes into a neighboring shop and tears
away at his clothes like a madman, to getat this precious money-belt, while the shop-man looks on aghast at this apparentlyescaped lunatic. By dint of all of us pull-
ing and tearing, at last K. secures a hand-
full of dirty-looking notes, and off we allrush with faces full of despair, as we hear
the third bell, and the ominous slamming
to of the carriage-doors. A porter under-
takes to pay for the tickets, and he pushes
us head foremost into a carriage. The flagwaves-the engine squeals, and we're off.

After our flurry was Over, and we hadtime to look around us, we perceived that
P. was not in the carriagewith us. Surely
he has not been left .behind! We arerelieved from our anxiety by earine from
one of our fellow passengers that he saw" le Monsieur " getting into the next
carriage. So now " Greece respires
again." The fellow passenger before men-
tioned, proved to be a very amusing per-son, belonging to the Sardinian army, who

tel I had been in the Crimean war. Of course,er like all foreigners, he had a fund of amus-ig ing anecdotes at his finger ends, and 'ewe highly diverted us with then during our
ay tedious and hot journey. After stoppingw at innumerable small stations, a number
n of passengers left our carriage, the Sar-
r- dinian among them, and so calling out to
d P. we made hm crome into our carriage
in for the rest of the way. The whole country
)f we passed through to-day was lovely, very
rs neatly and tbickly cultivated, and a con-! tinuation of hill and dales, orchards and
s meados,&' &c. As we neared Turin,how-
e ever, and ad crossed the famous River
g Po, the country became flat and tame. It

struck nine o'clock as we steamed into the- station at Turin. The train was a very
e slow one, but we thereby had the oppor-
t tunity of admiring the lovely country wehad passed through, whic cannot be doneby those travelling by express.

TO be ontinued.)

THE DUTCHMAN AT HOME.
An Englishman bas for 0 many yearspast been accustomed to see the rapidgrowth of Lowns, and to hear of their popu-lation doublng every fiftieth year or so,that he can hardly bring himself to credit,what is nevertheîess Most true, that acountry like Holland, which formery play-ed 80 important a part in the world, and isnow in an eminent degree thriving and, toa limited extent, progressive, should remainalmost stationary in the numbers of itspopulation, and scarcely ever see its Lownsexpand beyond their ancient lieits. For

two centuries previous to the last twenty
years, the building f an entirely new house
was quite an event in the bistory of Amster-
damo The city was big enough for the
people, for one thing. For another, theexpense of sinking a foundation is so greatthat he must be a wealthy Dutchman who
shal attempt the feat. His forefathers sunk
Piles seventy feet long tbrough the mud
into the ay, and he must, if he would
build an entirely new house, do.the same.

ie therefore generally contents himself
with the old house, the foundation of which,Of mere wooden piles, is often as much assix or seven hundred years old. Everybouse, in so far as the shell is concerned,is constructed in the same way. The topsof the long seventy-foot piles are drivendown to a depth of about six feet belowthe surface, and upon them is fastened a
stout platform kf planks; and the wboleof the wood-work being constantîy coveredt
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with water, this foundation, once laid,
seems to be almost indestructible. Upon
the platform is raised the house, with very
strong walls of stone or clinker brick, tied
together so firmly with numerous trans-
verse beams, that at the tof of a merchant's
house, seven or eight stories high, may
often be found a warehouse containing the
heaviest iron goods. Each house commonly
stands completely detached from its neigh-
bor; and it may be safely said that though
a very violent earthquake might topple
these structures over bodily, it could not
shake them to pieces.

A substantial Amsterdammer's ho'use,
plain only on the outside, is resplendent
with white marble and glorious with carved
work within. The walls of the chief rooms
have often bee*n painted by first-rate artists,
and Italian sculptors must have had a fine
time of it in the wealthy city, for their
hand is to be seen on cornice and balus-
trade in many a simple merchant's house.

The British-born bow-window is not
often to be seen even in the country, and
the more antique oriel seems never to have
been adopted by post-Reformation archi-
tects. But Mevrouw is noe without the
power of seeing up and down the street at
will, as she sits at her work; for by the
little sfiegelen - spy-mirrors - suspended
upon strong metal-work on either side of
her sitting-room window, she can calmly
survey, herself out of view, the passing
crowd and scene below.

The basement floor is always raised a few
feet above the surface of the ground, to
steal a little height in air for the kitchen,
the floor of which is even then a foot or
two below the level of the underlyingooze,
but of course ooze-tight with cernent.-
Bettinji, the cook, is stout and healthy not-
withstanding-and ascending from the
street by a flight of five or six steps, a very
solid door admits you to a long and narrow
passage. lofty and marbled on either side,
and lighted by glass above the door. The
drawing-room, or not unusually, the count-
ing-house, with this passage, takes up the
entire width of the house.

The first thought one has on entering
any Dutch chamber, a drawing-room not
excepted, is, " How very long!" the next,
" How very bare 1" Everything is handsome;
but there is so little of it. No louñging-
chairs, no round table with knick-knack-
eries; a cabinet with closed. glass-doors of
course, chairs placed in formal rows, a
handsome chandelier, a stove-place, and
that is all. You take a seat, and perhaps
touch the wall with your elbow--lo! it
yields to the touch. Wall-paper is a mis-
nomer in Holland. Paper-hangings is the
proper word. These sometimes are of oil
paintings on canvas, sometimes of paper
stretched on canvas fastened on light
wooden frames, which eau be taken down

bodily when their gay coverings have to be
renewed. Evidently these are the next
descendants from tapestry and arras. The
walls may be damp, or very probably are so,
but then " they assume a virtue, if they have
it not;" for one's eyes are never offended in
Holland by dripping, smeared, washed-out
wall-paper.

The bedrooms are also but scantily fur-
nished, and, except in guest-chambers, one
does not often see a chest of drawers or a
wardrobe. A foreign visitor, indeed, is apt
to be at a loss what to do with clothes,
until he discovers that doors, cunningly
concealed, open into cupboards all about
the room. By-the-way, Mevrouw always
hangs her dresses in these; she seldom
folds them in a drawer.

At the top of the house, both in town and
country, is invariably to be found a spaci-
ous laundry, extending, in fact, over the
whole area of the house. In this the linen
is stored in presses, and the clothing of the
past season, winter or summer, all du'y
turned inside out, hangs on pegs all about.
Here, twice in the year, Mevrouw holds
her grand saturnalia. Without doubt the
most important item in a Dutch girl's
dowry is linen. The quantity she thinks
necessary for her own person and for
household purposes is enormous. But then
it should be known that she " washes" (the
linen, of course ) but twice in the year.
Cuffs, collars, and muslins, she says, must
be washed often; but all other things are
flung, for a time, into huge buck-baskets
big enough for half-a-dozen Falstaffs to
hide in; indeed these are astounding bas-
kets, and when full will weigh four or five
hundredweight. Every house has a block
and pulley firmly fixed to the ornamented
coping of the roof, which, indeed, is pur-
posely constructed to carry this useful
machine, and forms a noticeable feature in
the architecture of all the Dutch houses;
and by means of the block, these huge bas-
kets are readily lifted to and from the
laundry, and furniture or heavy articles of
any kind to the other stories through the
windows. A visitor for the first time may
see with amused bewildermentthat particu-
larly lumbering trunk of his wife's, which
has been the despair of railway porters
throughout his journey, whipped up by
invisible hands to a height of sixty or seven-
ty feet in no time, and disappear through
a bedroom window. The clothes are
simply rough-washed in the country, and
when sent back all the females in the house
set to work for a good fortnight to mangle
ard iron, starch and crimp; and you may
be sure that every bit of clothing a Dutch
young lady of the middle classes is wearing
has thus been got up by her own fair hands.
The original outlay in linen is no doubt
large, but the cheap mode of washing pays
good interest for the money.



One thing is very remarkable in a Dutch-
man s bouse. You never see open book-
shelves, and a stray book but seldom. The
fact is, in the first place, that all books and
personal property are stored away in the
treasury cupboard in the bedroom; and
next, Paterfamilias, while exercising a
rigid censorship over all light and heavy
literature dibpersed about the house, keeps
his own most carefully under lock and key.
The books he has are not many; for Hol-
land can scarcely be said to have a litera-
ture; and, great linguist though he be,
with a familiar acquaintance with at least
two. sometimes three or four, modern
languages besides his own,- he contents
himself with a few well-bound standard
works in these; and for light reading, is
there not the newspaper? Besides, as
office-hours are generally from nine to nine,
the Dutchman has not much time for read-
ing, and gets but little out of books when
he has once laid them aside after leavingschool, and entered upon the realities of
lite. Juf Vrouw's carefully hidden book-
shelves are filed with the neat little vol-
umes supplied by the public-spirited pirate,
Baron Tauchnitz; and though French and
German are admitted only after a most
careful selection, the paternal censorship
admits with little reserve all the modern
English works of fiction and poetry, in
which a daughter's choice littie library
mainly consists.

If it be true that there can be no real
friendship between people who have not
eaten and drunk together, the laws and
customs of meals are of high importance;
and in these matters the Dutchman has his
peculiarities.

The family meet in the morning-room
for what m'y be called a very literal ' break-
fast.' Mevrouw sits at the table, with her
cherished china before her, and a steaming
kettle on an open stove by her side on the
floor. She gives to each a small cup of
delicious tea, or not quite so good coffee, at
choice; and this, with a single sandwich,
of thin-sliced buttered black bread, flanked
by the halves of a little new white roll,
must content the sharpest norning appe-
tite till midday. Ail is over in five
minutes; and a terrible discomfiture it is,
on the firbt morning of trial, for him who
bas flattered his hungry soul by visions of'
kidneys or a juicy steak. But a good deal
may be said in favor of this blender meai;
for when reconciled to it by use, and thus
gently stimulated after a good night ofsleep, body and mind are in better condi-
tion for real hard work during the next
three or four hours-the most important in
the day-than when overburdened by a
heavy breakfast: crede experto.

Mevrouw at once proceeds with a most
important operation-that of " washing-
up. She would no more entrust her
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precious china to the hands of a servant,
than would a young mother the cutting of
her baby's eyelashes to -the under-nurse.
It is even said, so general is the practice,
that her most gracibus M- the :-n
of H--d performs the like anxious task.
Washed and wiped, the china is carefully
put away and locked up in the glass-sided
cabinet for the admiration of beholders
until the next meal; and thus these, as wel
as other valuable works of art stored in
sight, are not kept merely for show, but,
as surely is their proper function, are put
to constant use. The gentlemen light up
cigars as a matter ofcourse and go to busi-
ne>s.

The next family meeting is generally attwelve. Mevrouw, her china, and her
kettle are there as before; but this time
there is a more plentiful supply of bread
and butter, and the black bread sandwich
is supplemented by others of thin-sliced
dried meat. The meal, however, scarcely
differs from the earlier one, except that
there is a larger quantity eaten, and asecond cup o tea or coffee may be had. In
the summer months light Rhine wines
make their appearance. 'Wash-up' asbefore, inevitable cigar, and separation.

These slight snacks, whets to appetite
merely, lead up, in full accord with the
famous principle of DeQuincey, to dinner,
the great, the preponderating meal, about
which, as he almost sublimely eays, " the
whole day should centre;" and certainly aDutch dinner is a tremendous fact. Dur-
ing one half of the twenty-four hours it is
impossible to be unconscious that vou have
not dined, and during the other, not to be
conscious that you have-the facts are toostrong-appetite and repletion. Let us
begin. Suppose the guests to be seated;
there is one preliminary which seems oddto one accustomed to the audible and evensonorous grace before meat of our dearold
rector. The hostess gives a peculiar glance
round the table, says a few soft words,
among which may be caght something
like " prie;" instantly ever body iookssteadily down into the plate betore him,and the discovery may be made that each
guest is suposed to be offeiing bis ownsilent grace before meat: and betore the
stranger has time to recover his bewilder-
ment, a gentle rustle from the dress of the
hostess, announcing that she has finished,
is echoed by other rusties from all sides,
and eyes look up with the transient gleam
of evanishing piety.

Fish, flesh, and (not socommonly) fowl,
and usually plainily cooked, are the staples.
The Dutc'h are so pai ticular about their
fiNh being perfectly fresh that a good house-
wife is not satisfied unless she sees them
actuaily alive either in the market or
brought swimming in water-tanks to her
door. The first herring of the season is
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lield a dishi of luxury, and five shillings is
a common price for an early one. Mighty
dishes of vegetables, boiled and afterwards
stewed in butter, appear as courses, and
the quantity piled upon one's plate is atfirst embarrassing to the fleshlv appetite.
There are four or five varieties of the kid-
ney-bean, all well worthy of commendation
and of being cultivated in England to give
variety to our dinner-tables. These beans
are salted in large earthen jars, orpreserv-
ed by an ingenious plan by baking for win-
ter use, and fresh, salted, or preserved.
they are brought upon the table throug-
out the vear, when other green vegetables
are flot to be bad; for witbout bis great
plateful of vegetable, per se, no Hollander
holds himself to have properly dined. This
may take the place of the plain pudding
among ourselves, which is almost unknown
in Holland, and is only produced in com-
pliment to an English visitor, who nav
well be amazed at the fearful mess made ofit, and amused, if not flattered, by a com-
plaisance to bis depraved tastes; for it
comes to table as a huge dish, full to the
brim with fruit, covered with paste of the
thickest and heaviest; and, baked or boil-
ed, this is called an English pudding!
There are invariably two côurses of solidmeat; and tbe changes are rung upon beef,
veal, ham, for mutton and lamb are scarce-
1v ever eaten.

The amenities of the table and its cus-
toms have their slight peculiarities. The
pièce de resistance and other meat dishes
are carved by the host into slices upon aplate, which is passed from guest to guest,who help themselves according to fancy,
every gentleman having previously taken
good care of his left-hand lady, bis own
peculiar charge. A stranger will soon be
taught that she expects him to choose a
slice to her liking, and having helped him-
self and passed on the meat-plate, to makea tender inquiry about ber selection of
pickles, for he cannot but notice that she
has meanwhile been making a solemn anddeliberate survey of the great variety upon
the table: pickles, she, and everybody, in-variably eats with meat, hot or cold, andno wonder, the quality being really superb.The great pride of a Duitch bousewife, if itmay not be s aid that preserves are a
greater, is pickles, and both of them makea great show upon the dinner-table.

The Dutch have solved the great eating-
with-the-knife question in a very effectual
manner by doing away with the tempta- ttion. Thieir native specimens 0f cutîery 1are so bad that in using them there can be rno ever-recurring pleasure such as may be cbad in wielding a well-balanced, smootb, fivory-handled Rodgers, which answers to a
every turn of the wrist, and cuts so clean aand true as to make one fancy even the ttoughest beefsteak negotiable into tid-hits. t

The diner in Holland is expected to cut up
his meat and other eatables all at once upon
his plate, as well as he can manage with
bis wretched implement, which he then
gladly deposits upon a glass holder by his
sde, and proceeds to eat away with the
fork alone, held in his right hand. The
stock of cutlery, bad as it is, cannot be very
large, for one knife and fork is all the allow-
ance for each person during the dinner.

The various dishes of fresh fruit, or fruit
preserved entire, such as peaches and apri-
cots, are handed up in succession to the
hostess first, who, baving counted noses,cuts up into halves or quarters according
to the number of guests and the quantity
of fruit upon the dish, which is then passed
from hand to hand; so that whether the
supply be plentiful or scanty, each guest,
if be*choose, may have his fair portion.
This seems to be a hospitable method; itcertainly prohibits on the one hand the dis-
play o( selfish dexterity, not unseen at
English tables, sometimes made on a dish
of fine peaches, when there are a dozen or
more to partake, or, on the other hand, ofthe modest forbearance which leaves the
peacbes untouched and the longing soul
unsatisfied.

Immediately after eating bas ceased, the
cigar-box is taken round by the children,
if any are present, and no lady dreams of
objecting, nor is even consent asked. After
some little time all retire to the drawing-
room, where Mevrouw finds her tea equi-
page ready to her hand; and when the
grentlemen have bad their small cup, theylounge off to business until nine o'clock.

These hours of business must be terribly
long and wearisome to the poor clerks; for
it must not be imagined that hard work
g on aIl the time. Occasionally, ofcourse, there is a press of business, which
may engage them closely during the whole
twelve bours; but as the last few hours are
commonly spent in gossip, as is also thecase with shopmen, it does seem that an
early-closing movement would not beamiss. It should not be forgotten, how-
ever, that the rule of the Dutch merchant
n his office, and of the tradesman in bis
shop, is very much of that patriarchal kind
which is almost defunct among ourselves.

The amusements and occupation of an
wvening at home in a family in easy cir-cumstances, which is the sort of family
rhose daiy life has been here described,ire pretty nearly the same in aIl parts ofbe world of civilization and those in Hol-
and are no exception. A little music,
eedlework, and reading, with pleasant
:bat and small games, flot forgetting tbereparation of lessons by tbe children, pass
way the time until ten o'clock, when after
nother "coffee-drinking," very similar to

he early morning meal, the family retire
o rest.-.Lond0 ocitv
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THE HIGHWAY TO HONOR;
OR, THE SECRET OF LINDSAY ATWOOD'S SUCCESS.

BY JEANNIE BELL.

(Continued.)
If ever there was a time when Lindsay I by, you must be willing to, let me go.could have been excused for feeling a little But you, Lindsay, you will live to be veryproud it was now. Was he not a con- useful; to do a lot of good in the world,-queror? for he had conquered his temper; I know you will-and if I should not beproved beyond a doubt that he was no here to help you, maybe I can help youcoward; and, best of ail, had by his more when I am nearer Jesus, for youexample done Nicol a lasting good. But know I shall see Him then, and I will beLindsay was not proud. He knew his own able to tell Him more about you."weakness too well for that; and knew, too, Thus did the little lame girl seek to pre-that he had only conquered by the help of pare Lindsay for her death-for she knewGod's grace. One thing rejoiced him how much her adopted brother loved her.greatly-little Ella Thornton's pleasure What she said sank deep into the lad'sin his victory. Lindsay toldElla the story heart, but as, after this, Ella seemedof the storm, keeping back what he could stronger, he soon forgot his fears.of his own doing; but Ella guessed what A few weeks after this, Lawyer Spence,he did fot tell her, and she cried for joy. coming unexpectedly into the office, foundI guess, Lindsay," said the little girl, Lindsay writing at a desk. Looking overyou'Il always keep the highway to hotior. Lindsay's shoulder, the lawyer said in hisGentleman Lindsay is just the name for usual gruif way, " Who gave you liberty toyou." write in my office ?"

" I wish to be, Ella," said Lindsay; Lindsay was rather hurt at the tone ofjustwhat wouldhave gladdened mother's the question; but answered resp>ectfully:-heart had she been on earth." IlHaving finished my regular work, I asked"Don' t you think she will know now," and obtained some writing from the headreplied the child? " I like to think that clerk, so as to improve myself" ethose gone to heaven help the angels to " Humph !" growled the lawyer, " youwatch over us. HIl seeyour mother before may go on now, but come to my privateyou do," the child continued, " for I know room before you go to dinner."l'Il be called before long;" rnd her eyes Lindsay went at the hour appointed. Itshone with such a heavenly light. was with a rather quicker beating heartOh, don't say so," answered Lindsay. than usual that the lad entered his master's" You must not go and leave me. You room, but as he was unconscious ofhavingare all I have in the world ;" and the lad's left any duty undone, he looked at thelip quivered at the thought of losing his lawyer in his usual frank way.
little sister. . Mr. Spence began by telling Lindsay

"But, Lindsay," the child went on to say, that his services would be no longer
I am so lame and delicate, l'Il never be required as office boy; but if Lindsay choseof much use here; but in Heaven 1il be he would engage him as clerk. Mr. Spenceneeded to sing praise to the Lamb on the knew ail about the lad's diligence in theThrone; and if God wants me, by-and- past year, spoke of his bravery in sav.ing
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Nicol's life, and concluded by saying, that
if Lindsay acted in the future as he had
done in the past, there was good hope that
his way would be the pathway to honor.

Lindsay was a happy boy that day; his
salary would be raised, and now he could
attend evening classes for the furtherance
of his education. Very pleasant was study
to Lindsay; it was no hardship to hin to
work hard ail day in the office, and then
give two hours of the evening for improv-
ing his mind.

Lindsay was a pretty good English
scholar, but he wanted French and Ger-
man. le had studied Latin for a year or
two, but be felt he was not proficient even
in this. Early morning found Lindsay
writing Frencli exercises and translating
funny sentences from Chanbeaux's Fables,
tbat would make his little sister laugh.
When Lindsay would say something to
Ella in French, she would laugh in ber
bright, happy way, and say, "she hoped he
was'nt calling her names, for he might be
for aught she knew." One thing Ella was
fond of was their evening hour for read-
ing. Just after tea Lindsay would bring his
book of history or travel, while Ella would
listen attentively, .now and again stopping
himn to ask about the customs of this coun-
try or the habits of that people. At the
classes Lindsay attended, he met young
men older than himself; one of them, Frank
Davidson, gained a good deal of influence
over him. Frank was a handsome,dashing
fellow-a little fast, Lindsay thought, but
at heart thoroughly kind and well meaning.
Ella's opinion was different; Frank laugh-
ed at Ella's goodness, and too often sneer-
ed at holy things for Ella to like him, and
she urged her brother not to go much with
him, for she was sure he would lead her
brother into mischief.

Lindsay for a time shunned Frank; but
the latter would not be turned off, and his
kindly manner and insinuating way soon
gave him his former place with Lindsay.
By-and-by his influence began to tell, so
sure it is that " evil communications cor-
rupt good manners." The nights when there
were no classes, instead of letting Lindsay
study quietly at home as he used to do,
Frank would persuade him to go to a con-
cert; once he went to the theatre, and now

where do we see him but in the billiard-
room! Night after night was spent in the
same way; mother, Ella, and even his
God, did Lindsay seem to forget. Not
always did he forget; conscience gave him
many a pang, and Ella's sad, pale face was
a constant reproach. Once he went softly
into Elia's room and found ber on ber
knees praying for him. As she did not
notice his entrance, he went softly out and
up to his own room,where he wèpt tears of
real sorrow. For a night or two be did not
go out, but read to Ella as formerly, and
tried by all kinds of pleasant ways to make
her forget the past. Ella thougbt her
brother did not yet see his danger, and
she and old Clare, the servant, had many
a long talk about him. Often did the two
kneel in Clare's little room and ask God to
deliver Lindsay from temptation; to open
his eyes to see his danger. But a timne of
trial was before Lindsay ;he needed a lesson
to humble him. Too conscious of his high
aims and hopes, he could not be the useful
man God designed him to be, but for this
humbling lesson. By degrees Frank
Davidson gained his former influence over
Lindsay; sometimes he conquered by
sneering at the lame girl's power over him,
sometimes by coaxing. Excepting that
Lindsay had never touched wine, be was
to outward appearance little better than
Frank himself. Lindsay had now become
quite fond of billiards, or a game of whist,
but so far he had never touched strong
drink; the promise given to his sainted
mother had hitherto been a good safeguard
from this temptation. When Lindsay was
absent from the company who met to play
cards,' Frank would boast that he would
yet break Lindsay's principle in this
matter. One night when Lindsay was
excited over cards, Frank poured out a
glass of wine and urged him to drink it.
Lindsay hesitated, set down the glass
again, when Frank was heard to mutter,
" Never thought you were so little the
gentleman as to refuse a glass of wine,
Lindsav." These words had the desired
effect. Lindsay was touched in the weak
point. He again raised the glass to his
lips; but when he looked at it, he distinctly
saw his mother's face, while in his soul he
heard these words :-" Beware, my son; a
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deadly serpent lurks beneath." Of course, 1 chapters in the Bible were read and the
it was but the still small voice of conscience bits in the " Pilgrim " that she liked best
warning him ofhis danger,-yet he thought repeated to her. After a time she looked
he really heard his rnother's voice. Just as weary, and thought she could sleep if her
the pale, trenbling lad set down the glass. pillows were put down. With gentle,
the door opened, and a messenger told him womanly hands Lindsay arranged the pil-
to hasten quickly if he would see Ella alive. lows (he had often done this for his
Bewildered, horror-stricken, Lindsay hur- mother), then smoothed back the curls
ried home and would piobably have enter- from the weary child's forehead.
ed Ella's roon in that excited way, but for " Before I sleep I want to say something
old Clare, who caught him as he entered to you,Lindsay, and I am sure you will try
the door. drew him kindly into the parlor, to do what I wish. Will vou promise never
smoothed the disordered hair from the to touch wine or cards? you know it was
boy's heated brow, and told him he must through these two that my poor brother
be calm before he éould enter Ella's room, died so young. Fond of company, I have
lest he should snap the tender thread of heard mother say, he was led away by
life. Bathing his face and hands, and some boys of his own age to have a game
kneeling a moment to ask strength from of cards; then he was tempted to drink;
Heaven, he was able to speak to the sick and as he was'nt strong, he caught cold,
child with something like calmness. Prop- which brought on consumption, and so I
ped up in bed with pillows. the weary little lost my only brother. Will you promise,
head resting on her mother's breast, Ella Lindsay?"
looked as if the " black messenger" might For a moment the lad's head was bowed
come for her at any moment. Just in secret prayer to ask divine help to resist
then her gaze fell on Lindsay, she clasped temptation; then with a look that assured
her hands for joy and motioned him to Ella he knew the importance of what he
come near. Lindsay took one of the thin was saying, he gave the required promise.
little hands, and asked if she was very ill? "Now I shall sleep, brother. Kiss me goodElla replied. " Not far from home, brother. night," and the warm .feverish, lips were
Last night I thought I heard my narne call- held up to say good night. Shortly after
ed three times; then a voice seemed to sav, Ella fell asleep, Mrs. Thornton came in,'Ella, you are wanted by the King,' and and,seeing how matters stood, with a whis-
you know, Lindsay. I have expected tHie pered kindly word bade Lindsay go tosummons this long while." bed. Not to immediate rest went Lindsay;" Oh you must not, I cannot let vou go," there was much sin to be confessed to hissobbed the lad. Heavenly Father; much stréngth needed for" God will make you willing, brother; future guidance, and a submissive spirit tobut one thing I must ask of you while I am make the lad willing to give his preciousable-that is, not to go with Frank David- little sister up to God. Bitter were Lind-.son; at least until you feel he has no power say's tears, as he lay prostrate before " theover you. A little while ago, when I was eye which never slumbers nor sleeps."
asleep, I dreamt vou were in great danger, How long he lay he could not tell, for sleepso I sent for you, lest I should not see overcame the weary eyes; there in the calmyou again on earth." stillness of a summer night he rested onLindsav remembered, but would not the floor. After a time he was awakened bydistress his sister with an account of the the touch of a hand on his shoulder, while
temptation he had passed through, but in the kindly voice of the old black servant
his heart there was deep remorse, only con- tried to persuade him to go to bed. Her
cealed for fear he would distress Ella. As room was next to Lindsay's, and she had
the child seemed easier,Mrs. Thornton was heard the, sound of weeping; but, thinking
prevailed upon to take a few hours rest and the lad would be better alone, she did not
let Lindsay sit up with her. Cheerfully go near him, but lay awake hoping he
every wish of the sick girl was obeyed; would soon seek the rest he so much need-
every want anticipated. The favorite ed. At last, hearing no sound,she had slip-
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ped on her dress, opened Lindsay's door, 1 The messenger came for Ella next even-
and, as she feared, found him asleep on the ing. It was at the twilight hour. Lind say
floor. Fearing he would take cold,she urged was on one side ofElla's bed, Mrs. Thorn-
him to retire at once, which he did, and ton holding the dying child in her arms,
felt happier and more refreshed next inorri and old Clare softly weeping under the
ing than he had done for weeks. o shade of the window curtain. A l at once

What made him feel happier, think you? the faint voice was heard asking the window
it was this: the burden of sin rolled away; blind to be drawn up. it was very peace-
the peace which all God's children possess, fui outside-a calm, stili evening at the
no matter how young, when si is confess- close of summer; the sky a deep dark
ed and pardoned, and the heart filled with bie, while here and there ittle drifts of
higher resolves to live a better life. Ella soft white cloùds towered one above the
was better next day, and Lindsay with the other, like snow on ar Alpine summit;
happy hopefulness of youth felt sure Ella the stars were beginning to peep forth,
would soon be well again. It was a hum- while the first rays of the night's moonble, thoughtful mood in r e hti Lindsay cast a silvery light over the twilight dark-went to his French teacher tiat night. He ness of the room. After Ella had lookedknew that much flrmness, nuch patience at the beautiful prospect for a minute orwouldbe needed to resist Frank'spleadings; Lwo, she noticed the old servant near the
norwas he disappointed, for Frank, hiaving window. "Coe here, Clare," sne cried.
failed in entreaties and ridicule, got angry; When Clare drew near the bed, Ella threwbut neither had any effect upon Lindsay. her arns around the faithful old woman'sResting in a strength not his own, Lindsay neck, and as she kissed her, said, w You' l
was conqueror, and it was with a happy be ready, Clare. The post wiI1 corne forheart that he hurried home to read to Ella. you one of thee days.e l
Very weak was the sick child. Even Lind- " Yes," answered Clare bicss the
say saw this, much as he wished to believe Lord; I'li soon joi my dear litLe Ella."otherwise. When he asked how she was, " Lindsay, why do you cry?" said the
she said, "I will never be better until I arn dying girl.. Your litte sister is very gtad
yonder," and her eyes and hand were o go. have no need of a crutch st ow.
raised to the beautiful moon-lit sky. 'he eel as if I had wings. You won't forget
child looked at iL as if each star was a your promise, Lindsay; keep on ' the highpearly gate and she already beyond thein. road to honor,' and be kind to niotherAfter this Lindsay did fot go to his wh1en I'm gone. She will miss her littleclass. Eaci evening was devoted to Ella. lame girl. Lindsay," continued Elia, as
He was fuly repaid by Ella's and Mrs. she clung to the weeping lad, "you have
Thornton's happiness. Old Clare's " Bless been a kind, good brother to me. You
the lad; he's an unspeakable comfort in made the pilgriage bright by your kind-our time of need," was sufficient ihanks ness, and the Lord will byess you for it;
for Lindsay. Ella's favorite reading next and now, mother, dear mother, you must
to the Bible was the "Pilgrim's Progress." not fret when deaway. mhek how much
The parts she liked to have read again and happier I wil be there thain here;" but
again were those telling of the arrival of what else the child would have said, they
the post for Christiana and her compan- never knew, for Ella's face grew brighterions. 

-a smile of great sweetness cam e over it;The night before Elia died, Lindsay was she raised her head to listen as if thereading about the token of the Messenger music she heard was yet a good way off;for Mr. Ready-to-Halt, when Ella, in a then suddeniy cwasping her hands, as if in
pause of the reading, said, "The post has an esctacy of delighit, shouted in a clear,come for me, brother. The token is, 'The strong voice, "Mother, Lindsay, Clare, doLord hath need of thee.' I shall never you hear the angels' harps?" and, as if theneed a crutch again; for like Ready-to- child's longing soul had that instantjoined
Hait, I see on the other side chariots and the angel choristers, she closed her eyeshorses to ride."- forever on earth.
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Poor Lindsay! Perhaps no one knew 1
what a blow Ella's death was to him. Mrs.
Thornton, absorbed in her own grief, did
not notice that Lindsay had not been seen
all that night after; but Clare knew, and
she, going straight to his room, found him
walking up and down, as if he could not be
comforted. Old Clare spoke to him of the
sin of reb.elling against God's will, of Ella's
happiness, and then drawing Lindsay to
his knees at the bedside, prayed in homely
but forcible language that the lad might
be comforted. So he was; never again
did he weep so sorrowfully.

Knowing that Ella expected him to be
useful in the world, Lindsay, after the
funeral, started with fresh diligence to his
studies. Again he met Frank Davidson;
but now he did notneed to shun him. Strong
in the Lord's strength. he was proof against
Frank's influence; nay, he even sought
opportunities to meet Frank that he might
try to do him good. At first Frank was
shy, and more than once avoided him; but
he could not make Lindsay abandon him,
and soon an opportunity occurred for Lind-
say to prove himself so true a friend that
Frank was fairly conquered. It was this
way: Frank, from the mere pleasure of
playing cards, had gone on to play for
money. Twice his father had paid debts
incurred iii this way; but a third time he
said he would not pay them, and,, as he
was a stern man, and one likely to keep
his word, Frank knew that it would be use-
less to expect aid from him again. One
evening he staked all, and more than all
he possessed, lost It, and was likely to be
put in gaol if the money was not forth-
coining. Frank did not know what to do;
but Lindsay hearing of Frank's difficulties,
resolved to tend Frank the money on con-
dition that he would go no more with the
set he at present associated with.

Kindly and delicately he made the offer e
to Frank when they were alone. Even
Frank's hard heart was touched by Lind-
say's kiQdness. He said, "After all, r
Lindsay, i think there must be something
in your religion when it induces you to do
such a kind act to a bad fellow like me."

" Yes," said Lindsay, " mine is a good
religion. It not only causes people to live c
happily and usefully, but it makes their a
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I death-bed happy also. Depend upon it,
Frank, if you don't stop in your career of
gambling and drinking at once, you will
go the swift road to destruction."

Frank for once listened quietly, and
promised to be more cautious in future.

(To be continued.)

MOTH AND RUST:
PRIZE SUNDAY-SCHOOL TALE, PUBLISHED BY HENRY

HOYT, BOSTON.
(Concluded.)

CHAPTER X.

THE OLD LETTER.

"For this ye know, that no covetous man, who is
an idolater, hath any inheritance in the kingdom of
Christ and of God."

The money had been raised, and the
overworked pastor had gone on his journey.
Ralph was yet fretting secretly about the
money, which he declared to himself had
been forced from him. He was not in a
frame of mind to meet any other demands.
Indeed, as Ralph remarked to his wife, he" had rather leave the church than give
them any more money."

The pastor had notbeen long absent, the
church being under the care of a young
minister who had just concluded his pre-
paratory studies, when, during a heavy rain,
the church-roof began to leak, and the
dampness caused a large portion of the
ceiling to fall. Ralph heard of these acci-
dents, and regarded them as a personal
injury. The energetic pastor in charge
declared that the old church was not worth
repairing,-they should. build a new one.
And most of the leading members of the
congregation took this view. The general
dea was to build a new church. And

some began to consider where and how to
-aise the money, and others to estimate
how much a new edifice would cost. These
hints and whispers disturbed Ralph greatly.
H-e was sure that he would be expected to
give largely. Indeed, he knew he was able
o do it, and it was his duty to help this
enterprise liberally. But Ralph Morley
iad been so long shirking duty, and hush-
ng the voice of conscience, that he could
iardly be expected to do what was right
now. After a consultation with his wife,-
who, if she was not like jezebel " his coun-
ellor to do wickedlv," was certainly not a
etter self, urging him to do well,-Ralph

Morley called upon the Young pastor Pro
em., and begged to be given a letter of
ismission from the church. Ralph
sserted that he had long felt uneasy, and
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been troubled with doubts. He could not
yield hearty assent to the doctrines of the
church, nor to the form of government.
This was indeed the church of his early
choice; bLt long thought and wider study
had convinced him that his feelings were
more in unison with another body of
Christians. Love for his mother had pre-
vented his making any change when he
first moved to Alden. But his aged mother
no longer resided with him, and would not
be disturbed by a transfer of his church-
membership. Mrs. Morley felt much more
strongly on this subject than himself. His
children, perhaps, would be more open to
religious convictions if their attendance at
the church indicated were allowed. Ralph
alleged that he was governed solely by a
sense of duty to his own convictions and
to his family.

The pastor with whom Ralph was speak-
ing was almost a stranger, and did not
thoroughlv know his man. The officers of
the church were secretly glad to get rid of
a meminer who was a hindrance to the
cause of Christ, and a stumbling-block to
the unconverted. The letter of dismission
was granted to Ralph and his wife; and
the banker locked it up in his private desk,with a feeling that it was likely to save him
a thousand dollars. He did not hand it
over to the church to which he had seemed
so anxious to fly; but be would not have
thrown it away for anything. Finding
himself in articulo moris, Ralph would
have presented that letter, and demanded
to be received into the church, and to have
administered to him all the aids and com-
forts of religion. And this letter and this
assistance of external piety would be to him
what the roll, the robe, and the mark on
the forehead, were to Bunyan's pilgrim;
that is, he would trust in them on this side
of the river. But mayhap they would
deceive his confidence when, lonely and
forlorn, he essayed to climb the hills that
lie along the other side.

Fred went to church where he pleased
after this; but Ralph, and his wife and
Helen, except on rare occasions, scarcely
went to church at all. And now, while
Ralph has accomplished his recent chief
object,-escape from the demands upon his
purse incident to church-membership,-
and while Helen's vardrobe is being pre-
pared, that Helen with all due magnificence
may be married to Tom Harkness,-let us
return to the cottage in the suburbs of the
smoky city where Stella lives with ber
grandmother. They have a little servant-
maid now, and the cottage is a gem of
neatness and good taste. Books, flowers,
pictures, have been gathered; but all are
paid for, and the !ittle establishment sup-
ported, by the work of Stella's tireless
hands.

Down the dismal streets into the dirty

and grimy thoroughfares which lie along
the river. strolled Fred Morley. He had
come to Pittsburg on business at the close
of winter. He had called on Stella several
times. He liked and admired his cousin;
but ber humble abode was not stylisb
enough for Fred, and he had put up at the
hotel. Some of Fred's business took him
to the wareroom of one of those dusty
establishments devoted to the purchase of
rags and waste-paper, by the wholesale, for
the supply of paper-mills. Fred had an
acquaintance here-the junior partner of
the firm; and -when the business of the
famous Morley furnace, upon which he had
corne, was concluded, the young men began
to make arrangements for .a ride in a par-
ticularly fine turn-out, which, to tell the
truth, was eating up most of the .junior
partner's profits. Fred and his friend,
standing together switching with their
canes at bags of refuse, as they talked of
the horses, the roads, and the weather,
beheld a great wagon stop at the door,
and a hump-backed Frenchman began
carrving in more bags stuffed to their ful-
lest capacity. The last bag, rolling from
the top of the pile, broke open, and dis-
charged an avalanche of pamphlets-dusty
old things they were-at our Frederick's
feet. These pamphlets had a history.
They had been the property of James
Douglass, had been looked over by Father
Honest and Ralph Morley on several occa-
sions, and when the house was sold had
been left on the top shelf of the library
closet, where Mrs. Piper Quick had believed
them to be much in ber way. After ail
these years, in a phrensy of house-clean-
bag, Mrs. Quick had sold the obnoxious
pamphlets to the rag-man for two cents
per pound; and here they were upset over
Fred Morley's well-blacked boots. Fred
was politelv stepping out of the way of the
waste paper, when he saw the name upon
one-M. D. & V. J. R.R.-an exploded
humbug, which had robbed James Doug-
lass, and Father Honest, and many others,
of cotsiderable investments. Moreover,
Fied had heard his father remark that he
had corne very near being swindled himself
by this scheme, but had been too sharp for
them; and, as we know, Ralph Morley was
particularly sharp about all the affairs of
this transitory sphere. Fred, attracted by
the name of this broken bubble, picked up
a pamphlet. Most of the leaves were un-
cut, but he began turning it over; and,
holding it daintily lest he should soil his
buff kid-gloves, a leaf suddenly tore away
and the book fell to the ground, while out
of it fluttered a letter that had once been
white, but was now yellow with age. Fred
picked it up, and saw that the seal had
never been broken% and that it was directed
to his cousin-Stella Douglass. He slipped
it into his pocket, and thought no more of
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it, until, having returned late from the People had always called this man
projected ride, he was safely established in singular, and here was one of the wavs in
his room at the hotel. Then he took the which his singularity was exhibited.
letter out, held it between himself and the Stella paused a while to think how littie
light, wondered who had written it, what likelihood there was, that during ail these
was in it, and why Stella had never years the important sheif had remained as
received it. But, though he wondered, he her father had left it. Indeed, he himself
was too much of a gentleman to open the might have removed his papers before his
letter, and said to himself that he would Iast illness. When Stella had sonewbat
call and deliver it. As he thought this, his quieted herseif by thinking of aIl these
eve fell on a dusty calendar that hung over chances, she dressed berselfwitb herusual
the mantel; and, fond of fun, he said to deliberate care, and walked out to cail on
himself, 'No, I won't! Day after to-morrow Mrs. Piper QJiick. 1er grandmother was
is Valentine's Day, and l'Il send it to ber quite amazed to see Stella goin. out to
for a valentine. Won't that bejolly. It is walk during ber usual hour for hard vork.
such a musty, vellow old thing. And then Mrs. Piper QL.ick was no less surprised at
I'l ask if she got it. So Fred put Stella's a cali frorn Stella; they had scarcely anv
present address on the letter, stamped it, acquaintance. Stella said she had always
and laid it by to mail next afternoon. And loved the bouse, and would like to take a
this is how, when valentines were flying look at it. Migbt she see the library?
ail over the city,-valentines of aIl costs Mrs. Piper Quick was willing she should
and styles,-to Stella was going a valentine see the library; only iL wasn't a library
manv years old, the costliest valentine of any longer, it was a sitting-room. What
them ail. was the use ofa library where there weren't

While Stella and ber grandmother were any books? asked Mrs. Qiickriskly.
sitting at breakfast on St. Valentine'sDay, Stella went into the ex-library, and made
the maid came in with a letter, and laid it herselfagreeable to the daughters of the
by Stella's plate, face uppermost. Stella family. There was the closet wbere her
caught ber breath. Here was a letterfrom father kept papers and magazines. Might
the dead, a letter fron a hand that had she look at thecloset?
long since returned to dust,-a letter from Mrs. Quick replied that she migbt look
her father. Grandma's sight was failing if she chose; but it was kept for pickles
from age, and she did not see that ber and preserves now; and, as servants were
Stella grew deadly pale; but, though Stella so deceitful, iL was locked-but here Mrs.
could eat no more, she patientlv waited (.bick produced the key,-and the upper
until grandma had finished her egg and Sbelfhad been lumbered these years with
toast, and then took her letter up stairs. some old books wbich Mr. Waters had
She sat down and waited for a few minutes looked over and said were ot no account,
before she broke the seal that had kept its and which bad greatly aggravated Mrs.
trust for years. She knew the handwriting Qick; and finally she had sold them to
perfectly well. None but her father wrote the ragman. She wisbed Stella had taken
her naine in that peculiar way; but the tbem away long ago.
rest of the direction 'was in an unknown Stella was looking in the closet, and
hand, and it was so strange altogether, hastily measured thedeptb and length of
that she needed a little time to recover her- the lower shelf with ber arm. Sbe meant
self. She opened the old yellowish enve- to say nothing of ber bopes, fears, and
lope; and out of it came a yellowish sheet uncertainties, to these almost strangers.
of paper, a note addressed to herself, and Were these the shelves, the very shelves,
dated at a time when her father and mother that had been in the bouse when ber father
were going on a trip to New York. It died? "Land, yes!- Mrs. Quick replied.
said,- "She had no money to spend cbanging

"DEAR DAUGFITER,-As your mother good, stout sbelves."
"And do you take themn out to scrub atand I are going on a journey, and as house-cleaning time?-

travellers are always liable to accident, I
write this note to teil you, that, in the event i N ieed !" re'shelves màyick
of our not returning in safety, you will find in a ve wa "The shee my e
all my important papers, and a large besides, 1 suppose they're fast."
amount o money, in the back part of the
lowest shelf on the right6hand side of the Oh, certainly!' Stella said with a sigh,
library closet. Draw out the shelf, and and soon took ber leave.As she went to ' a cabinet-rnaker's, sheyou will at once see where these valuables absurdîy felt as if she had betrayed her
areanxieties, and that Mrs. Qick would at

"JAMES DOGLASS. Once begin a igid examination of the
And thus, 'after so many years, James closet and the shelves; but, even if she did,Douglass's dead hand explained what his what harm to Stella?

dying lips had striven hard to say. At the cabinet-shop, Stella gave the
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measure of a shelf that was to be finished Corne, Miss Stella, we will fot make ourin an hour, and then set out to find Mr. friends any more trouble to-day." eWaters. As they went along the street, Mr.Father Honest was in his counting-room, Waters said, wThis shef has a place whereand invited Stella within the semi-circular it can be opened. I saw it in a minute;railing which was supposed to set him in but what is in it?"
retirement from clerks and porters, and all " Nothing, very likely," said Stella, re-the rest of the world. solved not to show how much she feit on"aWhy, Miss Stella, what's the matter?" the subject.
asked hilonest. 

Seated in Stella's little parlor,-and ail"I think y have solved the mystery of at once Father -lonest thought what a verythese many years," said Stella, "andfound litte parlor it was, what a low ceiling, andout what father meant to say, and-there's what common wall-paper!-Father Honesta letter from hm, Mr. Waters!" Here quickly took two small screws from theStella held out the letter, and suddenly her back edge of this famous shelf, and, remov-firmness gave way, and she retired into the ing the piece of wood, behold a cavitydepths of some six inches square of cambric neatly filed with papers. The first paperpocket-handkerchief. Father Honest rub- was almost prieless to Stella; for it was abed his glasses, and looked horror-struck. receipt for the payment of that debt forHe felt sure his admired Stella was which she had been deprived of hereither crazy, or had gone over to Spiritual- home.
ism, which, indeed, may only be another " Oh, the rascal!" groaned Fathername for insanity. However, he felt that Honest, " to get his bil paid twice! Toit was prgper to read the document Stella rob an orphan! There is no punishmenthad produced; and he proceeded to do so severe enough for such villany "before offering his opinion. When he saw svI don't feel like punishing anybody,"the handwriting he sprang to his feet. cried Stella, with an eager little laugh,When he had read the note six or eight holding the precous paper fast. l I shahtimes, Stella came out of the handkerchief, have my home again! Poor ars. Quick!and began to speak. she will have to move ail her preserves this" I have been there, and looked at the time."
closet; and Mrs. Q ck says that the But the old gentleman had got out moreshelves are the same we left there. It papers in his hands,-papers, thAt, afterreinains to be seen whether there is any- process in the courts, gave Stella fiftything in that eowest one." thousand dollars; and over which theqiBeen there!" cried Father Honest, excellent guardian was in a speechless rap-quite ecstatic at the prospect of a rise in ture. When Father Honest recovered hisStella's fortunes. "I should think you voice, his first use of it was to threaten thewould have pulled out that shelf and severest penalties against the man who had"oldn' "deliberately robbed Stella." I couldn't," replied Stella, quite calm- But here Stella interposed.ly: "'it was full of preserve-jars." " He must be made an example of!"She could have moved them, and must cried Mr. Waters.
at once," said Honest, seizing his hat. "Don't you suppose in ail these years hehI ordered a new shelf; and we will go Has lived miserably, in terror of discovery ?there and change them, taking the old one He is not to be envied. He has a wife andas a relic. Very likely there's nothing in children who would be as heavily punishedit; and I don't want the affair and my as he; and I do not wish to make inydisappointment talked of ail over town. happiness a misery to them. We will beWe will take the shelf, and go home quiet- satisfied to settle the matter quietly, andly; and, if it is only a plain piece of wood, get the house, and rent for the time it hasvery well,-only you and I will know it been out of my hands."was expected to be more." For the next few weeks, Stella's engrav-Stella's quietness moderated her old ing was at a stand-still. The business oftriend, and te proceeded leisurely the property was quickly concluded. Thetowards Mrs. QtIick's, getting the new miserable mnan who had perperrated theshelf from the shop as they passed by. fraud on Stella refunded what he hadMrs. Piper Quick growled a little over taken; was abject in his thanks for thenotions," and did not seem quite happy merc; that was cown him, and in anto moveher preserves; but moved them agony of shame. onevertheess. Father Honest . in some ow strange," mused Stella, " that atrepidation, puiled tbe shelf out. It came man will thus seil himself for mToney! 1hard; and Mrs. Quick remarked, as he have found that people can be ver y happysubstituted the new one, " Land, I didn't without it."know those shelves would move !" Mrs. Piper Quick. receiving the moneyFather Honest took the old shelf under she had paid for the bouse, boight aother,his arm. "Much obliged, Mrs. Q(uick! and effected her removal, with wonders as
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to where Miss Douglass's money and was written by: it was a letter frompapers had turned up; and never dreaming father."
of the secret depository, and the letter that " Oh, there, Stella!" cried Fred peni-had been under her own hands so long. tently, thinking he had stirred sorrowfulWorkmen were busy restoring Stella's recollections, and deeply grieved for it. Ihome to ail its former elegance. A gar- hope you'l forgive me. I thought it wasdener toiled zealouly about the grounds. from some old beau. Ipon My honor, ifAnd, almos-t daily, grandma had to be I I'd dreamed who wrote it, I'd have handedtaken to see how matters were getting on. it over in the most solemn manner!"A carriage wa-s one of Stella's first invest- " You sent it, Fred; wbere did you getments, that grandma might ride out every it?" cried grandma.
day. And Mr. Waters smiled a pleased And Fred, in tones suited, as hesmile, as he saw Stella dressing grandma imagined, to the melanchol of the occa-up in the softest lace caps, the thickest of sion, narrated how he found the oetter.black silks, and the most tasteful and ele- " It is a providence a special provi-gant shawls. All at once, Stella seemed dence !" cried grandma.to think that her grandma had suffered And Stella at once told Fred wbat a valu-many privations during these last years, able note this had proved.for which she must be compensated But Now, to Fred, educated to believe moneythe old lady declared she had neerknown the chief good, this was the most delightfula want, and had been perfectly happy. news. He capered about the room; con-Said grandma to Stella, Now, my dear gratulated his grandma, his cousin, andcgild, f suppose you think money will be himself; persuaded himself that he was thegood for you, since you are given it." source of all this good fortune; and

sYes," said Stella; o h I hope the Lord secretly believed that Stella ougit to besees tbat I know how to use it; and I hope deeply grateful to him. Finally, he declar-nole will help me to use it well, that it may ed his intention of celebrating this eventnot be a bindrance to me. Indeed, dear in due form; and, rushing out, ordered agrandma, I think wealth much more peril- little supper, which was presently carriedous than poverty; and I must watch and in by three white-aproned waiters Andpray that I may be delivered from tempta- Mr. Waters areived in time to shake handstion. I find myself, now, thinking what I with Fred, and share the refection.
shah get for myself, my house, and my When Fred went home, the bearer offlower-gatden, far more than what I shall such astonisbing news about Stella, andgive to the Lord. And indeed, grandma, carrying to Stacey a new lustre dress andI did so well living on what I earned my- three turbais,-turbans utterly incapableself, that I think I have now more than I of ever ising in wrath, so soothing wereneed; and, as I believe no one ever lost they to the old servant's feelings,-andanything by giving to the Lrd,-what do with dress and turban, were a large-printyou say to tithing this property, and divid- Bible, and a pair of Silver-bowed spec-ing the tenth among different charities ?" tacles, wb pich gave -mucb joy tbat

idWy," said grandmta, adniring her Stacey sung hymns about Jerusalem" alidol more than ever, I think it would be day; and when, besides gifts for Stacey,just lîke you, Stella, and you would get the Fred produced a ich set of pearl jewelleryLord's bessing for it !" for Helen, and some cobweb collars, of"You see," said Stella, I think of it as exquisite beauty and high cost,-how dida spiritual sanitary measure. I want to all the Morley family prepare to fall downgive myself a good lesson, and nip selfish- and worship this cousin, to whom in charityness rigbt in the bud. If I failed to do this, tbey bad given casual thoughts, and stillI'd very likely lay it out on myself in dia- more infrequent letters, when, as designermonds, or Sonne such tbing; for you've no and engraver, she was quietly earningidea what an extravagant taste I bave." bread and butter for herself and grandma.0f course, Fred was one ofthefirst to be 0 Stella, kind and radiant Stella! howinformed of bis cousin'8 good fortune. All did a fortune of seventy thousand dollarsSt. Valentine's Day, Fred was delighted lift you high in the esteem of these mostwith the thoug t o the old letter he had tender and disinterested relatives! Fredsent Stella. In the evening, he hurried to will no longer disdain to stop at yourcal, and found bis relatives eagerly talk- dwelling when he goes to your city foring together. "I say, Stella, did you get business; your aunt will have the pleasureany valentines?" of spending a few weeks with you; yourand got one," replied Stella, haîf smiling nncle would be happy to call upon you.and haf sad at thougbt of it. And while you were of small account, andIOh, gay!" cied Fred. I Let me see undeserving attention, when you wereitwon't you ? Where did it come simply heir of God and joint-heir with
fo" o' nwwosn tJesus Christ, •and possessor of a waitingmIy don't know who sent it; that is a mansion in the skies, you shall be pettedmystery,"said Stella. "ButIknow who it and flattered, and invited to Helen's wed-
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ding, now that you have bank-stock and the same time. Ralph's heart can only bea handsome house whose value is con- heavy when his purse is light.stantly rising! Yes, indeed, while paper- To Fenton and to Dodson's Mill we arehangers, masons, and painters were busy to go no 'more. Luke Rogers we shallrefitting Stella's house, Stella and grand- never meet again, but mav God bless thema mustyield to the most ardent entreaties, faithful servant-in his word and work!and go to Helen's wedding. As for Stella, we have only -to tell you,You may be sure grandma, with the that as in her poverty she had been uprightfondness and garrulity of age, did not fail and liberal, so in her wealth she lived asto report how Stella was beginning in one who should give account, and wasearnest to use her fortune, as a steward of keeping her books properly posted for thatHim, who, at his coming, will demand his great day of assize when they shall all beown with usury. opened.
We must be sure also, that Ralph, who Blest is the death of the righteous. Whathad long been privately uneasy, ashamed, need is there to follow Grandma Morleyand self-reproachful, over his treatmt.nt of the few remaining steps of her pilgrinage,his mother, and sequestration of her small to tell you that He who promises to carryproperty. was now contented and thankful his people even to old age and hoary hairs,to find that she would be surrounded with was not forgetful of his word !every luxury, and gratified in every whim, Do we doubt that old Stacey, going outand ministered to by money, none ofwhich of this life, shall find the Master whom inneed come out of his pocket. . her low estate she has lovingly served ?Thus peace was proclaimed through all We come at last to a summer eveningthe Morley borders. when the workmen were going home fromStella and grandma had gone at last to their labors, and ail the Alden familiesthe new old home. Helen and Tom were were sitting down to tea. Mrs. Morley'smarried; and, as neither of them cared to table was spread with shining glass andshoulder the responsibilities of housekeep- silver and costly china, and was waitinging, they pretended to board at the Alden for the coming of the head of the house.Hotel, but, in reality, spent the greater Ralph had been spending the afternoonpart of their time with their parents. at the furnace-office,-a neatly-furnishedAt an age when many men begin to room at the upper end of the iron-works.think of retiring from business, and when Tom Harkness had gone to theecity, andRalph had formerly said he would lay aside Helen had come to stay with her mother.active exertions an'd take life easy, he was And when Mrs. Morley h ad wondered someyet increasing his cares and his money dozen times why her husband did not corneventures. He had learned to find no plea- to his supper, the two ladies concludedsure so great as the accumulation of pro- that he had one down the river to visitperty. And, as if the bank and furnace the factory, as was frequently his custom;were not enough, he was largely interested and they sat down to eat alone.in a factory in a town some miles from Tea was ordered for Mr. Morley at nineAlden. At this factory, Fred acted as his o'clock, when the evening packet came up;agent, spending nearly all the week but even then he did not cone, :nd the wifethere. You might suppose Ralph and his and daughter yawned over the magazineswife would be lonely, when, after all these until ten.

years when they had had their children Said Mrs. Morley to Helen, " Go to bed,about them, they were for the most part left child. You're tired. Your father hatesalone, two of their family asleep never to those hot little packetq, and is waiting lorwaken, and the other two finding other the larger steamer. l'Il nap in my chair.homes and other ties. But, as we know, It will be up about midnight."these parents were not of the sentimental Helen went to bed; and Mrs. Morleytype; and so long as Mrs. Morlev could locked up the house, turned down her lamp,polish her furniture, deck herself with new put her feet up on an ottoman, and tookcollars and head-dresses, and Ralph could little, uneasy naps. The steamer whistled;buy and sell and get gain," they were and shortly after steps came up the walk,quite well satisfied. The monitor in and a hand was on the bell.Ralph's bosom had been this long while Mrs. Morley went to the door. " Why,silent. Conscience grows weary of warn- Ralph! Where did you stay so?"ingand rebuking, when itis unheard or deli- "What are you up for, mother?" askedberately disobeved; but, with conscience Fred's voice. " Is father out?"silent, Ralph was not unhappy. Though "Isn't your father at the frctory?" criedthe . way of the transgressor is hard," it Mrs. Morley, alarmed at once.is often only hard at its ending, and not &" No," replied Fred, coming in, and clos-particularly thorny when one is going over ing the door. "I came up to sec him.it. As Ralph had set his chief desire on The men have struck for twenty-five centsmoney, it was not to be expected that his more a day. How long has he beenheart and his purse would grow heavy a gone?"
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" He didn't come in to tea. I asked some
of the hands, and they had not seen him
since the middle of the afternoon."

" He'll turn up all right," said Fred,
droppinig on a lounge. "Hadn'tyou better
go to bed ?"

" No. I'm dreadfully worried about
him. You must go and look for him."

" Pooh !" replied Fred. " Folks will
think he's turned defaulter, and decamped
with all the bank-stock. We won't cry
him as 'ilost, stolen, or strayed,' yet a
while."

Helen woke up about three with such a
sense of loneliness and dread upon her,
that she crept to the door of her mother's
room. It was open. "Mother!" said
Helen. Then louder, " Mother! Has
father come?" Then hearing no answer,
she stole to the bed, and felt with her hand
in the dark. The covers were smooth. No
one was there; and, thoroughly frighten-
ed, Helen wrapped herself in a shawl that
lay ôver a chair, and ran down stairs.

Mrs. Morley's anxieties were by no
means soothed by Helen's terrors.

Fred sat up, rubbed his eyes, and looked
at his watch. " It is nearly daylight," he
said; "and I'Jl call the coachman, and we
will go and look for him. Very likely he
left some word at the furnace.

Fred called the coachman; and the two
set off to ook for the missing man, just as
the morning was growing gray. Helen
was sure she could sleep no more, and so
went up stairs to dress. Fred did not think
himself alarmed by his father's absence;
yet, as he strolled along in the dim morn-
ing light, the black man plodding behind,
he could not help thinking, what if, lying
in some nook by the river, half in and half
out of the tawny water, he should see that
Well-known form, and the head that had
always held itself so high. He saw a little
boy running swiftly along, and shivered
with an apprehension that he was bringing
him bad news; but the lad passed him,
bound on some other errand, and at length
Fred and his attendant reached the furnace.
The night-gang were at work. The chim-
neys poured out flame, here and there in
the deep shadows disappeared a man trund-
ling before him a glowing ball of molten
metal, and the iron wheels rumbled away
in the distance; and out of the blackness
came grimy figures armed with long bars,
whereof the ends were red-hot; and beside
the shadows were vivid depths of flame,
and caldrons of red, melted iron, and little
iron doors swung open, and showed the
seething fires in the clay furnaces. Going
in and out through strong lights and deep
shadows, Fred asked news of his father.
No one had seen him, since he had been in
his office the previous afternoon. Leaving
the furnace, Fred went on towards the
office. Mr. Trot's house lay above there

but he let the coachrnan lead the way now.
The curtains were nearly down in the
office; but the man stepped back, saying,
" Mister Fred, the office-door ain't locked,
and it is not latched V"

The summer morning had now fully
dawned; the yellow sunlight brightened
under the rosy curtains of the east. The
birds were singing in the trees along the
bank, and about the gardens.

" Open the door," said Fred; but he
hung back until the man obeyed, and obey-
ing cried out, " O Mister Fred, he's here !"

He was there, all of him that was any-
where in mortal reach.

Perhaps he had drawn his office-curtains
down that he might doze in the hot after-
noon when his last visitor had gone.
Passers-by had supposed the place shut up.
None had gone there. None had disturbed
a sleep that was lastingover long. He sat
in his favorite high-backed chair, his hands
grasping its arms, and his feet resting upon
a tall stool. There was no need that the
son and the servant should tip-toe so gently
on each side his chair, and look forward so
carefully in his face. Be their foot-falls
never so heavy, they would notecho in his
ears. His eyes were wide open, but had
been filled already with sights so great,
beyond all earthly seeing, that the shadows
of finite things should fall athwart his
vision no more. Ralph Morley's eyes
could not brighten now, even at the light
of gold; his ears could not tingle to the
ring ofprecious coin. He had learned, we
doubt not, how evarescent is the wealth he
could not carry out of this little world. He
had found how small is earthly success,
and how narrow is earthly ambition. He
had learned it, as we may never learn here
clad in flesh; but learned it,-oh, too late!
-too late!

Ralph's office was so public a place,
thronged daily by so many people, that
permission was sometimes asked to hang
placards on the wall. There was one hungthere now, advertising a loss; and, as
Ralph's head leaned back against the chair-
cushion, his open eyes were fixed upon the
heading of the placard. a word in long,
black letter,-Losr! We wonder, Ralph,

-poor, helpless kalph,-if you had found
that there are other things that can be lost,
besides pocket-books and purses and
United States five-twenties.

There is no echo of ill can reach the
golden streets, or jar the beauty of the New
Jerusalem; else we might think that slowly
through the heavenly city might go some
angel-crier, with a voice like a sad-toned
bell, calling, " Lost, lost, lost! a man avho
Might have reached here. Lost, a man
who gave eternity for timc! lost, a man
who bartered his soul for money 1 Lost,
lost, lost! And no reward is offered, for
none can find hirn ever again!"



From lus Play.
Carry him home. A very little portionof Ralph Morley's property will be neededto buy a rosewood box with silver-plate

and handles. He need not have toiled solong and so hard to purchase the littlespace of ground he must be contented with
at last. Carry him home 1 They weepfor him, it is true; and people say thekindest things of him, and are tender ofhis faults; but yet we think he would havebeen more sincerelv mourned if fourChristian children had followed after thecofdin of the pious father who led ther toJesus, and whon they were sure of meetingat their Master's feet. We think, that ifthis new-made widow were forced to wearplain weeds, and had no great fortune lefther, but was left to find her solace in threeloving, God-fearing sons, while she waitedto rejoin her husband in the house eternal,she would not be so much the object of ourpity as Mrs. Morley is now.

The long-talked-of lot in the cemetery isbought at last. This Morley funeral willbe some while remembered, for the twosons who have been under the evergreen
these years are taken away; and each, in aseparate hearse, follows Ralph's hearsealong the summer roads that wind amongthe hills.

There is that church-letter, which savedRalph that precious thousand,--that letterwhich he would neither use nor lose: per-haps, if it would do hir any good, we
might lay it on his breast, held fast in thehands that can now grasp nothing else,that the resurrection-angel mi t know
this dust and ashes professed o ce to be aChristian. Alas! it will do no good. Thechurch-letter is valueless; for when thisgrave is opened again, and Ralph cores
forth in bis grave-clothes, what good willit do to profess, " Lord, we have eatenand drunk in thy presence, and thou hasttaught in our streets"! For he who siftsall motives, and knows all hearts, may per-chance reply, "I tell you, I know notwhence ye are: depart from me, all yeworkers of iniquity."

My history of this life is ended; for theend of the life has come. After the talecomes the moral; and of little use is a
moral that has not been fully developed inthe tale. We have shown you how RalphMorley was sifted until nothing good ofhim was left. There is a sifting going on
for us ah. Pray Heaven our faith may notfail i

And so farewell to you. And take thislesson home: flee covetousness, which isidolatry; for ye cannot serve God andmammon. And ours is a God who search-eth the heart and trieth the reins, and willaccept nothing less than entire consecra-tion unto Himself.

THE END.

FROM HIS PLAY

By MRS. M. E. SANGSTER.

I read in a blotted letter
A sorrowful page to-day!

It teuderly toid of a darling chiidSuddeniy caught from his play
Climbing the moment and shouting,The next-a slip and a fall:
They bore hm home to his mother:

He died-aud that was ail!
AIl! It is said so often

And yet I comprehend
Somewhat of your depth of darkness,

O sorely stricken friend !
As I think with a chill foreboding,

How bañk this worid would be
If the wing of the desolate ange]Should bear my boy from me.

Yet, tweet, let it soothe your sorrow,
That not hy the bridge of painYour little one crossed the river,And stood on the shining plain:

That you keep no moan of an g uih
Inyr tugtof thie gleekul boyB tjo°ur thou listh eef boy,

But the ring of bla musical laughter,A very peal of joy !
One quivering breath, and the eyelids

Drooped o'er the deep blue eyes,That opened a moment later,
In the flash of a sweet surprise !

For surely this was the city
With crystal walls of light,,

And that was the sea of jasper,
Where never falleth nigat.

Iis mother had told him often,
In the pauses of her song, .While over him in the evening light
Would soft dream shadows throng!

How the other side of the sunset,
In wonderful light serene,

More beautiful than the morning,
There lay a world unseen,

Where the pigrims, great or little,
Who wal Mthis earth of ours,

Should rest them ander the tree of light,Amid unfading flowers;
Where waited the lovingJesus,

Who heard his lisping prayer,
To gaffher tbe wvee nes iu Hia arma,And bid them weicome there.

So it was not like a stranger,
Sure not of right nor of wav,The dear one felt when he found himself
At home on that sudden day

For borne by a swift translation
To the Master's feet above,The Master himself would teach him soon
The perfect lore of love.

As I linger over your letter,• Tear-stained, I seem to see
That bouse bereft, where a heartache

For many a month shall bel
Where the silence strains to listen

For a step that nevermore
Salc bou nd i its thoughtless freedom

Acrosa the desolate floorl

But I gaze beyond the waters
That ripple at my feet,

Aud far and far through the autumn sky,So atraugely atili sud sweet,And I think how wel had it been for anme
Who wearily work alway.

If Heaven had stooped to lift them up
-rom their brief bright childhoods play 1-Htarth and Home.
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Song of the Swingers.

SONG OF THE SWINGERS.
Words by MRs. MARy E. NALy.

- Modrate. mf

Music by KARL MERZ.

blue birds sing, In the cher - ry tree 'nud the blossoms; Let our Voi - ces ring, with the
reapers' clang Rings out whiere the corn is bending; For the wild bees' hum Says,

*-o -to -e- __ -a-e

gladsome spring A - glow in our youthful bosoms I A - glow in our youthful bo-sonis !
" Summer la come," And the shepherds their flocks are tending, And the shepherds their flocks are tending

Swing, swong!
Where the vine grows strong,

And the grape in the sunshine blushes,-
Where the woodnan's song
Echoes loud and long,

And the Indian Summer flushes.

Swing, swung!
Where the scythe is hung,

Where the hay in the barn is gathered;
For we can be gay
On a winter day,

Where the ox in his stall is tethered.

1 1 lIN il
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Thie Pashions.

~ume.
THE FASHIONS.

If I were to define the character of our
present fashions, and what they contain ir
the germ, I should call them a transition
style, which looks forward to a future of
simplicity, without letting go, however, of
the extreme elegance of the past. We have
by no means abandoned over-skirts, the
most graceful of all fashions; but their
draping is much less complicated, and
their trimming much less elaborate.

Whatever may be the material chosen
for a summer dress, whether foulard, lawn,mohair, or simple mousseline de laine, the
trimmings are almost always composed of
two shades of the same color.

Long or trained dresses are never worn.
we may say; these dresses are reserved
solely for evening toilettes, and none of
these are made this season. A lady who
should appear in the day-time with a
trained dress would look as ridiculous as if
she wore white gloves and diamonds in the
street.

The most popular garment of the season
is the polonaise. It is adapted to every
style of dress, and serves as well for travel-
ling as for walking and visiting toilettes.
Before the introduction of the polonaise a
lady was obliged to put on first a skirt,secondly an over-skirt, thirdly a waist,
fourthly a voluminous sash, and fifthly a
paletot. Now three of the aforesaid five
articles are gotten rid of, and dressing is
made an expeditious affair. The skirt of
the polonaise is trimmed in any style that
may be desired, and is cut with or joined to
a half-fitting waist in the form of a small
paletot, so that the garment is put on in
the twinkling of an eye. The polonaise is
madeof black cashmere or the material of
the suit, and is worn over any kind of skirt,
even black and white striped percale, linen,
organdy, or écru pongee, or even white
muslin trimmed with white insertion and
guipure, or else embroidered in dots or
sprigs, in which case the trimming is com-
posed of ruches and flounces of white muslin,
or of the material used for the polonaise.
For a-long time it has been a source of
regret that white muslin dresses could not
be worn in summer, which was impossible
while people persisted in wearing trained
dresses in the daytime, for these kind of
dresses could not be made in muslin;
moreover, the style of draping and looping
the over-skirts was too complicated for-

them, as in sitting down the folds and
drapery crushed out of all shape. But now,
with the polonaise, which is neither very
long nor elaborately trimmed, and which
can be raised or put aside in sitting, these
graceful and comfortable dresses can be
worn with impunity. White muslin over-
skirts are also worn over plain silk or fou-
lard dresses.

Apart from the polonaise, which is only
a modification of the large casaques in
vogue some two years ago, few other
wrappings are worn except short, full,
slashed paletots, of the same material as
the dress, whatever that may be.

The most elegant dresses are of light
foulard or silk, always of a neutral tint,
such as écru, mauve, and grey above all-
grey in every shade. For these dresses the
waist, made with large basques in the form
of a tight-fitting casaque, almost always
has a Louis XIV. vest-that is, very long
in front, and descending below the belt.

1 This vest rarely differs in color from the
dress, but is always of another and gener-
ally of a darker shade, which is also adopt-
ed for the trimmings of the dress, ruches,
flounces, bias folds, or rolls. The cuffs are
likewise of the same shade as the dress;
and lastly, the bonnet itself is made, or, if
of straw, is trimmed, with the two shades
used for the dress, or else with two shades
of a different color that harmonizes with
it.

Besides flounces, the trimmings of dress-
es are composed of bias folds, not separated,
but, on the contrary, slightly overlapping
each other; or rolls, separated, and num-
bering five or seven. When only three of
these rolls are used they are set on nearer
together, and a narrow pleated ruche, made
of the material taken double, is set under
the first and last. This trimming is often
of silk on a wool or silk and wool dress.
Our modistes are also making up a great
many dresses of mousseline de laine-a
charming fabric-to which we are right
in returning, and which has been too long
abandoned. Lastly, we see this year a new
kind of striped black and white percale, of
which many elegant and inexpensive dresses
will be made this sum mer.

Light silken fabrics, such as satin-faced
silk and dead-lustre iron grenadines, such
also as crêpe de Chine, and Osaca crape-
closely resembling Chinese fabrics-are
still used for the most elegant summer
toilettes as over-skirts, to be worn over



Wedding Trits. "5

silk or foulard dresses. White, moreover, with a heading, and hemmed on each side,
is now associated with colors to which it with bright colored ribbon run through
has hitherto been deemed incongruous. both bems. Over-skirt shorter than the
Over-skirts of white muslin, worsted grena- prectding, and trimmed with a similar
dine, crêpe de Chine, and Osaca crape are narrower flounce. Casaque-waist like the
worn over brown, gray, and sometimes over-skirt, but trimmed q
even black silk dresses. Too violent a con- narrower. There is no belt, but on each
trast of colors is avoided in all the details of side of the over-skirt is set a ribbon, the
the toilette. For instance, over-skirts of a shorter end of which is over, and the
neutral tint are no longer worn with a longer end under the skirt. The ends are
bright-colored dress, but rather one of the then tied together so as to raise the skirt a
same, or, at most, a lighter or darker shade. little, and form a large bow on each
The distaste which the Parisian ladies side. A bow of the same ribbon is set on
manifest for all but neutral colors is extend- the front of the waist.
ing and becoming more strongly marked. Many dresses are also being made of
Not a single lady is to be seen now in the straw-colored.and écru foulard, trimmed
daytime in a dress of bright blue, deep with three rowsof guipure set one above
green, or red of any shade whatsoever, but the other, and overlapping each other
always in black or gray, in all seasons, and baîf their width. The first row of guipure
écru, Havana brown, or mode, in summer; is black, the second écru, and the third
or, at most, violet-the Prussian color- black. AL three are gathered, and the
and its various shades. Decided colors blending produces the effect of a ruche.
are only used for the accessories to a toilette, White guipure is sometimes substituted for
such as cravats and bonnet trimmings. écru in the combination.-Emeline Ray-

Bonnets are extremely small. They are mond, in Harler's Bazar.
little more than a small turned-up head-
dress, under which the chignon still pro-
trudes, though this is less ample than WEDDING-TRIPS.
formerlw, for the most marked feature of
the present time is diminution-the reduc- Now, out of the tbousands of newly-
tion of size and exaggeration. In front the married people who will take the tyranni-
bonnet rests fhatly on the head, where its cal customary wedding-trip this season,
edge crushes, and is covered by one or how many will do so with a feeling of
more ruches of illusion, blonde, or lace. A onest enjoument? How many are there
great many bonnets are seen of black straw that wiIl not secretly wish they were freetrimmed with black silk ribbons, black lace to go at once, quietly and unobserved, toruches, and bright-coloredflowers. White their nest-building? How many are there
straw bonnets are generally trimmed with who can enjoy their visit to Washington orribbons and feathers of two shades of the Niagara without troublesome purse-pangs
same color,-light and dark violet, blue, remnding that there is more oflife t come,
green, pink, etc. Round hats are still and many necessary expenses to meet?much worn, and for these there is no set- Those accounts of butcher and grocer,tled fashion. Some are seen very igh, those bils for fuel and light, do they neyerand affecting the shape of a turban, while obtrude themselves upon the vision of our
others on the contrary, are entirely flat. tourists ? It may be that they are un-
But in any case the rim is very small, ds thought of at the time; but in the afterthat these hats, which were invented in days, when the clerk from his salary of athe first place to keep off the sun, do not thousand a year has to pay bouse or room
shade the face at ail, and are not the least rent, and provide for the wants of three or
protection. four instead of one, do you imagine beElderly persons at last see themselves neyer remembers with regret the 300 his
exempted from the necessity of strictAy con- wedding-trip cost him? Does the memory
forming to the fashion. Tbey wear dresses of one or two pleasant weeks com pensate
without overskirts, moderately short, him for the privations they have cost? But
moderately pleated and gathered, and perhaps you will say that a poor ma bas
trimmed with one or two flounces. Then no riglit to encumber hlm self with a
over these dresses, which are without family. Out upon you! It is not the
drapery, without panier, and without any family, but the notions that are the encum-
o the triaming hitherto deemed indispen- brance; the desire to do as others do, the
sable, they wear simple paletots of black dread of sneers, the fear lest some one sha
silkor cashmere, or, if suitable to thersea- say the s stayed at bore because
son, their India shawls, which seem to be they couldn't afford the journey. And it
goming again in vogue. not the expensive journey alone which

For the country white musin dresses in they cannot afford, but many other things
the following style will be much worn both which must be bad or done in order to be
by young married and unmarried ladies: consistent, and thus, sadly often, a burden
ander-skirt trimmed with a flounce set on of debt is laid heavily upon the shoulders
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which should be free to breast boldly for- the anticipated rapture incident to'horticul-
ward; bearing down the high head and ture will have disappeared. Very few full-
crippling the strong arm which will need grown men can be induced to spade even a
all their youthful energy to hold their own carrot-bed, simply because such severe
in the battle of life. labor requires more muscle than even

An intimate friend of mine, just married many industrious men have for such fatigu-
to a young physician, and returned from a ing labor.
wedding-trip which would be considered When the writer was once about to teach
short and inexpensive by most, said to me, his little children something of horticulture
"E- , I did not enjoy myself one bit, for and floriculture, they fairly jumped up and
do what I would, I could not forget that we down with delight at the thought that they
were paying enough to furnish our parlor, were to have a garden of their own. So
for one week of looking at things, that if it they were allowed to supervise, while they
hadn't been for the name of it, we should were instructed what should be donc first.
never have cared to see. And now I'm Little boys with al, their ambition could
going to make it an invariable rule not to not pitch manure, yet they were allowed to
spend a cent for the mere fear of the sneers try, and to assist papa. They could not
of a few people who don't care a button spade the stubborn soil; but they were
about us, and wouldn't give us a dollar to permitted to take the spade and make a
keep us from starving, after we had reached trial, after which papa's strong muscles
that point through attention to their view." made the seed-bed deep and mellow. They

Adherence to this rule has worked well could spread the heaps of fertilizing
for our young physician and his wife., and material, and could pitch it into the trench.
it is to be hoped that others may be induced They could also mark out the drills, crush
to try it without going through their pre- the lumps, and make the surface of the
liminary lesson. Put the money the wed- seed-beds. After all the foregoing opera-
ding-trip would cost into articles of com- tions had been performed, the labor of
fort, convenience, or taste, which will be of putting in the tiny seeds and coveripg each
use and pleasure to the eye for years to kernel with fine mould, inspired instead of
come, and which your children after you disheartening the young aspirants, as the
can enjoy, when the memory of your fort- heavy drudgery which is quite too fatigu-
night of feverish, dusty, dangerous car- ing for such little folks would be sure to
riding, expensive hotel-living, and weary do. Thus their tastes for horticulture and
sight-seeing, would have been deservedly floriculture improved, as the season
forgotten, or only remembered with regret. advanced. The plot appropriated to their
-Ethel Gale, in Christian Union. little garden was made as rich and'mellow

as any other portion. After the plants and
flowers had come up, they were taught how

HORTICULTURE FOR BOYS AND to weed and cultivate their vegetables and
GIRLS. flowers, without becoming so fatigued with

any of the operations as to beget in them
an aversion to every horticultural opera-Manyperonswonerwh itis hatoystion.-Christian Weekly.and irl a e r f h - lif-le- i

pp ncl na-tion to engage in the beautiful and attrac-
tive operations of horticulture and floricul-
ture. When a really good and industrious
boy is set to picking and piling stones in
the field, why will he so soon become so
unfaithful and indolent that it is diflicult
to induce him to pick stones enough to pay
for poor board? To a sensible person who
understands what laborious and fatiguing
work it is to handle even small stones, the
reason is plain: picking stones is too hard
labor for little boys. The same is true of
gardening. The strength and hard muscles
of a strong man are requisite in spading up
even a small plot of ground. Parents fre-
quently tell their little children: " There's
a nice plot of ground in the corner of the
yard, there are the garden tools, and here
are seeds; now let us see how neatly you
can make and cultivate a little garden."
Fired with ambition, the soft muscles will
be all jaded out in unsatisfactory efforts to
spade a single square yard. By this time,

CARE OF THE EAR.

There are several things very commonly
donc which are extremely injurious to the
car, and ought to be carefully avoided.

First, children's ears ought never to
be boxed. We have seen that the passage
of the car is closed by a thin membrane,
especially adapted to be influenced by every
impulse of the air, and with nothing but
the air to support it internally. What,
then, can be more likely to injure this mem-
brane than a sudden and forcible compres-
sion of the air in front of it? If any one
designed to break or overstretch the mem-
brane, he could scarcely devise a more
effective means than to bring the hand
suddenly and forcibly down upon the pas-
sage of the ear, thus driving the air vio-
lently before it, with no possibility for its
escape but by the membrane giving way;
and far too often it does give way, especi-
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ally if, from any previous disease, it has
been weakened. Many children are made
deaf by boxes on the ear in this way. Nor
is this the only way. If there is one thing
which does the nerve of hearing more harm
than almost any other, it is a sudden jar or
shock. Children and grown persons alike
may be entirely deafened by falls or heavy
blows upon the head. And boxing the ears
produces a similar effect, though more
slowly, and in less degree. It tends to dull
the sensibility of the nerve, even if it does
not hurt the membrane. I knew a pitiful
case, once, of a poor youth who died from
a terrible disease of the ear. He had had
a discharge from it since he was a child.
Of course his hearing had been dull; and
what had happened was that his father had
often Boxed his ear for inattention ! Most
likely that boxing on the ear, diseased as it
was, had much to do with his dying. And
this brings me to the second point. Chil-
dren should never be blamed for being in-
attentive, until it has been found out
whether they are not a little deaf. This is
easily done by placing them at a few yards
distance, and trying whether they can
uuderstand what is said to them in a rather
low tone of voice. Each ear should be
tried, while the other is stopped by the fin-
ger. I do not say that children are never
guilty of inattention, especially to that
which they do not particularly wish to
hear; but I do say that very many children
are blamed and punished for inattention
when they really do not hear; and there is
nothing at once more cruel and more hurt-
ful to the character of children than to be
found fault with for what is really their
misfortune. Three things should be
remembered here. Ist. That slight degrees
of deafness, often lasting only fôr a time,
are very common among children, espe-
cially during or after colds. 2nd. That a
slight deafness, which does not prevent a
person from hearing when he is expecting
to be spoken to, will make him very dull to
what he is not expecting; and 3rd. That
there is a kind of deafness in which a per-
son can hear pretty well while listening,
but is really very hard of hearing when not
listening.

The chief avoidable cause of deafness is
catching cold, and whatever keeps us from
colds helps us to preserve our hearing.
We should do, therefore, those things that
help to keep colds away: of which the first
is taking plenty of fresh air; the second,
using enough, but not too much, cold
water all over us, taking especial care to
rub ourselves thoroughly dry. and never to
let it chill us; and the third is to avoid
draughts. and wet, especially sitting in wet
clothes, or being in close or very heated
rooms. But there are some kinds of cold
especially hurtful to the ear. One is sit-
ing with the ear exposed to a side wind, as

too many people do now on the roofs ot
omnibusses, and so on. We should always
face the wind; then, if we are not chilled,
it is hard to have too much of it. Another
hurtful thing is letting rain or sleet drive
into the ear, against which, if it were not
that people do sometimes suffer from this
cause, it would seem as if it could hardly
be necessary to caution them.

Another source of danger to the ear,
however, arises from the very precautions
which are sometimes taken against those
last mentioned. Nothing is more natural
than to protect the ear against cold by
covering it with a piece of cotton wool;
and this is most useful if it is done only on
occasions of special exposure, as when a
person is compelled to encounter a driving
storm, or has to receive on one side of the
head the force of a cutting wind. But it is
astonishing in how many cases the cotton
wool thus used, instead of being removed
from the ear when the need for it has
passed, is pushed down into the passage,
and retnains there, forming itself an ob-
struction to hearing, and becoming the
cause of other mischiefs. Three separate
pieces have sometimes been found thus
pushed down, one upon the other. Paper
rolled up, which is also used for protecting
the ear when cotton wool is not at hand, is
still more irritating when it is thus left un-
removed. The way to avoid this accident,
besides being careful not to forget, is to use
a large piece of the wool, and to.place it
it over, rather than in, the passage.

It should be remembered that constantly
covering up the ear is adapted to injure it.
On the whole, men, in whom the ear is
habitually exposed, suffer if anything less
from ear-disease than women, in whom it
is so often covered. Nor can the " hat" be
held an unsafe head-dress in this respect
for the latter sex. But it is important that
there should not be frequent changes, espe-
cially in cold weather, from a head-dress
which covers to one which exposes the ear.
It is better that the air should always have
free access to it; but if this has not been
the case, the summer should be chosen to
make the change.

All sorts of substances are sometimes put
into the ear by children, who do it to them-
selves or to each other in ignorant play.
If every parent and teacher warned his
children against doing this it would not be
a useless precaution. When the accident
happens, the chief danger is that of undue
haste and violence. Such bodies should be
removed by syringing with warm water
alone, and no attempt should be made to
lay hold of them or move them in any other
way. It is enough to reflect, again, that
the passage of the egr is closed by a deli-
cate membrane, to show the reason for this
rule. When no severe pain follows, no
alarm need be felt. It is important that
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the substance should b'e removed as
speedily as is quite safe, but there need
never be impatience; nor should disap-
pointment be felt if syringing needs to be
repeated on many days before it effects its
end. It will alinost invàriably succeed at
last in the hands of a medical man, and is
most effective if the ear is turned down-
wards and syringed from below.

Now and then an insect gets into the ear
and causes great pain; the way to get rid
of it is to pour oil into the ear. This sùffo-
cates the insect.

There is another danger arising from
boyish sports. Snowballs sometimes strike
the ear, and the snow remaining in it sets
up inflammation. This danger is incraased
by a practice which should be inadmis-
sible, of mixing small stones with the snow,
which thus effect a lodgment in the ear.

Among the causes of injury to the ear
must unfortunately be reckoned bathing.
Not that this most heaithful and important
pleasure need therefore be in the least dis-
couraged; but it should be wisely regulated.
Staying too long in the water certainly
tends to produce deafness as well as other
evils; and it is a practice against which
young persons of both sexes should be care-
fully on their guard. But independently
of this, swimming and floating are attend-
ed with a certain danger from the difficulty
of preventing the entrance of water into
the ear in those positions. Now no cold
fluid should ever enter the ear; cold water
is always more or less irritating, and if used
for syringing rapidly produces extreme
giddiness. In the case of warm water its
entrance into the ear is less objectionable,
but even this is not free from disadvantage.
Often the water lodges in the ears and pro-
duces an uncomfortable sensation till it is
removed; this should always be taken as a
sign of danger. That the risk to hearing
from unwise bathing is not a fancy, is
proved by the fact, well known to lovers of
dogs, that those animals, if in the habit of
jumping or being thrown into the water,
so that their heads are covered, frequently
become deaf. A knowledge of the danger
is a sufficient guard. To be safe it is only
necessary to keep the water from entering
the ear. If this cannot be accomplished
otherwise, the head may be covered. It
should be added, however, that wet hair,
whether from bathing or washing, may be
a cause of deafness if it be suffered to dry
by itself. Whenever wetted, the hair should
be wiped till it is fairly dry. Nor ought the
practice of moistening the hair with water
to make it curl, to pass without remon-
strance. To leave wet hair about the ears
is to run great risk of injuring them. In
the washing of children, too, care should
be taken that all the little folds of the outer
ear are carefully dried, and gently, with a
soft towel.

IMPROPER METHODS OF CLEANING THE
EAR.

But I come now to what is probably the
most frequent way in which the ear is
impaired; that is, by the attempt to clean
them. It ought to be understood that the
passage of the ear does not require clean-
ing by us. Nature undertakes that task,
and in the healthy state fulfils it perfectly.
Her means for cleansing the ear is the wax.
Perhaps the reader has never wondered
what becomes of the ear-wax. I will tell
him. It dries u4p into thin fine scales, and
these peel off one by one from the surface
of the passage, and fall out imperceptibly,
leaving behind them a perfectly clean
smooth surface. In health the passage of
the ear is never dirty; but if we attemptto
clean it, we infallibly make it so. Here-
by a strange lack of justice, as it would
seem, which, however, has no doubt a deep
justice at the bottom-the best people, those
who love cleanliness, suffer most, and-good
and careful nurses do a mischief negligent
ones avoid. Washing the ear out with soap
and water is bad; it keeps the wax moist
when it ought to become dry and scaly,
increases its quantity unduly, and makes it
absorb the dust with which the air always
abounds. But the most hurtful thing
is introducing the corner of the towel
screwed up, and twisting it round. This
does more harm to ears than all other mis-
takes together. It drives down the wax
upon the membrane much more than it
gets it out. Let any one who doubts this
make a tube like the passage, especially
with the curves which it possesses; let him
put a thin membrane at one end, smear its
inner surface with a substance like the ear-
wax, and then try to get it out so by a
towel! But this plan does much more mis-
chief than merely pressing down the wax.
It irritates the passage, and makes it cast
off small flakes of skin, which dry up, and
become extremely hard, and these also are
pressed down upon the membrane. Often
it is not only deafness which ensues, but
pain and inflammation, and then matter is
formed which the hard mass prevents from
escaping, and the membrane becomes
diseased, and worse may follow. The ear
should nevet be cleaned out with the screwed-
up corner of a towel. Washing shouild ex-
tend only to the outer surface, as far as the
finger can reach.

Ear-picks, again, are bad. If there is
any desire to use them, it shows that the
ear is unhealthy; and it wants soothing,
not picking. And there-is another danger
from introducing any solid thing into the
ear. The hand may get a push, and it
may go too far. Many is the membrane
that has thus been broken by a bodkin.
Sportsmen sometimes have their membrane
pierced by turning suddenly while getting
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through a hedge; and it even happens that
a boy at school may put a pen close to
another's ear, in play, and call to him to
make him turn his head, and the pen
pierces the membrane. Very loud sounds
may cause deafness, too. Artillerymen,
and also eager sportsmen, and very zealous
volunteers, incur a danger from this cause.
It is well to stop the ears when exposed to
loud sounds, if possible; also to avoid bel-
fries when the bells are about to ring. A
man who was once shut up in one became
stone deaf before the peal was done. The
sound of guns is more injurious to those
who are in a confined space with them,
and also if the mouth be open. Injuary
from loud sounds, also, is much more
likely to occur if they are unexpected; for
if they are anticipated, the membrane is
prepared for them, without our knowledge,
by its muscles. At a certain point on the
Rhine, it is, or was, the custom of the cap-
tain of the steamboat to fire a small cannon,
to exhibit the echo. When this had been
done without due warning, it has proved
more than once a cause of lasting deafness,
Some times these loud sounds rupture the
membrane; sometimes they deaden the
nerve; the former is the least evil.

It is a bad practice, also, to put cotton-
wool soaked in laudanum or chloroform
jnto the ear for the relief of toothache.
It may be sometimes effectual, for the
nervous connection between the teeth and
the ear is very close. But the ear is far
too delicate and valuable an organ to be
used as a medium for the application of
strong remedies for disorders of other
and less important parts; and laudanum,
and more especially chloroform, are power-
ful irritants. The teeth should be looked
-after in and for themselves, and if tooth-
ache spreads to the ear, that is the more
reason for taking them thoroughly in hand;
for prolonged pain in the head, arising
from the teeth, may itself injure the hear-
ing. When a child's ear becomes painful,
as it so often does, everything should be
done to soothe it, and all strong irritating
applications should be avoided. Pieces of
hot fig or onion should not be put in; but
warm flannels should be applied, with
poppy fomentation if the pain does not
soon subside. How much children suffer
from their ears, unpitied because unknown,
it would probably wring the hearts of those
who love them suddenly to discover. It is
often very hard, even for medical men, to
ascertain that the cause of a young child's
distress is seated in the ear, and frequently
a sudden discharge from it witht a cessation
of pain, first reveals the secret of a mysteri-
ous attack which has really been an
inflammation of the drum. The watchful-
ness of a parent, however, would probably
suffice to detect the cause of suffering if
directed to this point, as well as to others.
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If children cry habitually when their ears
are washed, that should not be neglected;
there is, most likely, some cause of pain.
Many membranes are destroyed from dis-
charges which take place durkng " teeth-
ing." Whenever there is a discharge of
matter from the ear, it would be right to
pour in warm water night and morning,
and so at least to try and to keep it clean.
But into the treatment of diseases of the
ear it would not be suitable to enter here.
-- Good Health.

PARENTAL EXAMPLE.

BY MRS. H. W. BERCHER.

Parents may give "line upon line and
precept upon precept," in their assiduous
watchfulness over the manners and morals
of their children, yet, if they do not con-
stantly bear in mind that example has
more influence over the young than pre-
cept, their efforts will be of little avail. If
you reprove a child for careless usage of
books, show them how they are injured
and defaced, by turning down corners,
scribbling on the margin,.or throwing them
down on the face, how much good will
such lectures do, if when he enters your
library, or comes where you have been
reading, the child sees your books tossed
about, the bindings strained, and the cor-
ners in a most undesirable condition ?

You endeavor to inculcate a habit of
neatness in your daughter, you insist that
when she returns from a walk or ride, she
shall smooth out her bonnet-strings, brash
the dust from it, and put it at once in the
bonnet-box; you tell her to fold her shawl
neatly, hang up her sacque, pull the fingers
of her gloves straight, fold them up and
lay them in their appropriate place; and
this you request her to do, not once or
twice, but habitually, not only because it is
tidy, but also a great saving of time and
garments in the course of the year. Butif
you, come in, and toss your street garments
about in the most careless manner, how
much good, think you, will all your words
of instruction have accomplished? You
may enforce obedience; but compulsory
habits are not usually abiding; and, when
old enough to cast off restraint, it will be
not so much the wordsyou have spoken, as
the things your child has seen you do
habitually which will influence and guide
her womanhood.

You resolutely object to your children
using low phrases - what is termed
" slang;" but if your own conversation is
largely interspersed with foolish or need-
less ejaculations, fight against it as you
may, you will find it impossible to prevent
them from copying your mode of speaking,
and it will be very strange if they do not
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carry it to a much greater extent than you without smacking your lips, and makinghave done. such a disagreeable noise? It mnakes oneNowhere is this force of example so strik- sick to hear you !"
ingly exemplified as at the table. It is The child has been watching the parentalways disAgreeable to see a child sitting while eating, and trying hard to imitatewith the arms on the ta6le, or resting the 1 the genuine gourmand's smack which heelbow there, while carrying the food to the hears from the head of the table.mouth. There is some excuse for the little " Why, I am astonished? Why do youones, as their short limbs grow weary, and take the bread from the plate with yourthe position, though a very awkward one, fingers, and toss it in that manner to yourseems to them a rest from the restraint of sister? Neyer let me see you guilty of suchthe table, and no doubt it is so. It is ex- rudeness again!t
ceedingly annoying to see children filling In a few minutes the mother asks fortheir mouths too full, and then washing bread, and the father takes his own greasydown by drinking, before the food is half 1 knife. and sliding it under a piece of bread,niasticated. If a child reaches over an- sees that it is well balanced, and withother s plate for some article of food, in- skill worthy of a more gentlemanlv act, bystead of politely asking for it, who can help another jerk of the hand, lands the breadfeeling disturbed by the rudeness? It dis- on his wife's plate!turbs all present to see any one stand upon Now, children are quick to see migtakesthe round of the chair, or on the floor, and and discrepancies in the conduct of theirsfring after a piece of bread or meat, or elders, or those who have the rule overpush a dish across the table instead of them. It does not require many years forhanding it. You shrink from the child them to mark how inconsistent such train-who helps itself to butter with the knife ing is. Naturally children are not veryfrom its own plate. All this is disagree- fond of rules and regulations; they likeable in children; but it is intolerable when freedom of action as well as their elders.practised by the parents. They are as and if they see that what is called rude andmuch disgusted as any " lookers-on" can ill-mannered in a child is the daily prac-be, when they notice such rude, ill-man- tice of those whom they are expected tonered actions in their children; but while look up to for example, is it strange thatthey severely blame these young things, they take every possible opportunity tothey forget that they are always watching transgress these precepts, so strangelyand imitating their parents' faultQ. nullified by parental example? They are

We have seen those who were in most always reaching forward to something
respects truly refined, whose great anxiety beyond their present condition. If fatherseemed to be to guard their children from or mother does such and such things.any contact with rude associates, and to which are denied to the young son orteach them as much refinement of manner daughter, of course they long for the sameand character as was possible; and in most privilege; because if their parents do thus,things we have observed that such parents it must be something smart, the imitationmost scrupulously and conscientiously con- of which bring them nearer to man andformed to their own instructions; but when womanhood, and farther from childhood,we have had a seat at their table, we have which latter period all children are alwaysbeen amazed to observe that they felt them- eager to hasten away from. Then, if tisselves exonerated from the observance of is so-and we think every observing parentthe simplest forms of table etiquette; but has found it to be true-is it not importantyet held their children in strict bondage to that the'rules which are laid down to securesuch rules, and made the hours spent at good morals and good manners in thewhat should be the social, cheerful board, children should be considered of sufficientvery uncomfortable, by continued reproofs. importance to regulate the practice of the

TJohn, take your arms off the table." parents, and should n'ot the deviation fromThe child raises his eyes to the father, and them, on the part of the elders, be few andsees one arm laid on the table before him, far between ?-Ckristian Union.the other supporting the head, with theelbow on the table, while administering
the reproof. . PAGES FROM MRS. HUNNIBEE'S
fo James, how often must I tell you to ask DIARY,r what you want, not reach for it across
the table?" Jessie Pride came in to se meyesterday,

A few minutes after, James sees hi and we discussed matters of great moment
reprover reaching to the full stretch of his to many young ladies. gMy father and
arm. suPplemented by the fork from kzs mother are willing enough to support me"bwn date, and pick up a potato, piece of said Jessie, " and able for that matter, butbread or meat, at the farther end of the I want to enjoy the feeling of self-depend-table. wence. Now, what had I better do? What"Oh, child! will you never learn to eat occupation will benefit me iost in the long
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run?" So we discussed the advantages of made myself, by simply giving a piece ofa clerkship, a position as saleswoman, as coarse muslin two coats of white paint.
book-keeper, and as teacher, any one of The first coating was thoroughly dried
which Jessie can obtain through the influ- before the second was applied. One ofmy
ence of friends. Our decision rested upon neighbors makes her own oilcloths for flooýrthe occupation and profession of teaching, wear by covering bagging, or tow cloth,as on the whole the most profitable. As with a thick coat of burnt umber and lin-Jessie is quite inexperienced in this high seed oil. This she renews every year, andart I recommended a term at a Normal the oil-cloth never wears out. Rag carpets
School, which will give her an opportunity may be treated in the same manner.
to review her studies, as well as instruct " Can you tell me," inquired Mrs. Brown,her in the best mode of imparting know- "what causes my kerosene lamps to beledge and of governing those under her covered with oil after being wiped perfect.
tuition. Then as to the kind of school ly clean?"
which she undertakes to teach; it should " It may be because they are filled toobe such as permits progress on the part of full. If kerosene, which we usually keepthe teacher, either by promotion from a in the cellar or some cool place, is pouredlower room to one of a higher grade, or by 1 into a lamp, and that put in a warm place,allowing the teacher to advance with her the expansion produced by heat may causepupils from primary to academic and col- the oil to overflow."
legiate btanches. No active-minded, grow- Then we discussed bread-making. Mrs.ing teacher can consent to instruct abece- Brown expressed herself as better pleaseddarians for a series of years. If she begins with salt rising bread than with that madewith them all right, but let her keep on, of hop-yeast. She puts a pint of milk intomastering for herself first the intricacies of a clean vessel, pours on to that a pint ofarithmetic, algebra, geometry, and then boiling water, adds a tablespoonful of salt,leading them along the path she has her- and stirs in flour until it is about the thick-self trodden. In the same way, with the ness of batter, then wraps it in flannel toaid of text-books and conversations with preserve the warmth, and by morning it isintelligent men and women, she may light. This she thickens with flour, moldsacquaint herself with the Natural Sciences, lightly, lets it rise again and bakes. Manyor, if she lias already studied them at who have weak digestive organs preferschool, she may keep herself informed as bread made in this manner to that raisedto the latest scientific developments and by hop-veast.
discoveries. The final reward is not the We have a great abundance of rhubarbearning of so much money, though that is which I am canning for future use. It needswell enough, but the thorough intellectual simply to be peeled, stewed in verv littleculture that a first-class teacher must water until done, and then sealed up in apossess. the mastery ofself which she must glass jar. Some of it I preserve after theattain who governs others in the best following recipe, and it is nearly equal tomanner, and above all, the advantage it Scotch marmalade.
affords her when she is called to the dis-
charge of the highest and holiest duties RHUBARB AND ORANGE MARMALADE.
given to woman by her Maker-the duties
of motherhood. In our best Colleges and Pare a doze
Universities courses of lectures on various and white rind, cut the peel small and put

it with the pulp sliced thin into a stew-pan.subjects are given to the students. Why Add two quarts of rhubarb cut fine, and
ayno bectus otandyrlsof tdrons three pounds of loaf sugar. Boil the wholeattend lectures on Botany, Astronomy, donsol' tlqietik

Entomology and Geology at their mother's drs y untie quie ick.
knee ? Mrs. Lee gave me a recipe not long since

Mrs. Brown who bas been so unfortunate for making a capital dish known familiarly
as to " move " into a house infested with
fleas, sought mv advice the other day as PICCALILLI.
to the best mode of ridding the premisesof
these pests. I recommended to her to make White cabbage sliced, cauliflowers pulleda strong solution of carbolic disinfecting to pieces and scalded, radishes topped andsoap, mix it with sawdust, and scatter it tailed, French beans, celery in three-inchabout their haunts. This little insect seeks lengths, shoots of elder peeled, clusters ofto lay its eggs wherever dust and down elder flowers unopened, all salted for twoaccumulate, so the greatest security against 'or three days, then mixed with apples andthem is found in keeping rooms and wool- cucumbers sliced, and a large proportion oflen garments free from dust. One flea ginger, turmeric, long pepper, and mustarddestroyed in the month of March prevents seed, as the pickle is expected to be verya hundred 'more from coming. warm; the vinegar must be the strongestI showed Mrs. Brown some white oil- that can be procured, and just sufficient tocloths for children's table use, which I float the articles. Other vegetables can be
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used if desirable and sone of those above-
named omitted.

Augustus brought home a copy of Ilux-
ley's Physiology and Hygiene not long
since, and i have refreshed my knowledge
of that interesting branch of study, by per-
using its pages while tending babies, or
waiting for dinner to get done. We are so
liable to grow careless and think that we
can disregard the minor laws of health
with comparative impunity, that it is well
to "read up" on these subjects of food,
ventilation, clothing, exercise,-matters
of vital importance. Two statements in
this work shall be quoted here: " Repeated
respirations of the same air is a primary
and efficient cause of scrofula. Often a
few hours each day is sufficient, and per-
sons may live in the most healthy country,
pass the greater part of the day in the open
air, and yet become scrofulous, because of
sleeping in a confined place where the air
has not been renewed." "Numerous
instances point to impure water as a fre-
quent source of typhoid fever. Doubtless,
water contaminated by decomposing
sewage, or evacuations from typhoid
patients, not only predisposes to the dis-
ease, but conveys its specific poison."

SUMMER PIES.

It is with some reluctance and many
scruples of conscience that I indite the
head of this article, and address myself to
the confiding reader as a commender of pie.
Not pie in the abstract. Oh, my unfortu-
nate and much-abused stomach! how thou
hast suffered, and what pains thou hast
borne, from the substance called pie!

Not that I ever ate any-except when I
was about fourteen years old; then it made
no difference what my food was; but I suf-
fered in later years just as much as if I
had, for it seemed, and still seems, when I
see tXe pallid, cadaverous pastry disappear-
ing on the flat side of a knife down some
one's throat, as though it could not but
give them tweaks and twinges indescrib-
able.

The American concrete pie of the res-
taurant, the railway saloon, and the hotel
is a thing to wonder at. It is generally
lumpy on the top, no matter what is inside
of it, rather friable and brittle, and of a
dull, sodden, vicious, viscous glucosity
beneatih. I never knew of any chemist
analyzing one, but the pale, dripping, and
really appalling appearance it presents
ought to turn attention to it at once. I
don't know what is put into pies at hotels
and restaurants, but I often see dabs of a
greenish vegetable or fruit which looks
like turtle fat, and is, I am told, rhubarb;
the name is enough-why not have some
senna too? Or, if not this, a purplish black

mess said to be cranberry. It matters little
what is beneath; it is the fearful envelope
that covers all these tremendous engines
of dyspepsia that causes the scruples of
conscience and qualms of stomach to which
I alluded at the outset. I have seen people
making pies. They take a wad of dough
and grease and knead one into the other,
roll it out thin-or thick, oftener-spread
it over the top of some indescribable mix-
ture, bake it, and eat it red-hot.

Once a lady said to me, in answer to an
inquiry as to the health of her family, " Oh,
we are not very well! Charley don't seem
to be hearty, and I have the most terrible
pains in my breast." She then mentioned
incidentally that she felt quite tired after
her exertion, having " just baked seventeen
,Pies."

" Seventeen pies! Are you going to
open a bakery?"

She replied, with wholly superfluous dig-
nity, that they-she and her husband-ate
that number of pies every week. I saw the
man myself eat 'half a one at a sitting.
This is a fact.

I said " summer pies" at the head of this
article, for it there be any excuse for eating
pastry at all it is when summer fruits are
ripe. Fruit pies, if properly made, are not
pies but tarts, and that is what I call a
summer pie. The undercrust is notsoggy
or wet, and if the top one is properly made
it has no more consistency or weight than
a crumpled rose leaf. I have seen tarts
that fell into leaves at a touch-that could
be no more cut apart without breaking into
minute fragments than a cigar ash. This
was pastry, and a man might eat of it and
defy indigestion. 'If the reader feels that
she has been basely betrayed after reading
this and finding no directions or recipes
for this article, I offer an apology at sight.
You can't expectto know how to make such
tarts! None of us know except the one
who does it. But we can make very good
ones, nevertheless, and so light that they
will not disturb even a weak stomach.
You need in the first place sweet lard and
good butter. Many persons use lard only,
but to our mind the union of the two makes
much more delicate pastry. In the second
place, a hard moulding board- a marble
or soap-stone slab is the best utensil; ditto
rolling-pin; very cold water in summer,
and the lard and butter in the same con-
dition. You are now to take a cupful of
flour for each small pie, and half a cupful
of lard and butter-not mixed together, but
in that proportion. The flour is to be wet
with cold water so soft that it can just be
rolled out without sticking, and is to be
handled as lightly and delicately as possi-
ble. Roll the paste in a thin sheet, dab it
all over with pats of butter on the end'of a
knife, dredge with flour, sprinkle a few

1 drops of water over, and roll it over and
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over into a bundle.- Roll it out again;
this time apply.lard, and re-roll it into a
bundle again. Do this three times lightly,
then put the paste away for an hour or two
into a refrigerator or cellar bottom; at the
proper time repeat the operations previous-
ly described three times, and then proceed
to make the pie. Have the dishes ready,
the fruit ready stewed, and put the paste
on the pie-dish; prick the bottom all over
with a fork, and put it in the oven without
the fruit. When baked and cooled, put the
fruit in it and set it away. It should be
eaten soon after. This, of course, only
applies to an "open top" or tart-pie. If
an upper crust is desired, the fruit must be
put in when the pie is to be baked, and the
top crust put over all. The advantages
arising from stewing the fruit first are that
the juice is retained and a greater quantity
of fruit can be used in the pie. Where it is
used in the natural.state, the juice simmers
out into the oven, gets below the crust, and
makes a sloppy mess when cut into that is
any thing but appetizing. - Harper's
Bazar.

A THOUGHT FOR MOTHERS.

BY MRS. M. O. JOHNSON.

Mothers of an earnest and thoughtful
nature realize more, perhaps, in daily
experience, than any other class, the force
of the apostolic caution-" Ye have need
of patience." Dear as a child is, there
cornes many an hour when flesh, and nerve,
and brain are strained and wearied almost
beyond endurance. The constant cares of
infancy and restless children, the anxieties
of sickness, and difficulties of moral and
mental training; all these press on the
mother. And sometimes the responsibility
she feels seems to her the heaviest burden
of all.

Truly, she "has need of patience," but
coupled with this: "If," she says-" if my
boy grows up to honorable manhood, if
his feet keep the way of integrity and
purity, I ýshall be well repaid for all my
care."

Time, watchfulness, thought, efort-and
all inspired by and springing from love-
these are needed, but not anxiety. When
the will of the Father is done, the promised
blessing becomes an inheritance. The
hope should grow out of the duty, and be
to patience as flower to stem. The fruit
will come in good time.

The path of the hoDeful mother is sun-
lighted all along. S~hadows may . some-
times gather, but they are fleeting, and
prove the sunshine. Her children are
freest and happiest, and her motherhood
becomes her crown! .

SELECTED RECIPES. &

FRIED CHICKENS.-Cut up the chickens
neatly, lay them in a large panful of cold
water half an hour to extract the blood ;
then drain and put into just enough boil-
ing water to cover them; season with pep-
per and salt; parboil for twenty minutes.
Fry crisp and brown some thin slices of
salt pork. When the chicken is sufficiently
parboiled, drain it from the water and lay
each piece into the hot pork-fat. Dust
over some flour, and fry the chicken a clear
brown, turning each piece, when suffi-
ciently brown. When done on both sides,
lay each piece on the platter, neatly, and
set where it will keep hot, but not dry.
Now shake from the dredge-box into the
hot fat, enough flour to absorb the fat. Do
not stir it till all the flour is saturated;
then with 'a spoon stir smooth and pour in,
little by little, as much of the water in
which the chicken was parboiled-which
should be kept boiling-to make what
gravy you need, stirring it all the time.
When thickened and free from lumps, pour
on the chicken and serve hot.

BEEF-STEAKS RoLLS.-Cut small, thin
steaks from the round-fry them slightly;
make a stuffing as for roast veal or turkey;
spread it over the steaks, roll them up
tightly, and sew or tie up neatly. Stew
them in rich beef stock, or brown gravy,
twpnty ininutes, and serve hot, with the
gravy poured over. A half tea-cup of rich
cream added a few minutes before serving,
is a great improvement.

COOKING VEGETABLES.-I find that
cabbage, cauliflower, and all leaves used
as greens, if boiled in hard water, preserve
their color better than if the water is soft,
Unless they are very young and tender,
their flavor will be much improved if, when
half cooked, they are taken into a colander,
cold water poured over them, and then
placed in a fresh pot of boiling water with
some salt, and boiled briskly until they are
done. Broccoli always should be boiled in
two waters.

CANNED TOMATOEs that are purchased
from the canning factories are generally solittle cooked, and in such large pieces, that
a delightful breakfast dish may be made
from them. Drain off all the liquor, and,
having a small piece of butter melted in a
dripping-pan, put in the.pieces, place into
a hot oven or on top of the stove, and let
them fry a few minutes; season, and, if
liked, add cream to them when you take
then from the fire. Do not have too much
butter in the pan, or they will be greasy.

A vay NicE WAY OF COOKING EcGGs
is to break them in a saucer, one at a time,
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being careful to keep the yolk from break-
ing and running. Have ready in a drip-
ping-pan some boiling water or milk; into
this slide the eggs, letting them cook until
set; take them up with a skimmer and
place them in a dish, putting a little butter,
salt, and pepper over them, or place them
on buttered toast.

SPANISH CREAM.-Place over the fire in
a perfectly clean saucepan three pints of
milk; in it put one ounce of Cox's gelatine,
and let it boil slowly until dissolved; add
three-quarters of a pound of best white
sugar; take it from the fire, and add six
beaten eggs, stirring it all the time, and
adding the eggs slowly. Put it on the
stove again, and let it thicken, all the time
stirring; add flavoring to suit; let it cool
a little; give one good beat, and pour it
into the moulds. There should be a little
milk put into the mould, rinse it round,
and then pour it out; it keeps the "cream"
from adhering and losing its form.

Goon CAKE RECIPES.- Velvet Cake.-
One pound of sugar, one pound of flour,
half a pound of butter, four eggs, one tea-
cup of cold water, one teaspoonful of
cream of tartar, half a teaspoonful of soda.
Flavor with extract of lemon. Beat the
sugar and butter to a white cream, dissolve
the soda in the water, and sift the cream of
tartar into the flour, mixing thoroughly.
Add to the butter and sugar the'pound of
flour and the water; beat it all well. Beat
the eggs-the yolks first, and then the
whites-to a stiff froth; beat them together
for a minute, and stir into the cake.
Flavor with a teaspoonful of extract of
lemon, and beat the cake well for about
three minutes. Bake an hour. This will
make two loaves, and is the nicest cake I
know of-better than pound cake. It may
be flavored with nutmeg and spices, or with
raisins and currants, or be made into deli-
cious chocolate cake by being baked in
layers, and filled with chocolate frosting.
It makes nice jelly cake.

Cocoa-nut Cake.-Two cups of white
sugar, half a cup of butter, three cups of
flour, one cup of milk, three eggs, one tea-
spoonful of soda, well-dissolved in water,
two teaspoonfuls of cream of tartar, one
grated cocoa-nut.

Beat the sugar and butter together until
they are white and creamy. Mix the cream
of tartar with the flour. Add to the sugarand butter the cup of milk and the cups of
flour, and stir it well. Then put in thesoda, and mix it well with the other
ingredients. Beat the yolks of the eggs,and then the whites, to a stiff froth; mixthe two, and stir quickly into the cake;then put in the grated cocoa-nut, and the
cake is made, all but the baking. The cake

is apt to be lighter if the cocoa-nut is grated
several hours before it is used, that some of
the moisture may dry away. Bake about
an hour, and don't slam the oven door
while it is baking, as it may make it fall.
This makes two loaves.

Cocoa-nut Frosting.-Grate a cocoa-nut,
make the frosting the same as you would
for any cake, but not quite so stiff with
sugar; add about two-thirds of the grated
cocoa-nut, and flavor with lemon. If too
stiff to spread nicely on the cake, add a tea-
spoonful or two of water to the f'rosting,which is guite an improvement. Spread
on the cake, and then sprinkle on the rest
of the grated cocoa-nut, which makes the
top of the loaves look like snow, and taste
like-well, something very nice. Try it.

CHARLOTTE RusSE.-BOil together a
half a pint of milk and a quarter of a
pound of sugar; then beat up the yolks of
four eggs, add them to the milk, and let it
come to a boil, and then take it off the fire.
Have dissolved in half a pint of warm
water, about a quarter of the quantity of
gelatine contained in a box, and put'this
into the milk after it has been removed
from the fire; flavor it, and stir into it one
and à half pints of cream which has been
beaten to a froth. Set the preparation
away--stirring it occasionally-and let it
remain until it congeals sufficiently to bear
the impression of a spoon. The previous
day to making this custard, bake a sponge
cake, and when ready to use it, cut off the
top, carefully, and hollow out the body ofthe cake, and then, when the custard is
sufficiently stiff, (as stated above,) put itinto the cake, and place the portion which
was cut off over it, as a cover. If you wish
to serve it very nicely, ice it.

BLAcK CURRANT VINEGAR.-Well bruise
the currants, pour the vinegar over them,
putting in a little sugar to draw the juice.
Let it stand three or four days, stirring itwell each day. Strain the juice from the
fruit, and putting one pound of sugar to
one pint of juice, boil it gently three-quar-ters of an hour; skim, and, when cold,
bottle it.

RASPBERRY VINEGAR.-One pound of
fruit in a china bowl; pour on it one quart
best white wine vinegar; next day strain
the juice on to one pound of fresh fruit, thesame the following day; don't squeeze the
fruit, drain it through'a sieve, the last time
pass it through a canvas wet with vinegar;
one pound'of sugar to everv pint of juice;-stir it when melted ; put the jar into a sauce-
pan of water; let it simmer, and skim it;
when cold, bottle it. The fruit, with an
equal quantity of sugar, makes excellent
raspberry cakes without boiling.
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anT sav ireGAR.-iaspberries and add flour enough to make a batter asand strawberres mixed, wiil make a vine- thick as wip s 
fry easily on the griddle, andgar of very pleasant flavor. two tablespoonfuls of yeast; let it rise threehours; then oedd two wel.beaten eggs andA REL.ISH FOR BREAKFAST OR LUNCH.- cook on a heated griddle. Scatter sugarTake a quarter of a pound of cheese, good and cinamon mixed together over eachand fresh; cut it up in thin slices and put I cake, when it is baked.

it in a "spider," turning over it a largecupful of sweet milk; add a quarter of ateaspoonful of dry mustard, a dash of pep- aTo KEEP PoULTRY.-Tie them t ghtirper, a little salt and a piece of butter as around the neck, so as to exclude the airlarge as a butternut; stir the mixture all and fill their bodies with bits of charcoal.the time. Have at hand three Bostoncrackers, finely pounded or rolled, and GooD CHILDREN'S CAKE.-Mix a quartersprinkle thei in gradually; as soon as of a pound of'butter, or good fresh dripping,
they are stirred in, turn out the contents into two pounds of flour; add hait a poundinto a warm dish and serve. It is very of pounded sugar, one pound of currants,delicious. 

well washed and dried, half an ounce ofcaraway seeds, a quarter of an ounce ofLEýMON HONEçpY. To serve on Tarts or in pudding spice or alîspice, and mix ailJelly Cake.-Take one pound ot loafsugar, thoroughy. Make warm a pint of newsix eggs, the juice of three lemons, the milk, but do lot let it get hot; stir into itgrated rinds of two, and a quarter of a three teaspoonfuls of good yeast, and withpound of butter. Put the sugar, butter and this make up your dough lighty, andlemons in a saucepan, and melt slowlY knead it well. Line your cake tins withover a gentle fire; when all are dissolved, buttered paper, and put in the dough; letstir in the eggs which have been well whisk- it remain in a warm place to rise for aned ; stir rapidly until it is as thick as honey. hour and a quarter, or more if necessary.It will keep twelve months at least, if it is and then bake in a wel heated oven. Thiskept from the air, and is very nice on either quantity wil make two moderatelysized
cakes; thus divided, they will take from anhour and a half to two hours' baking, LetRicE FRITTERS. -Boil a teacupful of rice the paper inside vour tins be about sixuntil it is tender ; strain upon it one quart inches higher than the top of the tinof milk and let it boil ten minutes; cool it, itself.

TALKS ABOUT HEALTH. By Dio Lewis,
A.M., M.D., author of " Our Girls,"
" Weak Lungs and How to Make them
Strong," &c. Toronto: the Canadian
News and Publishing Company.
Montreal: Dawson Bros. Paper, 25
cents. '

This little work is partly original and
partly composed of extracts from Dr.
Lewis's previous works, selected principally
with the view of being useful to the work-
ing-classes. The authorendeavors to show
the poor man how he may live on ýfood
costing less than a quarter of his present
table expenses,-food which will give him

strength, endurance, and long life, and to
teach him that the present system of super-
fine white flour bread, pies, cakes, pud-
dings, sweetmeats, and other trash, is
poisoning his body, crippling his forces
and shortening his life. His idea of what
is suitable for the family of a working-man
is given in the story of

THE BLACKSMITH'S TROUBLES.

Not long since, a middle-aged man, evi-dently a hard worker, with bent form and
soiled clothes, came into my office and
said

"Doctor, I have been reading your lit-
tle pamphlet about cheap food, and I
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thought I would venture to drop in, tell understands better than anybody else the
you my story, and ask you some ques- secret of getting much out of little. He
tions." - will take the coarsest bits of the cheapest

" I am glad to see you, sir, and shall be meat, and with a few crumbs of bread, an
glad if I can help you." onion and a condiment or two, make a

"My story is this: I am a blacksmith, grand and delicious dinner.
and receive fifteen dollars a week for my " When you go to the market for meat,
regular work. I have a sickly wife and don't buy tenderloin, but buy what is called
five children. My wife finds her house- coarse meats. If I were buying for my
work all she can do. My children, except wife and self, I should invariably buy such
the youngest, are in school." pieces, because I really think them, aside

" For rent I pay two dollars a week, fuel from all questions of cost, when cooked in
and light cost about two dollars more. one of the many stews, the most delicious
Clothing for the family costs, we reckon, parts of the animal. So purchase for your
about three dollars a week. Now you see dinner five to -eight cents' worth, say ten
that is seven dollars a week, and we have cents' worth, of the cheap, coarse bits.
but eight left to feed seven mouths." Among our foolish people the competition

" Well, do you succeed in keeping them is so slight over these coarse meats, that
well filled with that money?" the butchers have to put all the price on

"No, Doctor, it cannot be done; so I the small part which is in active demand,
have to do some over-work, and worse than and sell all the rest for a mere nothing. I
this, we are constantly getting into debt. cannot go on to tell you just what pieces
I cannot bear to be in debt, and as I begin you should buy, but buy such pieces as are
to feel old age creeping on, I am dis- sold in this Boston market-the highest
couraged and heart-broken. Now can market in the United States-for five or six
you tell me any way out of this bad busi- cents a pound. Good, solid meat is sold
ness?" for these figures, and only needs to be

"The rent, fuel, lights and clothing I steamed, or to be made into a stew, to be
think are reasonable. You can hardly as tender and delicious as the expensive
hope to reduce the expense in those depart- parts of the creature. The neck of the
ments. The only possible economy must chicken is the most delicious part of the
be found in the feeding department." animal. The neck of the beef, when made

" Well, it seems to me there is no use in tender, comes near being the most delici-
talking about that; we must have some- ous part of that animal. Steaming and
thing to eat, or I can't work, and the chil- boiling are the best modes, and these modes
dren can't grow. In fact, unless we have of cooking have this additional advantage:
something to eat we shall starve." you can put in any of the delicious condi-

" Now I have learned your story, you ments, which cost almost nothing. If you
may go home, come again one week from roast, or broil, you cannot permeate the
to-night. and I will give you some written meat with these delicate, savory condi-
advice about your table, to which you shall ments, but in a stew you can fill every part
be most welcome." with any condiment which your palate may

The following is what I prepared for fancy. Mutton may be used in the same
him:- ways.

" You must have meat every day of the "You will ask me, ' How about poultry?'
year. Your children should have some Poultry is good food, and may be eaten in
animal food during the autumn, winter the place of the meats I have named; but
and spring. But meat is very high. A poultry is expensive, and inferior in nutri-
sirloin steak costs in our market from ment to beef and mutton.
thirty-five to forty cents apound; and even " I have said all I need to say to an in-
this is not the most expensive part of the telligent American mechanic on the sub-
animal. But do you know that in an ox ject of animal food. Perhaps I should add
which, dressed, weighs eight hundred that an occasional use of fish, which, if you
pounds, only a very small part brings this live near the coast, is always cheap, may
high price? And, do you know that that be added by way of variety.
small part is neither the most nourishing " Salt codfish and mackerel are cheap
nor the most palatable? While certain everywhere, and answer very well by way
portions of the animal sell for thirty to of variety.
forty cents a pound, there are portions, not " Leaving the meats, let us speak of the
one whit less palatable than the tenderloin, vegetable food. Oatmeal in the form of
when properly cooked, that can be bought porridge, or in the form of cakes, is one of
for a very small price? Take, for example, the Most nutritious of vegetable foods. A
what is called the neck; the very best can pound of oatmeal is worth, as nutriment,
be bought for five cents a pound, and a six pounds of superfine white flour. Not
single pound cooked in a stew, with bits of only does it sustain our powerful horses,
bread, will. make a meal for yourself and but it develops the magnificent Highlander.
your entire family. The French soldier Oatmeal porridge, or oatmeal mush, with
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a little milk, is a breakfast which would
not only answer for your children, butwhich, in proper quantities, would abun-
dantly support you during the forenoon.
I noticed when you were here that you
were very thin. Oatmeal, freely used, will
help to make you plump.

"Cracked wheat, or whole wheat, whenproperly cooked, is really one of the most
delicious articles of food ever eaten by man.
One pound of cracked wheat will give as
much strength of muscle and nerve as
several pounds of common baker's bread.

"Hominy, samp and hulled corn are
among the most substantial and lasting of
human foods, and are very cht.ap compared
even with wheat.

"One pound of cheap meat boiled to
rags, with a quart of white beans, and
eaten with brown bread, will make a din-
ner that a king might luxuriate upon.Your family of seven persons would not be
able to consume such a dinner. It would
be twice as much as the seven could eat atone meal, while the entire cost, saying
nothing of fuel, would be less than aquarter of a dollar.

" One pound of cheap meat-when I say
cheap, I mean what is called coarse meat,
simply those portions which are not tender
if cooked by roasting or broiling, but wiiîch,
I repeat, constitute the best parts of the
animal when cooked in the way I am speak-
ing of-boiled with one pound of split peas,
and served with five cents' worth of coarse
bread, will make an abundant and deli-
cious dinner for yourself and family.

"Butter and potatoes are expensive
articles of food. A single bushel of beans,
properly cooked, with condiments, will fur-
nish not only more palatable food, but Will
furnish more nutriment than ten bushels ofpotatoes. Every vegetable in use, is good.
Byt such articles- as squash, pumpkin, car-rots, parsnips, &c., are rather innutritious
stuffs. Tomatoes may be eaten in moderate
quantity, as a sauce, but should not bemade a principal article of food as is now
common.

" Every one of the condiments, forexample, pepper, spice, ginger, cinnamon,
nutmegs, cloves, mustard, oil, &c., may be
used in moderation, without harm."

Dio Lewis wages a war of extermination
against all such bad habits as tight lacing,
wearing insufficient clothing to keep all
parts of the body warm, living in dárk
rooms, taking drugs, wearing close hats,
&c., and though his statements are often
extravagant, yet there is at the bottom of
all of them, a good substratum of common
sense. Hle is especially urgent on the
necessity of perfect ventilation, especially
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in bed-rooms. On this subject he
says:-

Most people think that sleeping in cold
rooms is essential to health. This is a
mistake. An open fire greatly improves
the atmosphere of a bed-room. By it the
air of the room is constantly changed.With a fire, less bed-clothing is needed-
an important advantage,-for a large num-
ber of blankets not only interferes with cir-
culation and respiration, but prevents the
escape of the gases which the skin is con-
stantly emitting. Except there be wind,ventilation of any room depends upon adifference in temperature between the air
inside and that outside. If the thermo-
meter inside indicate a temperature ten
degrees below the freezing point, and out-side the same, there will be no ventilation.
All motion in the air originates in a dif-
ference of temperature between different
points. If we would secure the constant
introduction of air from the great ocean
outside into our bed-rooms, we must raise
the temperature within considerably abovethat without.

NI8HT AIR.

Consumptives, and all invalids, and in-
deed persons in health, are cautioned to
avoid the night air. Do those who offer
this advice forget that there is no other air
at night, but " night air?" Certainly wecannot breathe day air during the night.Do they mean that we should shut our-
selves up in air-tight rooms, and breathe
over and over again, through half the
twenty-four hours, the atmosphere we have
already poisoned? We have only thechoice between night air pure, and night
air poisoned with the exhalations from ourskins and lungs, perhaps from lungsalready diseased.

Many persons indulge a very silly dread
of a draught. It is only by motion in the
atmosphere that our lungs obtain the
purest air. If at night the air moves
briskly directly over your bed, your lungswill receive precious supplies. If you can-
not endure this direct draught, you must
deny yourself a great luxury. I once
thought a draught at night directly over
my head, was a thing to be avoided. NowI seek it as one of the real blessings of life.
My wife, who inherited a consumptivetaint, was ever guarding against night air.
Now she sleeps with open windows.
Neither of us have had a severe cold forseveral years. Every one must exercise
his own judgment and prudence. I should
be sorry were my words to lead anyoneinto an injurious exposure. But amongthe many hundreds-I might say thou-
sands--whom I have advised to sleep with
open windows, I have never known a single
person to be seriously injured, even tem-
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porarily; and I may add, that almostwith-
out exception, as far as I have known, they
would not return to their former habit of
sleeping in unventilated rooms. At first
you may contract a cold, but if you bathe
freely in cold water, and employ vigorous
friction upon the parts exposed while in
bed, even this may be avoided. But after
a few weeks' experience it will be quite un-
necessary for the physiologist to lecture
you on the subject. - You will yourself take
to exhorting your friends upon the impor-
tance of well-ventilated bedrooms. One
of the compensations of our great war will
be found in the conviction among a million
returned soldiers that night air is not a
poison, and that draughts are less danger-
ous than minie balls.

A writer speaks on this point after the
following fashion:-

" Man acts st.rangely. Although a cur-
rent of fresh air is the very life of his lungs,
he seems indefatigable in the exercise of
his inventive powers to deprive himself of
this heavenly blessing. Thus, he care-
fully closes his bed-chamber against its
entrance, and prefers that his lungs should
receive the mixed efflugia from his cellar
and larder, and from a patent little modern
aquarius, in lieu of it. Why should man
be so terrified at the admission of night air
into any of his apartments? It is nature's
ever-flowing current, and never carries the
destroying angel with it. See how soundly
the delicate little wren and tender robin
sleep under its full and immediate in-
fluence; and how fresh, and vigorous, and
joyous, they rise amid the s.irrounding dew
drops of the morning. Although exposed
all night long to the heavens, their lungs
are never out of order; and this we know
by the daily repetition of their song. Look
at the new-born hare, without any nest to
go to. It lives and thrives and becomes
strong and playful under the unmitigated
inclemency of the falling dews of night. I
have a turkey full eight years old that has
not passed a single night in shelter. He
roosts in a cherry-tree, and is in primest
health the year through. Three fowls, pre-
ferring his to the warm perches in the hen-
house, took up their quarters with hirm
early in October, and have never gone to
any other roosting-place. The cow and
the horse sleep safely on the ground, and
the roe lies down to rest on the dewy
mountain-top. I myself can sleep all night
long, bareheaded, under the full moon's
watery beams, without any fear of danger,
and pass the day in wet shoes, without
catching cold. Coughs and colds are
generally caught in the transition from an
over-heated room to a cold apartment; but
there would be no danger in this move-
ment, if ventilation were properly attended
to,-a precaution little thought of now-a-
days."

THE AIR WE BREATHE.

No other object bearing upon human
health is so vitally important. My life is
now con secrated to gymnastics. I could not
have engaged in the work without a pro-
found conviction of its necessity and
value. But, as compared with v.entilation,
muscle-culture is insignificant. Our first,
constant, and imperative need is pure air.
If we lack this, we have nothing. Upon
this vital point, intelligent people are sadly
and willfully stupid. A large majority of
the cars, theatres, halls, parlors, and
churches are dens of poisons. It imust be a
strong attraction which can draw me to a
public hall. In lectures before lyceums, I
quarrel 'with the managers about the
atmosphere of the hall. I return from
church sincerely doubting whether I have
not committed sin in exposing myself in a
poisonous atmosphere. The eminent Bau-
deloque declared it as his conviction that
the lack of proper ventilation in our dwell-
ings is the principal cause of scrofula. He
believed that if there be pure air, bad food,
improper clothing, and want of cleanliness
will not produce scrofula. Sir James Clark
expressed the opinion that the bad air of
our nurseries, sitting-rooms, and bedrooms
produces an immense amount of scrofulous
disease.

As a medical man, I have visited thou-
sands of the sick, but have never found one
hundred of them in a pure atmosphere.
Among the well, not one in a hundred
sleeps in a well-ventilated room. The air
of our close, furnace-heated houses produces
fits in our cats and dogs, and would kill
our horses or cows in a few months.

God has provided in his immense atmos-
pheric ocean, a hundred miles deep, with its
winds and very hurricanes, an exhaustless
fountain of life and health! What a shame
to our civilization that we should expend
thousands of dollars in erecting splendid
houses, and so contrive them as to compel
ourselves to breathe, instead of the pure air
of heaven, a vile mixture with the poison-
ous excretions of our own bodies, and the
poisonous gases emanating from our gas-
burners and fires.

Those who have read Dio Lewis' former

works, will find but little that is new in

this one, though they might value it on

account of the recieps for cooking dishes

on hygienic principles. Those who are
not familiar with the principles which he

so vigorously advocates, will find its peru-
sal well worth while, though few in prac-
tice will be willing to corne down to " living
well on ten cents a day."
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